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lntroducing the IDC Family Plus Service. 
ICC's 0061 has long been the best value in calling overseas. 
Now IDC Family Plus offers even better rates and services 

whenever you call family, friends, or anyone else outside Japan. 
Here are three reasons to sign up now: 

1. An additional 13% savings! 
A 24-hour discount rate, with bonus savings after 11 :00 p.m. -only ¥ 78 per minute 

after the first minute ( ¥ 147). 

2. A one-month contract period. 
This shorter, one-month contract is offered only by IDC, and the basic charge is 
only ¥300 per month. 

3. Expanded service for up to five numbers. 
Save while calling five different phone numbers-pre-registration is not required. 
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Introducing IDC Family Plus Service. 

1. An addltlonal 13% savings! 
A 24-,hour discount rate, with bonus savings after 11 :DO p.m. 

only ¥78 per minute after the first minute (¥147) to the US• CANADA. 

2. A one-month contract period. 
Thia shorter, on•month contract Is offered only by IDC, 

and the basic charge Is only ¥300 per month. 
For your convenience, the contract la automatically renewed 

each month until you noUfy IDC. 

3. Expanded service for up to five numbers. 
Save while calling five different phone numbers-pre-registration la not required. 

WINNING RATES c'.'E" 

To 9'lro, fOf IOC Fam1ty Plus S-VW:. 
or fo, more 1nlonnabof'I 

Please Contact IDC Customer SeMc• C-W 

01 20-03-0061 
TOI free 24houra 

Anyone can save! Simply dial: 0061-country code-area code-telephone number. 
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Submissions 
The editors welcome submissions of maten• 
als concerned with all aspects or language 
teaching, parncularly with relev.mce to Japan. 

All Enghsh language copy must be typed, 
double spaced, on A4-sized paper, with three 
centimetre margins. 

Manu,;;cnpts should follow the Amencan 
Psychological Association (APA) ~tyle, as it 
appears in The Umguage Teach,·r 

The editors reserve the right to edit all copy 
for length, style, and clarity, without prior 
notif1cat1on to authors 
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Feature Artides 
English. Well wntten, well--documcnted ar
ticles of up to 3,000 words in Enghsh. Pages 
~hlluld be numbered, new paragraphs in· 
dented, word count noted, and sub-headings 
(bold-faced or italics) used throughout for 
lhe convemence of readers. Three copies are 
r('(}mred The author's name and affiliation 
i;;hould appear under the title; and contact 
r1ddress, telephone and fax numbers ~hould 
appear after the references on onlv one of the 
copies. An abstract of up to 150 ~ords, bio
grnphical mformatton of up to 100 words, 
;md any photographs, tables, or dr<1wings 
~hould appear on separate sheets of paper. 
Send all three coptes to the editor 
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I nlerviews. If you are interested in inter
viewing a well known professional in the 
field, please consult the editor first. 
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Readers' Views. Responses to articles, or 
other items in TLT are invited. Submissions 
of up to 500 words should be sent to the 
editor by the 19th of the month, J months 
pnor to publication, to allow time to request 
a response to appear in the same issue, if 
appropnate. TLTwill not publish anonymous 
correspondence unless there 1s a compelhng 
reason to do so, and then only if the corre
spondent l5 known by the editor. 
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"'J;"'Qltl'.lllll t, t't. 

Conference Reports. U you wiJI be attending 
an mtemattonal or regional conference and 
are able to write a report of up to 1,SOOwords. 
please contact the editor 
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Departments 
My Share. We invite up to 1,000 words on a 
successful teaching technique or lesson plan 
}'OU have used. Readers should be able to 
replicate_ your technique or lesson plan. Send 
subm1ss1ons to the "My Share" editor. 

'l'l!r,lll!Cltt° o %W',Jlt7 ,{ 'f < 7 ""11i'il'..~o 
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JAL T Undercover. We invite reviews of books 
and other educational materials. We do not 
pubhsh unsolicited reviews. Contact the Pub
hshers Review Copies liaison for submission 
guidelines, and the Book Reviews editor for 
pemussion to review unlisted materials. 

111!'<'1". litlll t 1., -c. ic"'*"'""'/1. n•o ~• 
-c,'f< ::1:1:1i-,n•t1". -111,t,-/lo•/1.011101!. 
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1: ... ~t, 1.,,, .. -r.t.o~•!.' ;o,t,11.il'to~>'>. •• 
I~ Unclc:rCa.er W1U-fJ1~111!11,,f'-b-tt< t:.~ 1,,. 

JALT News. All news pertaining to official 
)ALT orgaruzational activibesshould besenl to 
lhe )ALT News editor at lhe address lisled u, 

lhe Maslhead. Deadline: 191h of lhe monlh, 2 
months prior to publication. 

JALT IC l oill L,lelt !.' O)f;lll<,~l'.llla l,~l•I, 
11 JALTN.-..liill-tiJ.::'.ffl•<~~I•. 11'/JJ;!, Ill 
at- :'.t!IJ.:/t o !f6JllfiJ! m;, /1110) 198 IC JALT 
,,..,1111\f.~ll't''t. 

Of . ational SICnifiunce. JALT recognised 
Nabonal Special Interest Groups may submit a 
monlhly report to lheO!NabonalSIGnificance 
editor. Deadhne: 15th of the month, 2 months 
prior to publication. 

JALT ~JI.> Nal.JOna] Spccsal lntercs1 Groups 1:. 
/,j/JO)f;lllf:,~t,!llaL,~;,1,1;1, N-SIGS!ill\liJ.: 
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tr 11 "'2h 11 ill<1))5B J.: N-SIGS f;lldt~lf-C't. 

Chapter Reports. Each Olclpter may submit a 
monlhly report of up 10400 words which should 
{a) idenllfy the chapter, (b) have a title-usu
ally the presentation title, (c) have a by-line 

w,lh lhe presenler's name and affiliation/ 
tution, (d) Uldude, in lhe body of lhe repon,"':; 
monlh m wluch the presentabon was given,,.. 
conclude wilh lhe reporter's name and, 
bon. For specific gu1delines contact Jhe r,._ 
ter Repot1s edJtor. Deadline: 19th of the -..,,. 
2 months pnor to publication. fflClnlll,, 

lllh1<:S1'm~-C"'ll&"'■i'i-C1", Jo~11•a 
lflllU!<~•f:, 4 lie. ·•"'nldllc 1•11':S1ot,. .... 
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"'2h/lli<1)19lJJ.: 01aDler R<1)(>1Slll!l\t:l-lil't"t, 

Chapter Meetings. Chapters must follow tht 
~recise format used m e~ery issue of TU' 
(1.e., to_pic, speaker, date, tune, place, fee-, and 
other information m order, followed by• 
bnef, objective descnpbon of the evenJ). Map. 
of new t~ahons can be pnnted upon Consul
tation with the colu~ editor. Meeting."t that 
are scheduled for the first week of the month 
should be pubhshed m the previous month's 
lSSUe. Announcements, or requests for guidt-
lines, should be sent to the O,apter Meetmp 
editor. Deadline: 19th of the month, 2 months 
prior to publication 

tsm:'l"'Ulllf:>~-C1".~-"~"'J.:1Stt 
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f.:: Chapler Announcements lijjf;S:f.·l-R-C:T. 

Bulletin Board. CalJs for papers, partmpa
hon in,' announcements of conferences, cal,. 

loquia, se~rs, or research pro,ects may bt 
posted in this column. E-mail or fax your 
announcements of up to 150 words to the 
Bulletin Board editor. Deadline: 19th of the 
month, 2 months prior to publication. 
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JIC/Positions. TLT encourages all prospec· 
hve employers to use this free service to 
locate the most qualified language teachers 
m Japan. Contact the Job Information Cenlll!I' 
editor for an announcement form. DeadlUW 
for subrruttmg forms: 15th of the month two 
months prior to publicahoo. Publication does 
not indicate endorsement of the institution 
by )ALT. It LS lhe position of lhe )ALT Execu
tive Board that no positions-wanted an· 
nouncements will be pnnted. 
'1A■-C1", !llaL,~1,J,J;!. Joblnformal/OIIC<I> 

1er/Pos.JtK>nS Kl~ft-~Announcement Form 4:iil~ l., t' 
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Test your 
students before 

wedo. 

e 
With the official test preparation materials 

produced by the developers of the test. 

Educational Testing ~n,ice has just released two new study guides for the 
Test of English as a Foreign Language (fOEFL' ). 

• The most effective way to prepare srudents for the TOEFL test 
• Completely up-to<late, to reflect the latest changes in the test 
• Step-by-step directions fumiliarize students with the three-section test fonnat 
• Extensive exercises and practice questions help students review 
what they need to know 

The nght preparation can make the difference! Put your students to the 
test. S<:nd for more information today. 
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Introduction 

I
n thiS issue, James C. Scott and Joseph Tomei continue the discussion of JALT policy towards university 

job discrimination. Brett Reynolds extends it to fair labor practices for individuals, as well as for groups, 

at language schools as well as at universities. Meanwhile, the on-line discussion on JALTCALL has not 

only covered related issues, but actually played a significant role in the happy outcome of Brett Reynolds's 

narrative. 
The theme running through all these articles is the importance of knowledge-how ignorance isolates and 

frightens us, how knowledge encourages us and gives us power. 
\1ost of us care so deeply about our teaching, and we feel so alone facing the arbitrariness of termina

b~n-,,tnking here, but not there, sparing the incompetent and claiming the dedicated-that we fall into the 

superstitions that accompany plagues or disasters in whose face we feel helpless. 
The belief that victims of rape, AIDS, or cancer somehow bring tragedy on themselves is not just cruel 

,nsensihvity; it's a way to feel some control over one's fate: "If I'm careful, if I make myself the right kind of 

person, it won't happen to me." It's the other side of the victim's natural reaction when it does happen: "My 

God, what's wrong with me? What could I have done differently?" We have to beware the superstition, 

"People who are really doing their jobs don't get dismissed." Some of us bargain with fate: "If I don't ask for 

all I'm worth, maybe I'll get what I ask for. Maybe I won't be punished a lot if I punish myself a little by 

settling for the second-rate." 
As knowledge is the best enemy of superstition and isolation, it is no coincidence that James Scott's article 

repeatedly calls for data on teachers' conditions to be publicized, that Joseph Tomei's calls for a survey of all 

members, or that Brett Reynolds's demonstrates the value of information and advice from colleagues. 

And knowledge is the best enemy of discrimination, too, which never goes by its right name, but lurks in 

the shadows whispering lies about this group to that one and about that one to this one. Help drag it out in 

the light. Send us your contributions for our next Employment Issues Forum to appear in September. 
Bill Lee 

Employment Issues Forum Editor 
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Rodney E. Tyson 
£who Woman's University, Korea The Test of English as a Foreign Language 

(TOEFL) was established in the early 1960s 
(see Spolsky, 1990). Results of this examination 

are used for a variety of purposes. TOEFL scores are 
used by many government agencies, scholarship 
programs, and licensing/ certification agencies, for 
example, to evaluate the English proficiency of their 
employees and applicants. However, TOEFL scores 
are mainly used by colleges and universities in North 
America to make admissions decisions concerning 
nonnative-speaking applicants. In fact, more than 
2,300 colleges and universities in the United States 
and Canada require TOEFL scores for purposes of 
admission. According to the Educational Testing 
Service (ETS), the organization which owns and 

administers the TOEFL, nearly 

A Decade of the 
TOEFL Test of 

Written English 

800,000 people a year take the 
TOEFL at more than 1,200 test 
centers in 175 countries and areas 
around the world (ETS, 1994b, 
p. 1), and "as many as 80,000 

may test worldwide on one date" 
(ETS, 1989, p. 1). Obviously, then, 
the TOEFL has a direct and very 
important effect on the lives of a 
large number of people around 
the world. 

Since 1975, the TOEFL has been 
divided into three sections: (1) lis
tening comprehension, (2) gram
matical structure, and (3) reading 

fU:W-I75n•OO • i1!!~0)1,200J;.1.J.:O)'.r 
7- I-t:.., :l7 - "C'. fui!'80H .A.niTOEFL 
~~tl vn,-5n,. ')-~.: O);l;t~1-1. 
~t.:l<0)*~..-..0))..~~R!ll VC!.li~~ 
~'11/~•0)~j,O)J,.l,t1:,f. i(,< O).A_k 
O)j,~K~~~~~--~-~~&~ 
L..--c1,,-5 • .:O)'r::i. t--n,;;;-,'.r-1 :..--~ 
fi1i:/J ~r.ll!11~K L..n•&!ii L---c 1,,t,.:1,, c 
1,,5Jttf1/l:~;t--C. 1986-87 7:;,. 1---1' 
-l'"-1:li 7,{ '.r-1• :..--?·~"9m(TWE)ni;l;t 
!l11~1:i!!JJUatt.t.:. U•L..I0iI'~ft~ 
L-k~fft. JJcmc~~O)i(,<niTWE 
O)~;j_ll,til!!ilii~1itlll! L..~n.fl:1,,-5. 
.: .: "C'li. ~(ll~«i;~•O)',cj,~fJ(;t-5 

ticeiJiO)-~c L..--c. TWEJ:.JIJO)~~
~O)~m~•- ~k- 'r::i.t--cL..cO) 
~~11- toJ:UI986i!'0)3!J,iJ;J.::lsliJl9!: 
~•~.1:~--cm~ank~mkO)k~ 
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comprehension. Questions in these three sections are 
entirely multiple choice; 1 answers are either right or 
wrong, and only one possible answer is acceptable 
(Traynor, 1985, p. 43). Scores on the TOEFL range 
from 200 to 677 with 490 considered to be about the 
mean (ETS, 1994a, p. 31). Many colleges and universi
ties set relatively rigid cut-off scores 2 of about 500 or 
550--sometimes even higher for certain schools or 
programs-that nonnative-speaking students must 
achieve in order to be considered for admission. This 
multiple choice format has been one of the major 
criticisms of the TOEFL since it was established: 
"[The TOEFL] does not test either ability to speak 
English or ability to write it. ... Theoretically at least, 
one could score well on the TOEFL without being 
able to say a single word in English or write a single 
word other than one's name" (Traynor, 1985, p. 44). 

As Traynor also points out, some of the most im
portant reasons for not testing speaking and writing 
on the TOEFL, while sound for other reasons, are not 
pedagogical: ''They are for administrative conve
nience, or because of financial constraints or diffi
culty in framing questions ... " (p. 45). Also, a great 
deal of research seems to support the argument that 
any student who has developed listening and read
ing skills will also have developed corresponding 
speaking and writing skills (Greenberg, Wiener, & 
Donovan, 1986). This point of view assumes, of 
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course, that the student has worked equaUy hard at 
these four main skills before being tested m two of 
them. The problem with this argument, as many 
language teachers are well aware, is that students 

repanng for the TOEFL sometimes tend to neglect 
ppeaking and writing, since these skills are not con
\dered to be important to "pass" the TOEFL. In 
~ther words, the types of questions on the TOEFL 
create a negative backwash effect, or as Traynor puts 
it: "When a student is preparing for the TOEFL, his 
or her interest in speaking and writing skills de
chnes m direct proportion to the length of time 
remaining between the lesson and the examination" 

(p. -14). 
In response to this type of criticism, ETS added a 

separate Test of Spoken English (TSE) in the early 
J 980s. The TSE is a twenty-minute recorded exami
nation which requires students to answer a variety 
of printed and recorded questions orally. The re
cording is then sent to ETS for scoring.3 Students 
register for the TSE in addition to the TOEFL only if 
it is required by the school or program they are 
applying for or if it is required to obtain a license or 
cerhfication in a professional or occupational field 
(ETS, J 990a, p. 3). The TSE is often required by 
foreign graduate students who apply for teaching 
assistantships at American universities, for example. 

Then, beginning in the 1986-87 testing year, the 
Test of Written English (TWE), "an essay test of 
students' academic writing proficiency" (Greenberg, 
1986, p. 531), was added to the TOEFL on an experi
mental basis in order to complement the indirect 
measures of writing proficiency in the TOEFL 
(Stansfield, 1986). According to ETS, the TWE was 
developed in response to pressure from faculty in 
various academic departments at a number of North 
American colleges and universities to institute an 
essay test (Raimes, 1990; Stansfield & Webster, 1986). 
At present, the TWE is given at five of the twelve 
administrations every year-in August, September, 
October, February, and May during the 1994-95 
testing year (ETS, 1994a, p. 13). Because it is still in 
the developmental stages, students do not register 
separately to take the TWE as they do for the TSE. 
Instead, if the TWE is being given at a certain admin
istration, then all applicants are required to take it, 
and a separate TWE score is reported along with the 
regular TOEFL scores. The remainder of this paper 
discusses certain aspects of the TWE that should be of 
particular interest to teachers of English as a second/ 
foreign language (ESL/EFL)-i.e., how the test was 
d.eveloped, its format, scoring, and validation, and 
significant criticisms made by researchers and En
glish teachers since its implementation in 1986. 

TWE Development, Format, and Scoring 
Greenberg (1986) and Raimes (1990) describe some of 
the procedures used by ETS in developing the TWE. 
First, m order "to describe the domain of competen-

cies to be measured" by such a proficiency test, an 
ETS "national advisory committee" interviewed 
college and university faculty and administrators in· 
subject areas with high enrollments of foreign stu
dents, writing assessment specialists, and ESL and 
EFL teachers, researchers, and students. On the basis 
of these interviews, the committee constructed a 
questionnaire designed to assess the types of writing 
demands made on students at post secondary institu
tions in the United States and Canada. The question
naire included a list of ten different types of writing 
tasks which were sent to both undergraduate and 
graduate faculty in academic departments at such 
institutions with high enrollments of foreign stu
dents. According to Raimes (1990, p. 432), the depart
ments of the faculty who received the questionnaires 
included English, electrical engineering, civil engi
neering, computer science, chemistry, psychology, 
and MBA programs. The faculty were asked to evalu
ate and rank the tasks as being "good, fair, or accept
able for use in making placement or admission 
decisions for nonnative-speaking applicants" 
(Greenberg, 1986, p. 534). Responses to the question
naires were received from 190 faculty at thirty-four 
universities in the United States and Canada. 

Based on these responses, two types of writing 
tasks were initially chosen for the TWE: (1) compari
son/ contrast, with a defense of position, and (2) de
scription and interpretation of a graph or chart. The 
following sample topics, included in the 1991-92 
Bulletin of Information for TOEFL and TSE (ETS, 1991, 
p. 19), illustrate these two types of tasks: 

Sample Topic #1 
Some people say that the best preparation 

for life is learning to work with others and be 
cooperative. Others take the opposite view and 
say that learning to be competitive is the best 
preparation. Discuss these positions, using con
crete examples of both. Tell which one you agree 
with and explain why. 

Sample Topic #2 
You have interviewed three people for an 

engineering job in your company. Using informa
tion from the chart, select one of the three people 
for the position. Explain why you have chosen 
that person. 

Characteristics of Three People Interviewed for a Job 

Ability to Commoocote 
in Speoking and Writing 

General Appeoronce 

Recommendation from a 
Previous Em~oyer 

Excellent Good 

Person 
A 

POOi 

Person 
C 
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Raimes (1990), however, points out that the TWE has 
actually moved away, without explanation of ratio
nale, from including only topics recommended in the 
original research. In particular, new types of writing 
tasks have been introduced, and the chart/ graph type 
of i tern has not been used for some time because "so 
much language is contained in the charts and graphs 
themselves that there is a concern that students simply 
reproduce that given information" (p. 434). The 1994-
95 Bulletin of Information for TOEFL, TWE, and TSE 
(ETS, 1994a, p. 13), in fact, does not include a chart/ 
graph topic as a practice topic. Instead, the following 
explanation of TWE test topics is given: 

The TWE test uses a variety of writing tasks that 
research has identified as typical of those re
quired of college and university students. As 
more is learned about other kinds of academic 
writing, the TWE test will use additional types of 
essay questions. 

On the actual test, students are given just one topic 
and have thirty minutes to "compose, revise, and edit 
a (200-300 word) response to the task" (Greenberg, 
1986, p. 531). According to ETS (1990c, p. 30): 

The questions are developed by specialists in 
English or ESL, and field-tested and reviewed by 
a committee of composition specialists (the TWE 
Core Reader Group). A topic is approved for use 
on the TWE only if it elicits a range of responses 
at a variety of proficiency levels. 

The responses are then scored on a holistic six
point scale by two different highly-trained readers, 
and one score, ranging from 1 to 6, is reported in 
addition to the TOEFL score (ETS, 1994a). The TWE 
Scoring Guide (ETS, 1990b)4 is "a criterion-refer
enced rather than norm-referenced instruments to 
help readers maintain common standards across 
administrations and good interrater reliability" 
(Peirce, 1991, p. 159). Each of the six descriptors in 
the scale, which focus on the degree of rhetorical 
and syntactic "competence" demonstrated by the 
examinee's writing, is illustrated with four or five 
rubrics. According to the guide, "competent" writers 
should receive a score of 5 or 6, "minimally compe
tent" writers a score of 4, writers with "developing 
competence" a 3, writers who "suggest competence" 
a 2, and those who demonstrate "incompetence" a 
score of 1. If the two readers give the same score, 
then that score is reported. If the two scores are just 
one point apart; then an average is reported (e.g., if 
one reader assigns a 3 and the other a 4, the reported 
score is 3.5). If the two readers' scores are more than 
one point apart, then there is a third reader (ETS, 
1994a, p. 32), but this happens very rarely.• In fact, a 
1985 TOEFL Writing Test validation study found 
that interrater reliability ranged from .80 to .85 
(Spearman-Brown correlations), "a very acceptable 
reliability" (Greenberg, 1986, p. 540).7 
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Some Criticisms of the TWE 
Judging from the discussion in the literature (e.g., 
Gonzalez, 1989; Greenberg, 1986; Kroll, 1991; Peirce, 
1991; Raimes, 1990; Stansfield & Webster, 1986), 
response to the TWE so far has been varied-some 
positive and some negative. There has been discus
sion, in particular, about the choice of topics, the fact 
that only one topic appears on each administration, 
and the scoring. 

First, Greenberg (1986) suggests that the two writ
ing tasks chosen for the TWE seem to require very 
different cognitive and linguistic skills and, therefore, 
"may require different writing strategies and may 
yield different assessments of writing proficiency" 
(p. 538). The TOEFL TWE Guide states that ETS 
research indicated that "correlations among writing 
topics were as high across topic types as within topic 
types, suggesting that overall competency in compo
sition could be adequately assessed using a variety of 
composition types" (ETS, 1989, p. 2). Greenberg 
points out, however, that even TOEFL researchers 
acknowledge that this high reliability across types 
may be due to variation in scorers' training or scoring 
procedures rather than examinee performance, and 
"high reliability does not ensure validity ... " (p. 542). 
She cites research by Freedman (1981), for example, 
which shows that "'trainers' (chief readers and table 
leaders) can significantly affect readers' scores, re
gardless of task or topic" (p. 541). 

Greenberg, therefore, disagrees with the decision 
of ETS (which was based mainly on the reliability 
research mentioned above) to include just one topic 
on each TWE test administration, since "[i]f either 
task is offered alone ... the validity of the test is 
greatly diminished" (p. 540). Raimes (1990) agrees 
and cites a 1985 TOEFL research study by Carlson, 
Bridgeman, Camp, and Waanders (1985): "One writ
ing sample is not necessarily a sufficient sample of 
writing performance" (p. 435). Finally, Hughes (1989) 
points out that "from the point of view of validity, 
the ideal test would be one which required candi
dates to perform all the relevant potential writing 
tasks" (p. 81, emphasis in original). Thus, this deci
sion by ETS seems to have been met with nearly 
unanimous disapproval from the beginning and is a 
major concern of researchers and practitioners alike. 

In addition, it has been suggested by Raimes (1990) 
that the two tasks chosen for the TWE seem to be more 
difficult than writing tasks required by ETS on the 
English Composition Test for native English speakers 
who are applying to undergraduate programs in North 
American colleges and universities (if they are re
quired to take a composition test at all). Writing tasks 
for native speakers often include "agree or disagree" or 
"take a position on an issue," for instance, versus the 
relatively more complicated TWE tasks of "compare, 
contrast, and take a position" or "describe and inter
pret a chart or graph" (p. 433). Another criticism made 
by Raimes is that while ETS makes a distinction be-
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h undergraduate Scholastic Aptitude Test 
tween t ~ the Graduate Record Exam (GRE), the TWE 
(SA n aned to have acceptable predictive validity for 
,,expect d . - h dergraduate and graduate stu ents many 
t,ot un "fa 

. 
1
. e even though they are sure to ce very disc1p ,n , 

different dernands"(p. 435). 
A final important concern expressed by Greenberg 

986) Raimes (1990), and others concerning the 
(I . ' f topics is the question of backwash. lf stu-choice o • f 

. k w that they will be asked to wnte on one o dents no . d 
,ml two possible topics, it may lead to the same km 

y t· e backwash effect that the TWE was created of nega ,v . . 
to eliminate-that is, courses and materials designed 
specifically to prepare students only for those two 
types of writing tasks. . .. 
• Finallv, there has also been some cntmsm of_the 

scoring ~ystem used on the TWE. Only one holistic 
score from 1 to 6 is reported, and the institutions_ r_e
~e,ving the scores do not get to see the actual wntmg 
sample. As Raimes (1990) points out, then, the TWE 
score can be useful only for admissions dec1swns, not 
for specific diagnostic purposes, and the _institution has 
•no way of knowing what kind of o:?arnzation or_ 
what quality of ideas _a score reflects (p. 437). So, if the 
TWE is used for adm1ss1ons dec1s1ons, students rrnght 
be denied acceptance by a college or university on the 
basis of just one (or even one-half) point on a hohstic 
scale; thus: "For students rattled enough by the ETS 
numbers game, the numerical score of the TWE can 
only add confusion and stress" (p. 435). 

Conclusion 
Although there has been, and no doubt will continue 
to be, a great deal of discussion, criticism, and contro
Yersv surrounding specific policies concerning the 
Test.of Written English, certainly not all of the re
sponse has been negative, and many of those in t~e 
profession would no doubt agree with Greenberg s 
(1986) conclusion: "In the final analysis, any wnting 
task may be better than none at all ... (and) it is far 
more desirable to have teachers training students to 
pass a writing sample than a multiple-choice test" 
(p. !H2). In addition, it seems to be generally agreed 
that the TWE (as well as the TSE) was developed in 
direct response to teachers' criticism of indirect mea
sures of English proficiency, indicating that teachers 
can affect the decisions of an agency as influential as 
ETS. An implication for ESL teachers and program 
administrators, as Raimes (1990) suggests, is that 
"[the TWE] as well as the literature surrounding it 
and developed from it, should be scrutinized with 
great care" (p. 438). This would include, of course, 
staying informed about developments and changes in 
the test itself, including the issues of content- and 
construct-related validation and reliability. But it 
would also include being informed about the admis
s10ns policies of our own schools and schools that our 
students might be applying to-How are TWE scores 
u,,.,.j in making decisions?-and not allowing stan-

dardized tests to determine what we teach, so that 
our students are "spending time learning English, not 
]earning £TS-coping skills" (Raimes, 1990, p. 439). 

Notes 
1 Some minor changes were introduced to the listening romp~
sion and reading comprehension sections of the TOEFL beginning 
with the July 1995 administration. According to ETS (199-lb, P· 1), 
these revisions were intended "to provide more context for the 
multiple choice questions . .. while maintaining the s:core reporting 
scale." However, the test is still entirely mulbple choice. 

2 Jt has often been pointed out that such rigid cut-off scores are 
inadvisable, but many institutions persist in using them anyway. 
ETS (1994a), for example, cautions that "[TOEFL} scores cannot be 
perfectly preciseH and reports that the standard error of measure
ment of the total score for the TOER. "is approximately 14 scaled 
score points" (p. 31). 

l See ETS (1994a, pp. 14-16) for an explanation of the TSE procedures 
and scoring as well as sample test items. . . 

4 The TWE scoring guide is also included as an appendix m Kroll 
(1991, pp. 30-33). 

5 A reviewer for The Umguagt Ttncher expressed strong doubts about 
Pierce's claim that the TWE Scoring Guide is really Hcnterion
referenced." Bachman (1990) points out that "{m)any different 
definitions of {criterion-referenced) tests have been proposed . • 
(p. 340) and reviews the literature comparing nom:'-referenced and 
criterion-referenced tests in some depth (see espeaally chapter 8). 
TheTWE Scoring Guide is "criterion-referenced," at l~ast, .. in _the. 
sense that examinees' scores are determined by a specific cntenon 
level of performance• (Bachman, 1990, p. 8) and are independent of 
the scores of other individuals taking the test dunng _the ~me 
administration. Further discussion of this important lSSue is beyond 
the scope of this paper. 

• See Kroll (1991, pp. 25-28) for a more detailed descnpbon of the 
scoring process. _ . 

1 Greenberg does not indicate how many subjects were included in 
this validation study. 
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Anthony S. Rausch 
Aomori University V ocabulary is essential to language, and thus 

vocabulary acquisition is an essential element 
of language learning. Vocabulary acquisition 

is often a first step for the beginning student as well 
as an ongoing process for upper level learners. 
Across this spectrum of skills and vocabulary objec
tives, it is the teacher's task to address the total aspect 
of vocabulary acquisition. We can best accomplish 
this by applying a variety of rncabulary acquisition 

techniques and strategies in our 
classrooms. This paper is orga

Suggestopedic 
Vocabulary 
Acquisition 

in the Language 
aassroom 

nized around the principle that 
vocabulary acquisition is funda
mentally a student-centered pro
cess and that no single method or 
approach alone can address the 
variety of individual learning 
styles of all language learners. A 
second central assumption of this 
paper is that a significant part of 
vocabulary acquisition is actually 
vocabulary retention and activation. 
With this background in mind, I 
will introduce a variety of 
Suggestopedic oriented vocabu
lary acquisition and retention 
strategies and techniques. 

Suggestopedic Vocabulary Acquisition 
The T/ieory: Reserve Capacity and 
Desuggestion 

~~E~~~~(T~~~C~o~ 
m11m~~,¥~-i::¥0=,•~• 
•a:tt.o, ~~J:~~:h.o~~- •~ 
~Q)ffifiQ)NmJ;~. ~~~•ff•~ 
±A. ;l;).M,1:tg]llf"?·, t'::.--o··. "•IJ 
ibil-1::~Q"?::.--it. 'l'--1-::.--o/ • $:i:: 
~,-,t~llc • ~fli'.il!;-to11iW1. 't" Vt 
lma~ery, Conccn Reading i::Pif'if:h.o. 
~A~~T7a-'f-~;l;,o. ~~~x 
~.1, !Ml$lcttQ)!QA1::J:~i:::h.tP
,,Q).I) J; ,;:r,:m;- o i:: ~'? ~~l:tf,.: 
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Bulgarian psychologist Georgi 
Lozanov (1982) states that the basis 
for Suggestopedia, as a language 
teaching method utilizing sugges-

tive factors, lies in the tapping of our reserve capaci
ties, that is, the memory, intellectual, creativity and 
personality reserves we all possess. These reserve 
capacities exist in the paraconscious-ness, the domain 
outside the scope of the conscious, where the processes 
of associating, coding, and symbolizing take place. 
Tapping these reserve capacities is achieved under 
conditions of positive suggestive organization, to
gether with desuggeslion of limiting inertia. Sugges
tive organization comprises global participation of the 
whole brain in learning, where the processes of analy
sis and synthesis are treated simultaneously, and there 
is indivisible participation of both the conscious and 
paraconscious. Desuggestion of inertia addresses the 
individual barriers which limit our learning capacity, 
of which Lozanov identifies three, a logical-critical 
barrier ("it is too difficult"), an affective-emotional 
barrier ('1 don't want to") and an ethical barrier ("it is 
not fair"). 

Die Practice: From Mnemonics to Concert Readings 
The following vocabulary acquisition strategies and 
techniques, while loosely based on Suggestopedic 
principles, are offered with an eye toward practical 
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reality-institutional constraints such as class 
scheduling and classroom assignment, the practi
cality of direct teaching approaches, and individual 
teaching styles and preferences. Thus, what follows 
can be thought of as a menu of ideas available to 
help students become vocabulary acquirers. Utiliz
ing these activities will require creativity and 
adaptability on the part of the teacher. They are 
best used as need and chance allow, complement
ing the class level and objectives, class materials, 
and student learning styles. My experience in ap
plying these techniques began in a totally 
Suggestopedic teaching environment in America, 
and continued in an English conversation school 
here in Japan. Presently I find it increasingly diffi
cult to maintain the momentum of pure 
Suggestopedic teaching in the university classroom. 

Peripherals and Mnemonics 
Passive peripheral stimuli in the form of art and 
target language material, both general and pursuant 
directly to specific vocabulary objectives are essen
tial to this approach. Peripheral perceptions fall into 
the sphere of the paraconscious, where artwork 
satisfies emotional cravings and language posters 
address logic, and thus stimulate the whole brain. 
Of course, using such peripherals requires desig
nated language classrooms and study centers and/ 
or approval to put them up in general classrooms. 
Such approval is often granted far more easily in 
private conversation schools than in university 
settings. I have used peripherals in the conversation 
school setting, moving them around to highlight, 
prelude, and open or close particular lessons as well 
as to keep the classroom setting fresh and new. 
Students tend to scrutinize such materials, and I 
believe that peripherals set the tone for a target 
language environment. 

Considering the practicality and value of direct 
learning and the need for memorization in lan
guage learning, 1 believe that concrete vocabulary 
retention and activation techniques are vital to 
vocabulary acquisition, particularly to maximize 
the benefit of independent student study. Creating 
mental hooks and anchors in the mind aid in vo
cabulary retention as well as enhancing vocabulary 
activation, providing increased comprehension and 
use of learned vocabulary. The paraconscious oper
ates on the basis of associating, coding, and sym
bolizing, thus vocabulary retention and activation 
strategies such as mnemonics, word associations, 
and memorizing lexical blocks aid memory and 
retention. Mnemonically, ROY G BlV helps us 
remember the color spectrum (Red, Qrange, Y.ellow, 
G_reen, EJ11e, indigo, Jbolet), and in this manner mne
monics hooks "information" vocabulary. 1 have 
found that students want (and need) ways to re
member the planets in English (Man Y.ery £.arly 
Made Lars, S.erved JJ.seful fY.eeds E.eriod). Making what 
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Cross (1992) calls vocabulary networks, specific 
links can be forged between verbs and nouns (read a 
book - write a letter; build a castle - break a heart), 
between nouns and multiple adjective strings (a 
house; a big house; a big, old house; a big, old, dark house; 
a big, old, dark, scary house; a big, old, dark, scary, 
haunted house), and between nouns and other nouns 
(~ and doctor, -and disease, -and ambulance, -and 
treatment, -and expensive medical equipment). Associa
tions can be used to connect, and distinguish vo
cabulary sets by a particular sequencing or scale 
(sweltering, hot, warm, cool, cold, freezing). l always 
teach word pairs, as in bring together with take, get 
with give, borrow with lend, save with spend, refuse 
with accept. Making even such quick and simple 
references as for example, opposites, can prelude, 
recycle, or solidify vocabulary for students. 

To expand vocabulary in a clear and orderly man
ner, 1 teach lexical phrases, such as (I have/(s)he has ... ), 
followed by the range of possible content (we can have 
wealth, blue eyes, a cold, good times, ideas, a look at things, 
dinner and drinks, children, as well as brothers and sisters, 
arguments, pity on the poor). l preface a unit teaching 
lost and found by having students consider the kinds 
of things which we can lose. Most list item nouns 
such as bags and watches. 1 point out that we can also 
lose our voices, our places (in a good book), our ways (in a 
strange city), our appetites, our friends, our tempers, and 
our minds. Students often don't see these common 
associations and elements in English, in this case the 
lexical bases (I have . .. and to lose). By highlighting 
them we can create a specific retention and activation 
hook. I have also taught vocabulary using grouping 
(jobs: white collar jobs, blue collar jobs, service sector jobs, 
dangerous jobs, glamorous jobs); what I call eclipsing 
(buildings: skyscrapers, factories, office buildings, auditori
ums, schools); vocabulary tables (see Cross, 1992); and 
mind mapping strategies (shopping leads to food -
which leads to milk, bread and apples; shopping also leads 
to clothes - which leads to shirts, socks and pants). 

These techniques are also effective in correcting and 
troubleshooting vocabulary usage errors (we~ a 
movie, because we want to and it takes time; we li!:!: an 
accident, although we didn't plan on it; and we JQQk.fil 
a sign, because our attention is somehow drawn to it). 1 
remind my students that some adjectives are -ing for 
things, and -ed for people (baseball games are exciting, 
but the fans are excit!:!1; try it with boring and students 
usually don't forget, as in sumo is boring- OK, but 1 
am boring- no way). I have found that few students 
have a sense of such mnemonic and associational 
based study strategies and initially are unable to de
velop these on their own. At first, 1 outline these ideas 
on the board or with handouts. Throughout the term, 
as I identify common problem areas and develop 
mnemonic or associational strategies in response, I 
introduce these to the whole class. However, it is 
essential for students to learn to develop their own 
personal mnemonics, associations, and combinations. 

The l.Jmguage Teacher 20:7 

-----------------------~ eoture: Rousch 

Chants and Lists 
Repetitive patterning, chants, nursery_rhymes,_and 
short songs have mnemonic charac_tenshcs which 
·ct in nxabulary memonzat1on. Like poems, prov

a1 b. and well-known quotations, they satisfy the 
er ' 1·,·e and cultural needs of the right brain while crea 1 
h left brain focuses on logical language tasks. One-

:.,~ ~ucklc my shoe, threefour shut the door,Jive-six. 
mav ,eem silly at first, but this rhyme creates a 
Iasiing link to both numbers and le~ical phrases. 
Other simple examples include: She II be co1111ng 

ound the mountain with student vanahon on the 
::ming around the mountain part (as in she'll be driving 
a big white car); Mary had_a ltttle lamb, with vanahon 
on the size, color, and animal (as in Mary had an 
enormous red kitten); and any others you can create 
(see Cross, 1992). The raw material for these can be 
found in any children's rhyme or song book. As 
well, there are a number of such resource books on 
the market. Using these techniques, you can provide 
a fun review of previously studied vocabulary, and 
also give students a chance to generate their own 
vocabulary. 1 usually use such chant and song strat
egies in small groups in order to avoid student 
recitals in front of the whole class. 

If vocabulary lists are to be reviewed, try reciting 
the words while tossing a beanbag, stamping your 
feet, or whispering ewry fifth word both to stimu
late the whole brain and to reduce the boredom of 
the task. A variety of word games can be used-for 
example, thematic word associations (Teacher: travel 
is to air]'lane as . .. ; St 1: travel is to airplane as airplane 
" to ticket; St 2: airplane is to ticket as ticket is to money; 
St 3: ticket is to money as money is to buy; St 4: money is 
to buy as buy is to shop); any variation of "My shop
ping basket" (St 1: In my basket I have an apple; St 2: In 
my basket l have an apple and a boat); or "Anything to 
declare?" (In my bag l have a book, etc.). 

Imagery and the Concert Reading 
Imagery, the use of mental rehearsal, is a natural pro
cess we use all the time. As Schmid (1985) points out 
however, we can improve our imaging by adding the 
sounds, smells, tastes, touches and feelings of an expe
rience to our imagined mental picture, and then redi
rect 11 specifically toward introducing and reinforcing 
new vocabulary. We can develop imageries to cover 
various lessons (a day running errands: go to the bank, the 
post office, stop for a cup of coffee at a coffee shop, then pick 
up the cleaning; walking through a supermarket: begin in 
the vegetables-crisp green lettuce, ripe red tomatoes-next 
to the staples,jlour, sugar, spices and herbs). 1 have found 
11 is best to begin with totally guided imageries, where 
1 provide all the detail. Sometimes I have students 
prepare target vocabulary ahead of the imagery and 
ask them to listen for it. l have also used student
generated vocabulary to construct review imagery. 

Once students understand the process of imagery, 
semi-guided and unguided imageries can be used to 
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allow students to create their own imagery with the 
content vocabulary. The teacher sets the imagery in 
motion and acts as the guide, moving students through 
the major points of the imagery and keeping them 
mentally on task. It is important to allow students to 
put their images to paper and develop the v°':"bulary, 
thereby connecting the words with their own personal 
images. There is no need to be timid about using imag
ery techniques, even with lower level students. Al
though we target certain vocabulary in our choice (or 
creation) of stories, storytelling allows students to 
acquire all of the vocabulary we present. Fill your 
imagery with words and flood the conscious mind. But 
impress upon students that it is not important to com
prehend everything. 

The cornerstone of Suggestopedic teaching is the 
concert reading (Lozanov, 1982). This technique 
entails two readings of target material. The first 
reading is accompanied by Classical and Romantic 
music, for example, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, or 
Brahms; and the second reading is accompanied by 
Baroque music, for example, Bach, Handel or 
Vivaldi. The first reading is slow and dramatic, in 
cadence with the music and with special emphasis 
on pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar. This 
first reading is most important for acquiring new 
and unusual vocabulary. The second reading is then 
done in a natural tone, with the music as back
ground, such that students can acquire the natural 
sense of the language. Vocabulary lists, word tables 
or associated vocabulary, as well as dialogues and 
passages can be read in the concert reading format. 
Be sure not to dismiss the reading of longer texts 
targeting specific vocabulary, even with beginning 
level students. As with imagery, vocabulary and 
linguistic rules can be assimilated consciously, as 
well as paraconsciously, via concert readings. 

Conclusion 
In this paper I have introduced a variety of vocabu
lary acquisition strategies and techniques, from 
peripherals, mnemonics and associations, to imag
ery and Suggestopedic concert readings. I use these 
activities to complement the main syllabus, filling in 
where needed and providing an occasional break 
from the text. My intention has been to remind us 
that ultimately, it is the student who acquires, re
tains and activates vocabulary. It is our task, as 
teachers, to facilitate this process. In the role of 
vocabulary acquisition facilitator, let us be inspired 
to imagine, develop and ultimately use whatever 
may work for the wide variety of needs and learning 
styles of our students. 
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Jack Kimball 
Miyazaki Medical College While writing and speaking are both pro

ductive language skills, they are often 
separated from one another inside the 

English-language college classroom in Japan. Compo
sition is sometimes treated as though it operates 
autonomously, conceived of as discrete, text-Oriented, 
mental challenges: reading, note-taking, drafting, 
redrafting. Once the teacher's instructions are clear, 
students' time is concentrated on thinking and writ
ing, with little or no need for the spoken word {Ishii 
& Bruneau, 1991). Moreover, in emphasizing the 
privacy of composition-composition divorced from 
practical intercommunication among students-
college English curricula often use this quiet time for 
small chunks of writing: a sentence or two, a para-

graph (Yamada, 1993). If spoken 

College Writing: 
language enters the composition 
classroom, it is frequently in the 
form of the instructor lecturing 
or giving dictation (Mok, 1993; 
Liebman-Kleine, 1986). The 
rationale: students can benefit 
from practicing their composi
tion skills via dictation and/or 
modest units of up to a para-
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graph. Besides, it is more plau
sible to write like this than to 

speak as well as write a language which is hardly 
used outside the class. 

In Great Britain and North America, on the other 
hand, there is movement toward integrating writing 
and speaking in ESL/EFL. College students who are 
learning English are increasingly exposed to practice 
in speaking with one another along a continuum of 
writing processes-before they know what they wiJI 
write, before they take notes, after they take notes, 
before they draft, after they draft, after they revise, 
and so forth (Raimes, 1991; Zamel 1987). As ways of 
getting started and coming up with ideas, that is, as 
ways of inventing, the language learner is asked to 
talk over a pleasant memory with another student, or 
within a circle of two or three other students, to 
discuss controversies such as AIDS health policies or 
the advantages of bilingualism. 

The move to integrate written and oral communi
cation is viewed in British and North American 
contexts as one approach for learners to be initiated 
into collective inquiry, consensus-building and 
collaborative invention within "promotive interac
tion" Uohnson & Johnson, 1994). This collective or 
collaborative impetus can be described in sum as a 
purposeful interaction between two or more stu
dents directed toward a relevant objective. It is 
ironic that students in North America, for instance, 
are encouraged to cooperate--ironic from the per
spective of the Japanese college classroom where, if 
allowed, students freely confer with one another to 
seek clarification and mutual understanding. With 
this irony in mind, I will first review arguments for 
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integrating oral and written speech, arguments 
articulated as rationales and methods by develop
mental linguists and rhetoricians. Second, granted 
that a number of Japanese college students are famil
iar with forms of consensus-building, I will try to 
imagine how developmental ideas about collaborat
ing and integrating writing with speaking may be 
practiced here in Japan. 

Finally, and by way of introduction, I want to 
acknowledge the valid distinctions among (a) teach
ing EFL in Japan, (b) developmental research from 
elsewhere and (c) British or North American commu
nicative practice of integrating writing and speaking 
for ESL (or EFL in the case of student-transients, for 
example). Given the potential benefits of examining 
one's instructional approaches by reviewing alterna
tive theory and practices, however, the claim that (b) 
and (c) do not pertain to (a) constitutes a necessary 
but insufficient first line of resistance. Developmental 
arguments, moreover, have become increasingly 
compelling regarding how the four basic language 
skills need to be combined and synthesized for 
learner fluency to unfold. Accordingly, a defense for 
EFL approaches that combine written and oral com
munication seems tertiary, not only in English-lan
guage environments, but elsewhere as these 
approaches are part of "an international effort to 
respond to the needs of present-day language learn
ers" (Savignon, 1991, p. 261). 

Combining writing and speaking is a challenging 
pedagogical task in Japan, but this has no bearing, as 
such, on the developmental efficacy of doing so. I 
want to suggest, in addition, that "foreign" and 
untraditional methods for teaching English composi
tion in Japan (such as combining writing and speak
ing, having students collaborate on texts, etc.) can be 
seen as actually complementary activities vis-a-vis 
certain cooperative impulses within Japanese stu
dent culture. 

The Influence of Collaborative Thinking and Social 
Constructivism 
The sort of pedagogical temperament that informs 
ideas of integrating speaking and writing for group 
inquiry and collaboration derives from various 
strands of social constructivist thought. One influ
ence is Soviet psychologist Vygotsky (1986) who 
postulates that the language learner "internalizes" 
both the form and content of social dialogue; an
other influence is the historian of science Kuhn 
(1970) who reasons that academic disciplines func
tion within "paradigms" or group-licensed ways of 
defining and interpreting data. With respect to 
linguistics and language education, Kuhn's influ
ence has been further popularized, as it were, by 
Fish (1980) who argues that "interpretive communi
ties," such as business organizations or college 
classrooms, operate by means of paradigm-like 
"strategies" that shape knowledge. 
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Social constructivism leads some to view the class
room as a "dialogic structure" for "mediated action" 
(Wertsch, 1991). With specific reference to the compo
sition classroom, Harrienger (1994) stresses that 
students should "own" a process of rhetorical art, 
fostered as she sees it, by an integrative, collaborative 
pedagogy that makes students more aware of and 
better able to use linguistic strategies within appro
priate contexts, such as strategies for making requests 
or articulating in advance what they need to know. 

General Principles of Group Action 
There are numerous pragmatic rationales for social 
constructivist or collaborative pedagogy. With re
spect to issues of learning, such as language acquisi
tion, research in Great Britain and North America 
substantiates that students learn more, and retain 
what they learn longer, when they operate in small 
groups (Beckman, 1990; Johnson, Johnson & Smith 
1991; Davis, 1993). In reference to learner affect, 
students find working with other students "more 
believable and trustworthy" than traditional class 
formats (Fiske & Taylor, 1991). And students report 
that they feel more satisfied functioning with their 
peers (Chickering & Gamson, 1991; Goodsell, Mayer, 
Tinto & Associates, 1992). 

Here in Japan, research on a set of collaborative, 
taped listening exercises by Schneider (1993) finds 
college students more relaxed and confident working 
in pairs. Both students and instructor report that the 
collaborative technique was useful and productive. 

While the greater word count increase of the 
taping students might be partially attributable to 
their having spoken with close friends, this is an 
argument for pair taping rather than against it, 
since it is preferable that students be in a friendly 
environment. The success with pair taping may 
have something to do with the fact that learner 
participation in decision making leads to in
creased productivity. (p. 59) 

Application of group collaboration theory leads to 
innumerable varieties of classroom transactions, yet 
the following three principles (adapted from Davis, 
1993) are readily apparent. 

• First, regardless of subject matter, teachers need to 
plan each stage of group action, determining what 
parts of a syllabus best lend themselves to team 
effort, small circle deliberation and/or pair work. 

• Second, collaborative work needs to be germane and 
pitched at an appropriate level to fit students' 
abilities. 

• Third, teachers need to prepare students for productive 
group action. Students must learn to listen pro
actively, for example. This means that instructors 
should furnish models of listening, models which 
evolve into students' talking with one another, 
freely questioning, sharing opinions and experi-
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ences. ln addition, guidelines for questioning as 
well as for giving and receiving criticism need to 
be explicit. 

The Salience of Strategies 
These general principles of group collaboration can 
be put to work by focusing on strategies that guide 
both the contents and method of teaching and 
learning. For example, Palinscar and Brown (1988) 
advocate a transformation of teacher/student dy
namics by re-applying "active strategies" ordinarily 
used for reading comprehension: the class engages 
in summarizing (a form of self-review, according to 
Palinscar and Brown), questioning, clarifying and 
predicting by way of "reciprocal teaching" in 
which the instructor and students take turns lead
ing the discussion. Among others, Pierce (1995) 
extends these ideas into ESL/EFL composition by 
suggesting language learners write their self-re
views in journals and compare their findings with 
one another. 

Another example of group collaboration by way 
of strategies is case analysis, a popular method for 
teaching business and law. Course work centers on 
problem sets requiring creative solutions applicable 
within such content areas as product marketing or 
contract dispute. Students are assembled into study 
teams of four or five members. Each team is respon
sible for defining goals and tasks for both inside and 
outside the class. Reflective, perhaps, of the results
directed atmosphere of European and North Ameri
can professional life, study teams are supposed to 
engender a keen sense of intragroup cooperation 
and an even keener awareness of intergroup rivalry. 
Competitive aspects of case analysis are culturally 
determined and thus limited in their application to 
teaching writing in Japan. But there are other fea
tures that show potential for adaptation: focusing 
oral and written communication on key points; 
selecting tools and facts to be persuasive; role-play
ing opposing points in a practical context; schedul
ing time to allow for group planning, fair division of 
tasks, and team review. 

"falk-write· Pedagogy 
With regard to general collaborative principles of 
planning each stage and preparing students for 
productive activity, "talk-write" pedagogy, pro
posed and developed by Zoellner (1969), is one 
approach to composition that explicitly incorporates 
oral language production. In brief, the talk-write 
approach concentrates on the activity of writing, 
rather than the written product; it employs a consid
erable amount of oral production, mostly in the 
form of a "writer" speaking in response to a "scribe" 
asking questions such as, "What happened next?" 

In contrast to the traditional writing situation, 
where each student privately, at his own iso-
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lated desk or in his own room, writes his own 
private theme which is then privately corrected 
by his instructor, in the talk-write classroom 
whatever the student writes is there for all to 
see: he has at his side either the instructor or 
another student engaging in vocal-to-scribal 
dialogue with him, and if his difficulty is ·of 
special significance he may become part of a 
vocal-to-scribal dialogue with the whole class 
participating. (p. 301) 

Ezell (1990), Whittaker (1991) and others concur with 
Zoellner's emphasis on speech and the need for 
students to talk about their writing throughout its 
development, start to finish. In her assessment of 
talk-write, Walters (1992) stresses the developmental 
benefits of modeling students' behavior and the 
instructional force of the question-answer format. In 
proposing a theoretical model for testing the talk
write approach, Radcliffe (1972) surveys the literature 
dealing with talk in problem solving. Radcliffe con
cludes that talk helps writers: 

1) see the problem more clearly, 2) develop 
greater problem-solving accuracy, 3) produce 
clearer ideas, 4) pay more attention to the goal, 
5) be more highly conscious of the steps they 
took, 6) make sudden reorganizations to solve the 
problem (i.e., insight), and 7) see the basic puzzle 
relationships. (p. 189) 

Other Methods for Talk-write 
Showing a similar concern about integrating written 
and oral communication, Bruffee (1985) seems most 
preoccupied with the collaborative principle of 
planning productive group action. He advances 
collaborative techniques by proposing four catego
ries of group invention: (a) peer discussion centered 
on shared readings, (b) brainstorming, (c) 
freewriting, (d) group generalizing. In (a), peer 
discussion of readings, the texts can be either stu
dent writing or published pieces. Bruffee calls for 
the texts to be read aloud and then small groups to 
answer questions. 

Students in {b), brainstorming, try different idea
generating techniques, focusing on a single concrete 
term, such as "street" or "money," to compile a list 
of associations which can be rearranged and added 
to. With (c), freewriting, Bruffee asks students to 
focus on issues related to the course, to attempt to 
make "statements," but to delete judgmental pro
nouncements, and most important relative to peer 
cooperation, to interview one another about the 
contents of their freewriting. Bruffee's final category 
(d), generalizing, involves students identifying 
issues as "sharable concerns" related to "concrete 
experiences." An example of (d) might be role
playing as a store manager whose employees occa
sionally come to work late; students identify issues 
and generalize toward a solution. 
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Moberg (1985) has developed a detailed guide for 
group invention, one that attends to the writer on 
intimate and, no doubt, culturally-idiomatic terms. 
The following paraphrase, outlined in the section on 
"making the topic yours" (p. 137ft), is illustrative: 

(1) Relax, meditate-write about your feelings 
for two minutes. (2) Look inside yourself-list 
problems, joys, etc.- write four to seven min
utes. (3) Review and add to your thoughts-two 
to four minutes. (4) List what you know and 
don't know-four to six minutes. (5) Title what 
you have written-two minutes. (6) Try a few 
opening lines-three to four minutes. (7) Reread 
what you have written. (8) Share your experience 
with group members and write down their com
ments. 

Moberg works with many of the same elements as 
Bruffee, freewriting, list-making, and so forth, but he 
applies them in more personal, more reflective 
realms (meditation and repeated reconceptualization, 
for example). 

Collaborative Inquiry in EFL 
As provocative and/or as attractive as some collabo
rative techniques seem, not all of these ideas suit the 
EFL college classroom. Asking students to "look 
inside" may result in confusion if they are not pre
pared for self-examination. Competitive aspects of 
case analysis, as noted, would not easily "translate" 
into appropriate activity, at least at the undergradu
ate level, given an often-voiced ideal of maintaining 
the social harmony of the Japanese classroom. 

EFL teachers and researchers are nonetheless 
becoming more voluble with respect to the efficacy of 
social constructivist pedagogy. Hill and Parry (1992) 
call for more "pragmatic models" of language educa
tion in which writers assume greater responsibility in 
negotiating the meaning of published texts and the 
texts they create themselves. In this instance, prag
matic models include learner exchange via shared 
dialogues and collaboration on student-generated 
texts. Legutke and Thomas (1991) argue that EFL 
students can contribute to both the content and pro
cess of their own learning within a pedagogy that 
gives them choices and the opportunity to speak out. 

Notwithstanding the idealist appeal of 
communitarian-like pedagogy, there is strong specu
lation in a more pragmatic vein that group activity 
which features speaking and writing as part of the 
"technology" of language learning enhances motiva
tion and deepens awareness of complex thinking 
(Rickerson, 1984; Dunkel, 1991). From her extensive 
experience working with ESL/EFL writers, for in
stance, Murray (1992) recommends a variation of the 
talk-write regimen to allow learners to participate in 
small groups in which up to five students cooperate 
on creating a text. The text is written down by a 
"scribe" using a word processor. Learners achieve a 
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"distance" from their creation thanks to both the act 
of transcription and the transcribed text. This dis
tance, in tum, facilitates learners' perception of and 
engagement in revision processes. 

Let's Talk about It in Japan 
In adapting talk-write and collaborative teaching 
strategies for EFL classrooms in Japan, crucial points 
are (a) the focus on the activity of writing rather than 
the written product, and (b) having students produce 
enough writing so that there is in fact something to 
talk about. Total linguistic perfection is an inappro
priate aim with respect to (a). Similarly, to fulfill (b) it 
follows that over time students need practice writing 
in larger formats than a few sentences. In addition, 
the general principles outlined above pertain: Group 
action has to be relevant, students need to be prepared, and 

the instructor assumes responsibility for determining 
whic/1 parts of the syllabus are best adapted for student 
collaboration. 

Peer review /peer critique is a prevalent form of 
collaborative transaction in the composition class in 
Japan (Oshita, 1990; Shizuka, 1993). Composition 
teachers frequently employ a talk-write stratagem 
when they have their students revise texts, since the 
work is germane and students have vested interests 
in the texts under discussion. Further, in a social 
context that values mutual respect and consensus
building, having students talk over common interests 
seems natural. Again, with reference to general prin
ciples of collaboration, the instructor increases the 
potential for success in modeling learners' English
language behavior by way of checklists, guide sheets, 
suggestions for conversation-starters, sample ques
tions, and so forth. 

Elements of case analysis may provide opportuni
ties for productive adaptation in the Japanese class
room, as well. Since many undergraduate EFL classes 
are made up of learners with the same or similar 
academic concentrations (students majoring in the 
sciences, engineering, etc.), teachers could organize 
some course work around study teams, and gear 
assignments toward collective inquiry and other 
concrete situations relevant to learners' interests. 
Talk-write gambits might feature peer discussion of 
texts, including selection of key points and relevant 
facts, as well as role-playing opposing opinions. Even 
instrumental chores, like scheduling time for team 
action, could lead to a genuine integration of oral and 
written language. 

Clearly, composition need not stand alone. Just as 
written speech in part reflects and intersects with oral 
speech, learners' compositions can lead quite agree
ably to learners' talking about their texts. For many 
Japanese undergraduates who are hesitant to con
verse in English, the prospect of talking about their 
writing may seem more practical, more relevant and 
even more interesting. And in this way, students gain 
invaluable practice, not only in composing and 
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speaking, but also in reaching the insight that written 
and oral communication work in tandem. The ideas 
sketched here are just a few ways to think about the 
classroom as a "dialogic structure" or, more simply, 
to think about the potential for talk in the teaching of 
composition. Ideas such as these can formulate one 
part of an ongoing review of how best to sustain 
learners as they develop into more fluent speakers 
and writers of English. And while reviewing our 
classroom practices in light of the integration of 
speech and composition, student dialogue and the 
like, we teachers enter into the very processes of self
examination and communication implicit in collabo
rative action and, indeed, in any fluent transaction of 
the imagination. 
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!Eb>Lt:l!kl3CV7'o?'5A¼/'f~Le~f:. *f,ijjTl;t, CO) 
•9lfle;li-::i~ 7'0 ?'5 AO)~jlc'!-llCVIHl¼ttt-lL n,< 0 

2. -..IU!3'lllli!J!O) le!IY-J 
C0)7'o ?'5.l.0)±:t.J:§IY-Jl;t, !M;i1'7 JlO)t!-t>IJil•1e>~ 

Si.!lrdl7 :I- 1J :110).~le/lftEL, j;lfleaf'lclo¼lt_.TQ C 

cle.lc1Ja$1el111TQffilll, lltff¼lt"ll:,QCcle<6Qo 1995 
!j,:il'.0).111$!f.li, $111!!E (~'f) sg, ;I<:~ (!IH) 

zgO)if8gT.t,-,f:, Ctili!j!:fllTO)~t•fi:Jcl).i'-, t:. 

$!ETAlli'.1'1111H~l\f'ft,i:c¼-:il:tel'fl:\'il', •*., f:$!E 
~J!lil'a/tl!O)jl!Jtt!ltM¼T Q cc fi:Jc I) 7 :1-'I :110)00) 

j;r.¼ml) f:.\'c 1,-:,ilj!Hllli.t¼!t/-,el'f:, +O)f:."/1:,fl!!O) 
il!f!j!:if.~Jj!MO)>!<-A;r. r-1' 7'0 ?'5 ATlif.i'. (, CO)ffi; 

lllil$7'o?'5A¼illRLe\'Q, ll:(lf, J!:;!ilii!'i'f.f::cl' 
-:,!j!:!E_:I)!~ <' :f:il:lex"-1 L eb•f.i l)ll!;!itl!i~!l'!i§!iil'k.,-,t:., 
~le, 7'o ¥1;, • "/lelir.,■b<k.,I), jjlJ;{.lf, 1,-:iil\;ll¼ 

Le b 1,1 'il•IIII~ t:1,J1€,~, B*fallll!¼l'f-, e b\'I 'il>ill' 
iiJ¼ b 1e, -jJ1€,t,i:c0)11!Jllt,i:i£rJ1:itil<□JillTT ("lelilile,I!, 
t.;1,Mt::-,t:., ti!>'3>A-, 'fti¼l!lA-t::1)•1,t:.IJTQMi 
~~k.,QO)f::b~ □JillT7'o¥f;,•-.,,TQCc~,-&lc 

lib•f.i1J.L\,v-<J1,Tk.,QCcb<t>tl>-,f:. 0 Lb>L, -,;, 

le c-, e:f:llllex°'IT Q~J:Jc I) Ii, af'lcloO)e/JJ"-CV1Jl~!i 
CVjjil'liQb•le;/<:~ 1,c cil'EIJalY-JT.I;,-, t: 0 

3. !J!![i),i;,0)5,!; 
7'o ?'5 Alee/JJLf:$!EO)flji!,~Tli, agq, 7 gi)<c 

0)7'o ?'5 i.1eali1 Lero Le Jc:1),-,t:.t~ -,e\'Q, it§ 

July 1996 

Lf:.\,O)li, il.61 Lf:$!f.O)fl;J0)/1!!4 gi)<J;("fO)Jc-:, tia/'f 

Jl¼cj,,C.,c Lf:lilf,ll;iiO)ft'{,~-"{e\'Q C cT<6 Q, 

• al11e!lf1J ¼~-,e\'QAilc•< ccil•T~e.Jcil•-, 

t:., +Le, 13~tia$¼HLel'e.lctJ•-,t:.c.\!l.-, 
t:., 13~0).Wr,Je-:, I 'ellllil>ti e bt>il•,;, ti 1, cc b' 
.t,-, f:.O)T, Ctib•1e,li t,-, c~~L.lc? c.l!l. ?, 

-aU¼;ll;leLf:CcT, ~:llll~;!i:AO).~O)}..:l)f. 

(/tllllllc Lellhe< tit:, 
• a/'fllO)~li,lt!li I) 'f.!lil) '{,3,!:;{. e~~¼T QO)T, 

:f:IIIH~ Le blliHi!ib<t;: il•., t:, 
• Uil<~~leT~ t.; <et,, ::, < '1 c=.7-;, • "/¼ L 

f:\,cl'?~~!,il'k.,tilf, UO)iJiiliT~ QC 13 
ffli1'~ef:.,. 

i:tiiO),!i~i),,;,, C0)4g0),t-;,. ~7,- s 1/-cO)::, s '1 

c=.7-;,.-.,,~,:ll>a1J-:,i'<rrt>tit:.ccil'-:,il>il';{.Q, 

Lil>L, -&lill<L elil~llille:f:ffinil<k.,-, t:.clis~J.i\', 
llil~ Lt:Jc-:, le, ll!JlltiilrJl:it~ ;{. bT <'lelilile,l!,fI\' Ii 

cO)Mi1JTk.,I), 7 :I- 'I f10):;/<:!j!cb•&0)3,!:Jli/$!Eil',l!,8 L 
t:.1f b-1e>O)□i)>1e,J!:l!:il'lilQ C clilicA-cfii)•-, t:., T 
1i, t.:-tf-;1i, r:f:mtc!f!.,eMf!i!ii1'tu,., t:,J r• 

,!;O)iJiiliT~ Q c 13/!il<~ef:,J c \'? Ii ci' TIUI-, 
f:.O)f::)3,-ji)>, 

'f CT, ;ll!ll(cO)Jc-:, le::J, '1;.7-;, • "/l'JlttL e\'-, 

t:. 0) il>¼, ±ll$U O)'ffO):J;:$~ A 0).9'! il• ; tttt L 

e&Q, 

<•9'!> 
±:t..~• 

, -.,, ~ O)!lllti, , -.,, ~ O)idJ!\I( IJ, 0¼111 <, ;,. 7' '/ -.,, 

15-T;,J(¼llt( t;:c, 
tUti;:!l-:, t.:Jtff0)7 v-X (1, < -:ib•.t,-, t:.il<, '1-T <-.l!l. 
1,-:, < O)li, Mlel).:O) 5-:i) 

Take it. Bring it to me. Follow me. (CO) 3-:,li 

;'<ltlei;t>tie\'f:,) 
Cut it.(,._,, ~O)idf¼l\l(Q!/il, ~ 51 ~-il•&?::f"/ 

¼~l!.TllfMle~t>tiQ,) 
Dump out. ( s "/ ~idf¼!ll(l)Kb-, t:ll, s "/~¼It 

e Q~lest>tit:.,) 
C ti 1e,O)ll!Jll.ti 7 v- ;(Tb, iit>ti eT <"leUT! f:. 

t>~T~fl::ll>-,t:.,l!l'f.il'j;lfic~.,e&~e<tit:.ccil' 
-•l!l:1.::iz-,t:, + Le, f,iJil'.t>lllll'e, fia&Ln,Q-:, !> 
le, llil•1e,~t>ti e\'Q.11!-ffic 'f0);,."'./1,iJ'-ltL e1,.,,:, 
eti.LiJ,-,f:O)li, "Dump out" T, rite QJ c I'? 
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Tasoki, _____________________________ _ 

-~t.:t1,-;.::t1.1, -f-O)UtJ>1<>UL-r~,t.:n<, r,- ✓ 

,,., J (1![1.:1;1.:: ?l!lli: ;(.t.:.) n<c? L -rtt-r Qi: c fl O)f.: 

,;-;t::i-.1!!.•l.:.\!!-,-rl,t.:. Mil, ,j<;t. ~7T i IJ-1;:;,.--, 

,i,-t,.1,-rt,.;,1,, at•"'t' "dump" cl'?Jll.ll!O)•~-tcil 

l!!Lt.:. 

±lll!l!>rilL-CO)*ffi 
£1"fO)J:-; f,rwn11rn1-tc*;,. ~ 7 T 1 1J -c O)~~O),;,"t" 

/ffflj°Qi:cl.:J:I), ±llO)~ti<I.IJ',l,"'t'l'-,t.:• 

"volcanic ash soil, Black soil (Molisols), forest 

soil (Alfisols) 
8::$:0)±1.lvolcanic ash soil"'t', !l"'t'a'>Qo ;,..,--{~O) 

±t>.ltt.:§1.lr.Jtl\t.:-,t.:O)"'t', 'Pl.II) volcanic ash soil 

tJ>Jilll!Lt.:o -f-i:O)±li, volcanic ash soil "'t'lifJ(_ 

Black soil (Mollisols) c forest soil (Alfisols) c I'? i: 

tn<t,n,-,t.:. ;:O)~-t,!-,n•1:ttL-r, ±O)~n•u1.:rr 

t,tiQJ: '.)J;:fJ:-,t.:o 

• lime, organic matter, Phosphate, cation 

exchange capacity, erosion 
~;(.If, lime0)$iti<ll,1,"'t'k.,-,t.:O)-t,jtt.:O)"t", /iJO)t.: 

~1.:/f-;O)n,11111,-r6Qc, *;,. ~ 7 T 1 1J-O)An<!t,,1, 

cmiJlL-C( tit.:. ±n<HflO)"'t', "'t'!Qf.:l:t,;,tt1.:i1i-? 

1:tQt.:~, 7,i,-JJ 1JttO)JimetAtiQCl'?i:cf.:-,t.:o 

,f-0).:: c 1.:l!llil L -r, cation exchange capacity Ii c ti < 

i:,I ,a; QO)t)> c 1, ?~l.:t.t-, t.:. 'i. t.:, J1111;: erosion O)jjt.;, 

LI' t,O)n<Jt i:>tit.:O)"'t', erosiontl•c? n•lll!I' -C 6 Q c, 
-t-til.l water erosion O)jjtf.: cti:;(. -r < tit.:. 

i:O)J:-; f.tll!ilY,JfJJilll!O)q,"'t', ffl'Ft>An<±1.:;l!~n<a; 

Q.:: c-tcU L, *$n<fi-, t.:±1.:1111-t-Qlll'l!/~O)!iif;l'P, 

±O)WJ.ll!.,,.=-.,_ 71v-tc.1t-l!:-r< ti-r, ±1.:1111-t-Q~ffilic ,1, 

c,l,iJUILcl'-,t.: 0 -f-O)!fl!, AliiELl'~fl!O)Xt,fic-,-C 

~Lt.:lctilik.>t ll fn,. ;tPJ, *;,. ~ 7 T 1 'J -O)A1.: 

rlllll!Xli:\'"'.)b "do" ti<IN:1:tQJ csbtit.:. Ln>L, t.: 

c;(.~i:fl~lli"t"fJ: ( -C M'l~O):llJr,1.:l!IIL -Cl.Ill!! t.:1, i: 

tn<t.:<a,1,a;.,t.:O)"t",ci.:tJ><"t"!Qt.:~•llll-tcLt.:. 

tt.:, ffl'FO)s-,-Cl'Qi:Cb, :wr,mlliliU"'t'!QO)"'t' 

lll!!nll'PTC ~llil.:M-t-Qll!;lit!iti<fl< fJ:-,-r1,-,t.:. 

l±*>rilL-CJlt.:7;,< !Jt.JO)A• 
,i.;,. ~7T i 1J--tcilL-C7:I- 1)-JJO)JUl-tc.llt.:Ali, * 

$.!::Ai!:0)-:,f;:t,<I) O)iji8 tc!i tt.:. ~IHO)Jtl!~O)Ai! 

!.:lll!lalY,Jf.i:!liilJtc L, Aj!:1;1~1.:MtcUTQ .::t1.:J::-, 

-r, ti:!i1,1.:Jtl!~0)00)~/ilO)fc~l.:-U;cc fl i,g1] L -r 

1,t.:. 'i. t.:, 7 :I- ') -JJ O) •• ,;t~lltft0)-1' :I--;)t,<ijin,-, 

t.:n<, M.lllliA*OJltl!ilf.i:Utl<1l:;$:1.:f.[., n,Q.:: en<, 

Af'icll!l.:•111-t-Q.:: c"'t';l:;!i"'t'!t.:. lll'l!l~f.[cOJA*OJA 

iln'•* Qtj"'t', 6,1,f.i:n<A-tcl!< l'Pllllc L -Cllh-C( tit.: 

i: C Ii, s'IIO)'f' .. 7 7'flczti-C L 'i. '.) lie ?ti u,.:: C 

"'t'a'>l), l![i:,n•1<>abtit.: "People are people." c:l'?a 

'lln<llbf'lll?.iil!I'. 

4. :IIJl"!>rilLl'::AX/t~ltO)•• 
At Ii t~cj" Q 4 :gOJ~ti<, J:icOJJ::? li:>l< ;t. ~ 7 T 

19-i.:-;t.<~~~6,All!i.:M-t-Qm~-tc~~---~ 

1.:a;-,t.:~lli"-OJ!l!;lit!i'i."'t'bnlltl.-,-r Lt? lic'Tlf1<> 
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L1,.XftU.i11n<"'t'!t.:OJl;tfJ:-tff.:-">?n•. -t-til.l, i:OJJ( 

lU!lililU!ii$:t o 117 .1,,0J§ffJc$!tOJWW:cn<ffi'kftOJ., c 
"'t'-; * < i11€/"'t' ! , •*OJ!iltll!n<iti;,titcn•;; "'t'k.>-">-;. 

ti', :to 1/ 7 .1,,0Jq,,C,"'t'k.>QAM"-OJ•ro1.:1l§ Lt.: 

1,0 ;ll,1;:f'i,ll-t,j"Qt.:~l.:l;t, ~l!i"t"OJ::r i .,_=.7-;, •:, 

tl<::i:;iil?{"'t'k.,Q0 ~ill.I, I.I t~li~ffil.:;i:;~n<a;-, fen> 

t, Ltif,i:1,n<, AUOJ!,l"'t';l/;l!llll.:l!btit.:~11!1.ll![ &n<ix 

'.¥:"t"l!I-, -r!t.:iEllltt-tcllllt,tiQUc: I.Ii:< ,'I-, n,t.:O) 

"'t'a'>Qo AU,;,1.:t'!t,tiQ~lllli, ?;tl.:-t-OJUn<W~T 

Qfrl/Jti</lh-r1,t.:. ffl'FOJl!~T Qfrl/Jti<"'t'!Qn•c'?n•, 

el~OJ~t){/;;t,Qt)>c'? n•t.:l:tn<llllll"'t'k.>-, tc. ;1/;i!fl.:U;c 

tcl/JtJ>Lcl'Q~l;I, a'IIOJIV.i:c'~I.: Lc\'Ql(jl;lfJ:(' 

,ltlfil) 'Fl!, I) t,{f-, -rt, c 1.:tJ> < U1;:-:,1,-r1 ,t,,f,. < -Cli 

1,1:t~1,. r.J~I.:, r.JtUtTQi:C"t"/'ProllWllln~< f.[ 

I), a'lln<"t"!fJ:1'91-lilAc:l'?:/;~!i, il91-!iti<~kl.:/t!I 

;(_ -rrr<. tt.:, .::OJJ::-; 1.:J1t&nif0)~4.,r,. c es* 

;,. ~ 7 T 1 1J-t;J1;1.:au1.::11J~"t"!t.:OJ1.1, J(JU!Uil 

$1i:OJ6iiJ~"'t'a', Q*! fJ:~~"'t'a', Qo 

-.ll.~lll"-OJ!l!;lit!itl<fJ: < fJ:tilf, AM£191-0J!.i"'t't>A 

;11!1.:1111-t-QJillllti<'.Si\l.:~Q. lliffl!ll.:t11,-r1;1, !j!:flcff 

OJqOJk.,Qf.lil/J-tc!lm-t-Q.::ci.:J::-,-r,$1!1.!tOJ::i-~n< 

ilt'.l>L, $fl"-OJW1!)(UII< fs-,n,< ciibti-Cl'Q• C 

Crandall, 1!67) !j!:!!,O);i!~OJa; Q:wr,1.:!111-t-Q~~t;t, 

.,--'!';r. ~ 1.:a;QJ::-; fJ:fic&tit.:~~OJ;i:;13~a t.lf.:1,. 139 

OJit:t:t-t-Q:wr,mmOJ~llit>I!;(., fi!ttJ>S;tt.:1,t1,-; 

:tW;t,a;Q. Lf>,t,, aU"-O)r1IJ'Plll!iffJfJ::IIJr,ffJ~ffi 

tcilL-C, ,t-;,. ~7T i 1J-ti$!Etc:l!l.tl"'t'lif.i:(, r.Jt 

a;1111.:1110Ql'PMc L -rt!h-r < tiQ.1:-; 1.:fs-,t.: • .::ti1;1, 

ff!JIIIIY,Jl.:*A"'t'k.>l), ffi(f]v"'NOJjljl,~!E, *$~!£1.: 

c-,-Ct;l;li;:ftl!fJ:i:c"'t'a'>Qo i{!j!:~1.:t11,-r, s:IIOJr.ll 

11t.:1:tO)!IE!l"t"~n•iA1¥1t1.:a tiQN!laJn<a; i,, ~1.:t;t-t

OJ.:: c l.:J:: -,-r, $!Eliel~n<;1._~fJ:-'fijtOJJ::? 1.:!lt,ti -C 

l'Qc:!itQ.::ca;(.a;Qt.:-">?o -t-L-r, .::tin<ill,'.i:>OJel 

lf,C.,'Pll!itt-tc!lfJ: ?*!fJlltt!lc fJ I) tl•bfll'o Ln• L, 

AM-tciit-r*;r. ~ 7 TI Y-c/iPllll'.tlll~1,t.:~1.t, 

i:OJJ::? f.i:UtT Q.:: c li~n•-, t.:. 

"'t't;t, .:: OJ.I:? fJ:$!EOJaf'ISl!-"OJW1!)(-'P, ~'Ff.i:~l!i-tc 

ll!t'!L-C'i."'t'Alll.:1111-t-Q~~-t, LJ::? c:TQll!itttcxil 

n,t.: t,OJl:l:fi!t.:-"> ?n•. -t-til.1, el~t.:t,O):IIJP,1.:M-t-Q 

R~c~I) "'t'a'>Q0 "'t'!-of.:l:t~( OJi: c;-t,$,1,"'t'l,tl) t.:1, 

Cl'?'.tli)(c, :wr,0Jmll!.:MTQl3/gt){···OJ? !,1.:m 

$1JOJr.ll■-tc-JJ,<- L, AJ!l.:!111-t-Q;ll,ilOJ~ll-tcii L -Cjf 

--~::ri.,_=-7-;,.:-tcruta~t.:OJ"'t'a'>QoiltJ>!.:, 

rroL tc$!£0)~ffi1Jl.::l!l'c MJP,1Y,J"1Jllll.:t11,-r t,, JI. 

U.tt-tcf'&-,fclll!;JffJlaJ..l:li.lli:>tifJ:n•-,fcn•b LtifJ:1,. L 

n•L, ~m1.:ML-r0Jll!;lit!in<.lll!ti, 7:;1- 1JnA-tctt1.:!i 

tQi:cl.:J::lll!ti:>cOJ::ri.,_=-~-;,.:,i;:13ffl-t,f'&-:,;: 

cn<"t"!t.:.a&1.:aJ11.:M-t-Qm~n<~tll,$B:t:W:n< 

fol..l:Lt.:cl'?.:: cl.I, --JJJ'l Cl' ?li!il'lU!rdl"t"iti:,tiQ* 

! fJfft.:., t.: cs;(.Q "t"k.>-">-; • .::OJUn<11111.:f.1:", 

.::titJ> i:,OJl![i:,OJ:IIJP,OJiJl'l\'.'Plllffl!llil .;,1.:~n<-, -r1, 

( i: C: n<JU!ffla tiQ O TL L, i: OJ!iltll!,l;t, $!EOJlJP,tt-tc 

ltm L t.:li\ilUJi{!j!:7'o 1/ 7 Af.:t), ~ i:-t-;l:;!Jl"t"!t.:ftXft!l 
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_ __________________________ Tasaki 

s. 1U1■1~c~!lO)IIB 

•rocff 8 :gq, 4 :g lill!l!IIIKaU1.:•111-t- Q.:: c ti<"'t' ! , 

lJP,ffJmll-tc!tn• LfJ:n<&•xftU-tclilti;lia~n,Q. L 

n•L, -t-OJfl!!OJ~l.1-t-tit'til.:llllllti<k.>I), 7'01/7 J.OJ 

§IY,Jtcillilt"t"! fJ:iJ,-, t.:. 91-liilA "'t'k.>Q$!Etc? .op., -ra 

f'i,;11!1.:•roa-l!:-r1,1,n,t,n,&i', 11t,1,cau1.:•111a 

~fJ:tJ,-,f;:,j<;t. ~ 7 Ti 1J-t,1,t.:. tt.:, :9:'rli:"'t'! QI± 

Sli'.l>fJ: (, ,t-;,. ~ 7 T i ') -1;:.op-,-r bi:, ?1±.lifH, c 
gt,tit.::9:"f~t,1,t.:. -t-OJ/-\:01)1.:, ,j<;t. ~7T i 'J

OJtfWIY,JfJ: t,-Cfl Ll.:J:: I), it Ll'llill-tc L -C!fc~ t, 1, 

Qo Ltl•L, l![i:,OJ:;$:*OJ•1IJ§IY,J"'t'a;QAUl.li:( "'t'! 

f,i:t)>-,t.:i:c;lcfJ:Qo 

$!£OJ 1 At.t>l<;r. ~ 7 T 1 1J -crr!i"l1,n<~<, -; * < 

-:,!a;-; .::tn<"t"!fsn,-,t.:OJ"t", :10,17.1,,1.:i:<aJEL 

f,i:t)>-,t.:c'1/i;(. cl'Q 0 ,j<;t. ~ 7 Ti 1)-cOJ!lllli:llJl■ti<fi: 

!t.:11€/, ffn<fflWi"'t'!QAn<ffl-¥~1;:t,1,t.:. Ltl•L, 

!;!:!t1.1m~.!tt1.t•~"t"Ln•ilJ&-tccQ .::tn<"t"!i', Ln• 

Mi;J'n<!,"'t', fJ:tl•~n•~Ti:cti<"t"!fJ:tJ>-,t.:c:l'?o t 

t.:, •ffi"'t'~-t-.:: t1.:1;1, lll$1JOJ!llllln,i;,n,fsi,!1£1itn<a;., 

t.: c 1,? OJn<f;,11Jcffi:J!I.OJ'.t.lt "'t'k.,-, t.: • .:: OJftl.:1111 L -Cl@ 

-¥&1.1, i1ftal7l;lt, *;,. ~ 7 T 1 1J-cfiln•lll!■1;1f.:n,., 

t.:n•$!t1.:-.bt.:n<, i:J!l.n< "Good" c'1/i;(.t.:cllli!rL-r 

l'Q• B::$:A$!Eli, r.!l■n<a;-,-rt,-t-ti-tc!t,,1,tllli!rL 

fH,.:: cn<~1,n<, B::$:1.:11.,-rn,.;,lll!■n<a;., t.:csoti 

-r t>M:l!ln<II L 1, c 1,-; OJn<ffl.'f&OJ:t:.ll "'t'a'>Qo a i:> 1.:, 

8::$:Affl;t, el~OJ'.IR.tcl;t-, ! I) bf<lfH,OJ"'t', *;,. 

~ 7 T i IJ - t,Mlf;l.:{lh cl'Qo $!!,OJ;ljtJ, i:>ll!ilY,Jl.:i!i 

-?i:? c LfJ:l:ttilfl'l'l!llff.li!E'i. tifH'c 7 I',<-{;,. L -C 

1,,~o 

IJl.fLt.:1,( -:,tJ>OJ!lll■OJ~f!ilOJOc-:,1;1, i:OJ:to 1/7 

1,.1.:t11,-r>l<;r. ~ 7 T 1 1J -1.:/tifi!TQ!i~n<n,fJ: "*!1, 

i: c 1.:a; Qo $!£1.1$&1.:ii? i: c Vl (, -Bq,>l<;t. ~ 7 T 

i ') -ciAi'..°Ti: cl.:fJ:Qo ,j<;t. ~ 7 Ti 1) -c? 'i. ( 1, ( 

11€/1.1.1:1,n<, t>Lllll■n<!ttt.:1,1€,, ~1i1.:t-,-rn,tJ:ll 

0Jftl!l.c~Q.tt.:,$!EOJAM"-OJ•ron<.::OJ:to1t7 

AOJ.'1:Jl!f.i:f.lil/J"'t'k.>Q 1.: t,t,,t,,t, 1<>"#', -t-.::~J:: <UL -r 

\'fJ:l,,j<;t. ~7T i 1)-t,\,f;:J::'.)f;:-,f;: 0 i:OJf.\i.tilJffU! 
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The first two papers in this forum, by Jim Scott and Joseph Tomei, are responses from national university for
eign faculty to Tire Language Teaclids March forum, ")ALT policy on ageism" (pp. 19-23). The focus of their 

replies, Gene van Troyer's "Position Paper" on ageism, was presented to the JALT Executive Board in October, 
1995. 1n November, the full membership's Annual General Meeting (AGM) commissioned the national officers to 
establish a policy dealing with all forms of job discrimination. The "Position Paper," although superseded by the 
AGM motion, was published in March to provoke discussion, particularly of the kind that ensues in this issue. 

Brett Reynolds' paper narrates a private language school teacher's successful battle to overturn an unfair 
termination, and is deliberately chosen to widen the scope of discussion yet further. What proved essential to 
Reynolds reversing his dismissal was the free and rapid exchange of information and support between )ALT 
member. As we discuss job rights in September's forum and up through the 1996 AGM, Tire Language Teacher 
hopes that readers in need and readers who can help will continue the exchange. 

Evaluating JAL T's Discrimination Policy: A Checklist 

James J. Scott 
NaUonal Institute of Fitness and Sports in Kanoya 

At the 1995 AGM, JAL T's membership instructed the 
national officers to "investigate, formulate, and 
recommend policy regarding teacher termination at 
universities" 0ALT, 1995, p. 20). As a senior foreign 
instructor at a national university, I am naturally 
concerned about the direction such a policy might 
take. Accordingly, the following questions are in
tended to serve as a checklist to which the national 
officers can refer when formulating a policy, and to 
which all members can refer when that policy is 
submitted to the next AGM. Other members will no 
doubt want to add their own questions to the list. 

1. Does tire policy proposal focus on the issues with 
which JAL T's members are primarily concerned? 

The title of the March forum, "JAL T policy on age
ism," notwithstanding, the motion passed at the 
AGM instructed the national officers to formulate a 
policy on teacher termination. We must take care not 
to let our legitimate concerns about ageism distract 
us from the issues at hand. 

2. Does the wording of the proposal say what we want? 
In our eagerness to communicate, we sometimes say 
things that are different from what we actually mean. 
For example, in the forum "Discussion Paper," Gene 
van Troyer (1996) condemns "the current national 
university policy of terminating senior foreign faculty 
solely on the basis of age" (p. 21, italics added). The 
actual wording suggests either that foreign faculty 
alone are terminated on the basis of age, or that we 
object to this practice only when it affects foreigners. 
The first alternative is not true: most Japanese faculty 
are subject to mandatory retirement policies. And the 
second would appear to be unprofessional: if it is 
objectionable to terminate foreign faculty solely on 
the basis of age, it is also objectionable to terminate 
Japanese faculty solely on the basis of age. 

van Troyer probably meant that we object to the 
termination of foreign faculty solely on the basis of 
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age when those faculty had originally been told that they 
could continue to work indefinitely. If this is the practice 
to which we object, we should be careful to say so in 
our policy proposal. 

3. Is the proposal based on principles that we can consis
tently apply? 

If we object to this practice because it is ageist, we 
must also, to be consistent, object to mandatory 
retirement for Japanese faculty, which is also ageist. 
Or, if we object to the practice because it discrimi
nates on the basis of nationality, then we must also 
object to the practice of reserving certain faculty 
positions for foreigners, which also discriminates on 
the basis of nationality. 

Fortunately, we need not cite ageism or discrimi
nation as the basis for our objections to this particular 
practice. Rather, we can object to this practice be
cause promises are made to be kept. if a foreigner-or 
native Japanese-is hired with the understanding 
that he or she could continue working indefinitely, 
the university involved is ethically obligated to 
honor its commitment. 

The same logic applies when we formulate posi
tions on other teacher termination practices. We must 
make sure that we base our positions on principles 
that we are prepared to follow no matter where they 
may lead. 

4. Is tire proposal based on up-to-date information? 
Commmon sense suggests that our policy address 

current issues. The situation of senior foreign faculty 
at national universities illustrates the point. Of those 
who were originally employed with the understand
ing that they could continue indefinitely, how many 
are still teaching? Of those who are still teaching, 
how many have been informed that their positions 
are in jeopardy because of their age? These are only 
two of the questions that the national officers need to 
attempt to answer before they can formulate an 
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effective policy addressing this issue. 
The same principle applies when we attempt to 

formulate policies regarding other teacher termina
tion practices. We need to know what those practices 
are now, not what they were h'lfO or three years ago. 

5. Does the proposal constitute a policy? 
A position paper merely describes how we stand on 

an issue: "We deplore crime in the streets." A policy 
describes what we intend to do about it: "We will put 
more police on patrol." At the AGM we instructed the 
national officers to formulate a policy, a set of concrete 
steps that )ALT can take to deal with problems posed 
by teacher termination at universities. 

6. Does the proposal set achievable goals? 
A policy is meaningless unless it is designed to 

achieve specific goals. Some, but by no means all, of 
the goals we might consider are the following: 

l. To alter those teacher termination practices to 
which we object. 

2. To assist victims of such practices. 
3. To monitor teacher termination practices continu

ously, so we can respond promptly when institu
tions engage in practices to which we object. 

7. Does the proposal suggest strategies that have a realis
tic chance of achieving those goals? 

In his contribution to the March forum, Craig 
Sower (1996) is probably correct in suggesting that a 
strategy of negotiation "seems more promising than 
officially marching )ALT into an open war with 
Monbusho" (p. 23). In a war between adversaries so 
unevenly matched, )ALT, more precisely JALT's 
members, would probably be the losers. 

One issue that we might approach through the 
strategy of negotiation is the status of senior 
gaikokujin kyoshi (foreign lecturers, i.e. those teaching 
at national universities on one-year renewable con-

tracts). Many of us may look sceptically at 
Monbusho's account of what happened: 

Monbusho says they only meant to make uni
versities look more closely at their gaikokujin 
kyoshi contracts, and that all decisions for termi
nation are being made solely by the universi
ties. (Freeman, 1994, p. 16) 

We could, however, take this statement at face 
value, thank Monbusho for clarifying its position, 
and ask it to impress upon its member institutions 
the importance of honoring commitments, whether 
verbal or written. 

The same strategy may be appropriate when 
addressing other issues as well. The chances of 
Monbusho responding to our requests may be slim, 
but they are much better than the chances of 
Monbusho caving in to our demands. 

Conclusion 
Even if we refer to a checklist such as the one sug
gested above, there is no guarantee that we will 
arrive at a policy that effectively addresses the con
cerns of JAL T's members. But if we don't refer to 
such a checklist, there's an excellent chance that we 
will arrive at a policy that does not effectively ad
dress those concerns, possibly even one that will do 
more harm than good. And that's a chance this )ALT 
member doesn't want to take. 
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Job Fairness: A Global Perspective 
Joseph Tomei 

Hokkaido University 
As a foreign teacher at a national university, I appre- though, is a government policy decision about the 
ciate JAL T's tackling the issue of job discrimination, overall role of foreigners in the university. 
but I feel that the March forum addressed symptoms If the problem were only ageism, )ALT might 
rather than the problems themselves, leaving the persuade the government to eliminate all mention of 
impression that foreign teachers face discrimination age from the policy and merely set a limited term of 
on the basis of age alone. employment for all foreigners, whatever their age. 

In actuality, a limit has been set on the term of This course of action, however, would reduce foreign 
employment for foreigners at Japanese national teachers to the status of guest workers with no pros-
universities, and that limit has in effect been applied peels of upward mobility within the system, a result I 
retroactively: those who have already exceeded that cannot believe )ALT would favor. . 
limit have been asked to leave. Since the teachers If, instead, we formulate a general policy towards 
who have taught longer are by and large older, the the employment of foreigners in the Japanese educa-
effect is age discrimination. The underlying cause, lion system, the question may not be as clear-cut as a 
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debate on ageism, but it offers us a chance to discuss 
a cornerstone of JAL T's existence: the role of the 
foreign teacher in Japan. 

How are foreign faculty to be integrated into uni
versity departments? It is a widespread policy to 
relieve foreign teachers of administrative tasks be
cause of both linguistic and cultural barriers to com
munication. If we demand a role beyond that of a 
hired native speaker, we must present some vision of 
what that role should be. 

What about the long-standing difference in pay 
scales for foreigners and Japanese nationals? Our 
cultural dislocation and our Japanese colleagues' 
greater travel, research, pension, and other benefits 
may arguably justify this difference. Nevertheless, in 
the eyes of some, our receiving a higher salary for 
fewer duties tends to undermine our claims to be 
victims of discrimination. I for one can accept that the 
cost for equal treatment will probably be a lower 
salary and increased responsibilities. A )ALT survey 
of affected members' views would both clarify this 
issue and enhance JAL T's contribution to the debate. 

It is more difficult to rebut the argument that this 
policy is one forced upon the universities, who m~t 
reduce faculty costs as student enrollments decrease. 
Undeniably, the well-established lifelong tenure and 
automatic promotion of Japanese faculty restrict the 
universities' personnel decisions. Yet failure to con
sult foreign faculty before instituting this new policy 
resulted in a situation in which one side must lose. 
This is inherently short-sighted and ultimately unnec
essary. Any outcome that strikes a balance for all 
sides will, in all likelihood, also provide the best 
possible education for future students. 

Much has been made of the difference between the 
Japanese university system and the United States', 
which does not limit the employment opportunities of 
foreign teachers. But there is an even clearer global 
perspective. By consigning a class of its teachers to 
lower status, the system disparages the skills and 
information they impart. The Japanese system can 
credibly and effectively educate its students to become 
more global in outlook only if it shows itself capable of 
treating foreigners in a way that is fair and equitable. 

TEFL Labour Issues in Japan 
Brett Reynolds 

So what enables ... a wise military leadership to 
overcome others and achieve exraordinary accom
plishments is foreknowledge. 

-Sun Tzu 

The bursting of the bubble economy in the late '80s 
has put a new face on labour conditions at private 
language schools, primarily because it has been 
much harder for them to enroll students. Hundreds 
of small schools and even some large chains have 
gone under, and those that survived have had to 
become much leaner and meaner. 

Despite the dropoff in the number of people com
ing to Japan to look for language teaching jobs, there 
is still a regular flow of new faces who have very 
little idea of what awaits. But it is not only the recent 
arrivals who are ignorant of their labor entitlements 
and responsibilities under the law. Many people 
who have been teaching for years in Japan have only 
a similarly vague notion of their rights and recourse 
if those rights are violated. Even some language 
schools have little or no idea of the laws. 

I recently went through a battle with my em
ployer over the question of paid annual leave 
(PAL), during which I was dismissed but eventu
ally reinstated. In the end, the employer admitted 
the right of some teachers to PAL as stipulated in 
Article 39 of the Labour Standards Law of Japan. I 
learned a great deal from the experience and would 
like to share my story. 
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A victorious army first wins and then seeks battle. 
-SunTzu 

I first requested PAL over a year ago but was 
flatly refused. I was told that company policy pro
vided wages only for hours worked. Since I was not 
aware of the law then, I went on with my job. I 
raised the matter at appropriate times in the course 
of the year, but the replies from management always 
changed to fit the circumstances. I gradually real
ized that they did not know the laws either. 

I needed concrete information about the existing 
laws and their provisions, but was at a loss about 
how to find a copy, let alone in English. Finally, 
through connections on the JALTCALL e-mail list, I 
learned from Thom Simmons (1996) that you can get 
an English copy of the labour laws of Japan from the 
Institute of Labour Administration (Rom11 Gyosei 
Kenkyuusho). Although the laws are open to interpre
tation by the courts, reading them will give you a 
fair understanding of the basics. I found them sur
prisingly readable and got a good idea of the rel
evant sections in just one evening. The whole book 
costs ¥8,000, but they will send you a copy of the 
relevant sections for about ¥1,300. 

The received wisdom for getting along in Japa
nese companies is not to rock the boat. I am hardly 
an expert, but if you follow this advice, I doubt you 
will run into any major problems. I also doubt you 
will achieve much that is worthwhile. 
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Language schools are looking for new ideas to 
survive in these tough times. As a result, they may 
perceive someone who is making useful and effective 
proposals as an asset. But rocking the boat in effec
tive ways, at the right time, and for the right purpose 
takes thought, patience and a bit of practice. 

Although I made many appropriate suggestions, 
comments and criticisms, at one point I lost my pa
tience with the lack of response and wrote a sarcastic 
note about having to teach even when I'd lost my voice 
due to illness. The only result was to anger the head 
teacher. I saw very clearly where my imprudence 
would lead and that I would have to avoid giving the 
management any excuse to ignore me or retaliate. 

Etsuo Kobabyashi (1996) posted a timely 
JALTCALL message on the topic of tatemae, citing the 
example of a family discussing a trip to Disneyland: 

They even criticize your manner of speech, to 
direct the discussion a different way, to make the 
point vague, especially when the other side is 
making a point: 

"Damn it! Last time you said you would take 
me to Disneyland tomorrow. You never take 
me there. Oh, the hell with you!" 
"You have to watch your mouth. You have to 

know that it is something we need to discuss 
before talking about Disneyland." 

I told the school I had a copy of the law, presented 
them with a list of perceived violations, and said that 
I was going to discuss them with the other teachers. 
Management replied that I was dismissed for having 
five months earlier posted an article in the reception 
area which raised questions about the Eiken test. 

I realized that including others in the discussion was 
overtly inflammatory, and I was very careful to avoid 
any conceivably improper action, like discussing the 
situation with students. However I feel confident that 
this tactic, though aggressive, was necessary. 

In my remaining 30 days, I made a point of letting 
all the teachers and support staff in my school know 
what was going on. I also put the word out through 
the internet and by any other means that I could. I 
contacted the media; the National Union of General 
Workers, Tokyo South; and the Labour Standards 
Office in the ward where the school is based. Then I 
let the school know what I was up to. 

Milan Davidovic suggested reading the Taoist 
classic, The Art Of War by Sun Tzu (personal commu
nication, March 26,1996), and made some particularly 
apt comments about forming a union (1996). Noting 
that it would have been easier to start the union 
before starting the battle, he warned me that manage
ment might now interpret forming a union as prepa
ration for confrontation, mobilizing the troops. To 
organize without threatening either management or 
cautious peers, he suggested meeting with colleagues 
in order to improve teaching, rather than to confront 
the administration. Most teachers will respond to 
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such suggestions, he pointed out, since teaching is, 
after all, an isolated activity, and it is then quite 
natural to discuss how unfair working conditions 
reduce teaching effectiveness. 

There is strength in numbers. Although a few 
teachers felt uncomfortable at the prospect of conflict 
with the school, I was buoyed by the number that 
backed me and made favourable comments in infor
mal discussions with management. Some even 
helped to organize a meeting and sat with me in 
discussions there. There is no doubt that their contri
bution was vital to the outcome. 

In the final meeting with management, I believe a 
number of things were critical in my success. First, I 
said that I had no interest in hurting the school and 
had made every effort to act in a fair, honest and 
appropriate fashion, and I apologized for any errors 
I had made. Second, I let them do most of the talk
ing. 1 also had kept good records of everything I had 
done, and produced them as needed to support my 
position. Finally, the meeting was conducted almost 
entirely in Japanese. 

If you are going to approach management with 
labour complaints, prepare for the eventuality that you 
will be attacked and possibly dismissed. Stay cool, 
study The Art of War, study your Japanese, follow 
appropriate channels, and keep a diary of every meet
ing and copies of all correspondence. Tell everybody 
you can think of and cross your fingers. In meetings, a 
well-worded tatemae apology will work wonders. 

There are times when being a foreigner and apply
ing aggressive Western approaches can work to your 
advantage but there is also a lime to sit back and listen 
inscrutably. As the market gets tighter, these disputes 
will likely be occuring with greater and greater fre
quency, but if you are reasonable in your demands and 
well prepared, you have a fair chance of winning. 

Other useful contacts: 
Takasu Hideki, Secretary General, National Union 
of General Workers, Tokyo South, 
Matsumoto Building SF, 3-21-7 Shinbashi, 
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105 Phone: (03) 3434-0669 

KTUF and )ALT National N-SIG Representative 
Thom Simmons 
2-28-10-303 Morigaoka, Isogo-ku, Yokohama 235. 
Fax: (045) 845-8242 e-mail: malang@gol.com 

Your ward office can tell you how to contact the 
appropriate Labour Standards Office. A special 
thanks to all those who helped and encouraged me 
when I needed it most. 
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TESOL Affiliate Liaison Report: TESOL 30th Annual Convention and Exposition 

The Healthy Marriage of Emerging Advocates 

Guy Modica 

There was a warm welcome to Affiliate Week Events 
at the TESOL 30th Annual Convention and Exposi
tion in spite of the unseasonably cold weather in 
Chicago. The )ALT Liaison team, myself and David 
McMurray, followed last year's strategy of splitting 
up occasionally to cover all sessions. Publications 
Board Chair Steve Cornwell represented )ALT at the 
Newsletter Editors Workshop. 

After meeting and getting acquainted at the Affili
ate Breakfast, we moved to the day-long Workshop 
session. Following greetings and reports, the morn
ing consisted of a panel, Beyond Affiliate Borders, 

instigated and organized by the 1995 )ALT Liaison, 
Donna Fujimoto. Of the four international affiliates 
that presented sketches of their structure and func
tions, )ALT was clearly the most active. Well-orga
nized and articulate, Fujimoto moved quickly 
through her short presentation time, detailing our 
many publications, scholar programs and research 
grants, and conferences-including an invitation to 
the Pan-Asian conference in Bangkok. 

The recitation of)ALT's many projects impressed 
the affiliate delegates; at one point there was a com
munal intake of breath and tangible sense of "Wow!" 
in the room. Presented to the entire affiliate group, 
Fujimoto's talk boosted awareness and enhanced the 
image of )ALT worldwide, and was perhaps the 
week's most important act of public diplomacy for 
our organization. 

Simultaneous "breakout sessions" filled the after
noon workshop. In the discussion of Tire role of the 

affiliate president and TESOL liaison it was again 
apparent that many affiliates, being state organiza
tions within the U.S., have much different structures 
and problems than a large, national organization 
such as ours. In many cases, one person occupies 
both roles in these groups, and the topic evolved 
into the responsibilities and problems presidents 
face in funding, recruiting for and maintaining a 
state organization. 

In the session Professional development activities the 
talk by the Sweden affiliate was particularly interest
ing, since their organization regularly cooperates 
with the government to set standards and administer 
accreditation of professionals and institutions. Swe
den TESOL is somewhat larger than )ALT, has a 
much stronger presence in the educational commu
nity, and commands more respect and cooperation 
from government. Its members constitute a large 
majority of practicing language education profes
sionals. )ALT can learn from this example, and might 
consider setting more specific goals for developing 
and instituting this type of cooperation and leader-
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ship in our own educational community after study
ing how this affiliate has grown and established its 
working relationships. 

The Affiliate advocacy breakout session and the 
Socio-Political Action Workshop were particularly 
important this year, as political advocacy on educa
tional issues is now being undertaken by )ALT (re: 
dismissals of long-term nonnative faculty) and by its 
partners, TESOL Inc. and the California, Canada, 
New York and Ontario TESL organizations. 
CA TESOL directs almost 25% of its membership dues 
(about US $50,000) to a sociopolitical concerns budget 
which finances consultation services by a profes
sional lobbyist with connections to decision-makers 
in educational policy. 

NYTESOL has developed position papers and en
dorsements for a variety of legislation including: "use 
of federal, state and local funds for the education of 
Limited English Proficient students," "granting of 
ESOL Academic credits" to students by all colleges and 
universities, "certification of ESOL teachers of adults," 
and "opposition to official English legislation and 
policy." Through its publications, charter and letter
head, TESL Canada highlights "quality language 
training as a fundamental right of all Canadians." Toll
free information lines, e-mail access and links to re
lated associations have also been set up. 

Staying abreast of legislation affecting teachers is 
the prime need, according to officers from these 
organizations, who explained at the workshop how 
to implement socio-political action within language 
associations. Because it is often too late to effectively 
change legislation by the time it hits the U.S. Con
gress for a vote, affiliates hire consultants to report on 
issues as they take shape. They set up hotline net
works to connect officers and members. When an 
issue emerges, an emergency telephone hotline is 
activated to inform teachers of how to take action: 
writing letters to political representatives, announc
ing position statements by the association, garnering 
support via resolutions at the TESOL Annual Meet
ing, or visiting local and federal legislators. 

These organizations quickly research and debate 
positions on many issues of concern to their members 
and have prepared in advance the means to quickly 
take action. Affiliate relations can help )ALT under
take advocacy in an effective way; we learned much, 
and anticipate that this area will be an area for fur
ther study at next year's Affiliate Week. 

The Affiliate Council meeting, the formal business 
meeting of affiliates, felt diminished (to this attendee) 
by the loss of responsibility for forming a slate of 

REPORT, cont'd on p.32. 
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Professionalism in the Classroom-the Teacher's Responsibility 

Gillian Kay 

The April 1996 issue of The Language Teacher included 
a Readers' Views article entitled "How Much are 
Teachers Responsible For?" In this paper, Thom 
Simmons raises several points regarding TL rs No
vember 1995 "University English Teaching" special 
issue, which I guest edited. 

Simmons questions the "key underlying assump
tion" in my introduction "that the students' motiva
tion is within the teachers' purview" (Simmons, 19%, 
p.26). I certainly agree with his statement that "there 
are essential aspects of the language education envi
ronment that often lie beyond the teachers' influ
ence," and have written earlier that institutional 
conditions "provide the framework within which 

Here I would suggest that a lack of "professional 
authority" does not absolve teachers from their 
professional obligation to teach students as best they 
can. A restrictive framework challenges us to apply 
our judgment and expertise in order to make the 
most effective use of the freedoms we have. Under
standing institutional limitations on our teaching, 
and working as effectively as we can within them are 
complementary tasks. 

you are able to fulfill your own professional expecta
tions" (Kay, 1994). 

Simmons' proceeds to state that "Before we can 
discuss the teachers' responsibilities we must examine 
the constraints placed on them" [my italics] (p. 26). 
Simmons seems to be suggesting that we delay the 
former while pursuing the latter, and that these two 
approaches compete with each other. Certainly I 
agree that students' motivation is not entirely "within 
the teachers' purview," but that does not absolve the 
teacher from the responsibility to try. 
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However, Simmons proceeds to ask the following 
question: "Without the professional authority to 
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Rodney E. Tyson has a Ph.D. 1n Second Language 
Acquisition and Teaching from the University of 
Arizona, and is currently an assistant professor in the 
Department of English Language and Literature at 
Ewha Woman's University in Seoul, Korea. He has 
taught ESL/EFL in the United States and Korea for a 
total of more than 12 years. He has a wide variety of 
research interest,, including issues in Korean lan
guage and culture as well as the sociolinguistic as
pects of second language acquisition and ESL/EFL 
pedagogy and testing. 

Anthony S. Rausch teaches at Aomori College in 
Aomori city. He received an M.A. in sociology from 
Hirosaki National University. His research interests 
include Suggestopedia, learning styles, as well as 
Japanese volunteerism and Tsugaru Nuri 
Lacquerware. 
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candidates for the Nominations Committee to send 
to the Annual Business Meeting, which resulted from 
changes in the nominations and elections procedures. 

onetheless, the Council received reports, adopted 
Affiliate Operating Procedures, endorsed changes in 
Affiliate Standing Rules and the TESOL Diversity 
Statement and discussed other business. 

Our continuing close relationship with the 
CA TESOL affiliate bore fruit this year in a joint panel 
with the Uruguay and Australia affiliates on the 
problems of returnees. With a plan to submit a fol
low-up research article to TESOL Quarterly, )ALT is 
stimulating collaborative research among members 
within affiliates. This year's meeting with CA TESOL 
discussed other joint efforts such as financing speaker 
exchange, awarding research grants, reciprocal 
"member rates" for those wishing to join the partner 
association, and more. 

Lastly, but certainly very importantly, the 19% 
Liaison team organized a JAL T Booth, shared with 
another exhibitor, to offer information on )ALT, its 
interest sections and the Pan-Asian conference, dis
pense Special Overseas Samplers, and distribute 
)ALT Publications (The Language Teacher, /ALT Jour
nal, /ALT Applied Materials were all displayed and 
sold). The booth was visited by many TESOLers over 
four days and large stacks of materials and publica
tions disappeared-a clear success-and one that 
should be repeated and improved next year in Or
lando. The booth also served as a rendezvous point 
for )ALT members at the convention. Special thanks 
are due to )ALT members who volunteered their time 
to staff the booth and promote )ALT: Dawn Yonally, 
Patricia Thornton, Scott Rule, Carol Rinnert, Virginia 
Ota, Steve McGuire, Caroline Latham, Susan Gilfert, 
Steve Cornwell, Larry Cisar and Torkil Christensen. 
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Jack Kimball is Professor of English at Miyazaki 
Medical College. His current research interests are in 
concept acquisition, science communication and 
college composition. He also writes about linguistic 
strategies in contemporary American literature, and 
has recently co-edited Aldo Leopold's A Sand County 
Almanac. 
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The Catena Guide For You To: 

Macintosh User Basic 
Personality Types 

Do you see yourself? 

Type 'A' User quote: 
'1 need the best, fastest, coolest computer that I can get my hands 

on, and of course, a 17 inch Multi-Scan color monit.or 
t.o go with it. Now lets talk about Scanners ... " 

Solution: 
PowerMac 9500 Series etc. 
The hottest new Macs are here and eyes are 
turning. 

Type 'B' User quote: 
"Actually, I need an assistant t.o follow me around.but ifl can't 
get an actu3:1 person t.o help me get organized then a !apt.op 
computer will have t.o get the job done." Rf?"• 
Solution: 
Th~ Po~er~ok 5300C Series, it remembers every 
-thmg, It writes for you, it communicates, it 
presents, it's cool, (oops, Type 'A' response.) 

Type 'C' User quote: 
I really need a ~omputer, I know it would really be 
useful. I need It for writing, drawing, making tests 
and maybe even keeping records on a database if I 
could. Oh yes, and a CD-ROM player. 

Solution: Th~ ~erfo~a 5320 Series, a true all-in-one Mac with a 
bwlt m 15 mch screen and who says it's not cool! 

Did you fin? yourself? Well, you have found us too. Call Hiroyuki Tanaka 
at Catena. 1n Tokyo and be sure to mention that you are a JALTmember 
when calling to get the full JALT discount on all models and accessories. 

CATENAcoRP. 
Daiichi-Kasuya Bldg 3F, 2-5-12, Higashi-Shimbashi, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105 

Tel.03-5400-1405 Fax.03-5400-1412 
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The Interview Project 

by Sophia Shang-lkeda, Kagoshima Women's College 
class, the video camera is hooked 
up to a TV monitor so that the 
other students can see what is 
being recorded. Students practice 

Students taking eikaiwa (English conversation) 

courses want chances to use their English and ask for 

"free discussion," yet when they are given the 

chance, many students do not participate in class 

discussions, often due to peer pressure. The "inter

view project" became an outside-of-class assignment 

where each student was obliged to speak in English. 

I developed the interview project activity from an 

idea used in Prime Time (Rixon, Garton-Sprenger, & 

Greenall, 1991), an EFL video focusing on the life of 

young British people. Jerry, the reporter, meets and 

talks to people from different walks of life. In the 

interview project, the students become reporters who 

interview native English speakers in the community. 

This activity provides the students with a chance to 

meet and talk to native speakers other than the 

teacher, and to ask questions that interest them. In 

order to share the experiences, interviews are video

taped and shown in class later. As a follow-up, stu

dents have to write up an interview article for the 

school's English newspaper. 

Procedure 
Before the course begins, the teacher must find 

native English speakers or fluent English speakers 

willing to participate in the project. They should 

speak only in English. Each student must contact an 

interviewee to set up a time and place to meet. The 

meeting should last around 30 minutes with the 

interview itself lasting about 10 minutes. Permission 

to record the interview on cassette tape and video

tape needs to be obtained. 
Besides recruiting interviewees, the teacher must 

have access to and know how to use the following 

equipment: a video camera (preferably with a plug-in 

mike), video recorder (VCR), a TV monitor, and a 

cassette tape recorder. 
On the first day of class, students are given hand

outs describing the project and procedure. They are 

also provided with the names, nationalities, occupa

tions, and gender of the interviewees. Each student 

selects one person from the list. The teacher then 

gives each student the corresponding phone number. 

Each student is responsible for contacting the inter

viewee, setting up an appointment, and asking per

mission to videotape the interview. Then, after the 

interview, the student listens to the interview on the 

audio cassette tape, transcribes the interesting parts, 

writes an article for the newspaper, and finally sends 

a thank you letter with a copy of the newspaper to 

the interviewee. 
Students also practice using the camera, since most 

do not know how to operate one. On the first day of 
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using the zoom and focus. They should pay attention 

to lighting. In order to get good sound and picture, it is 

important to have the light behind the camera and to 

use a camera stand, if available, and place it a few feet 

in front of the interviewee and interviewer. Both 

people should appear in the viewfinder in order to 

record not only their verbal reactions, but also gestures 

and facial expressions. 
The day before the interview, the student must show 

the teacher at least 10 questions that she has prepared. 

The teacher makes sure the grammar is correct and 

that the questions are specific and clear. The student 

checks out the video camera and videotape, and if 

necessary, a tape recorder. It is also a good idea for 

them to ask a classmate to be the cameraman. 
At the next class meeting, the student reports 

what happened at the interview. Then the interview 

videotape is shown to the whole class for feedback 

and analysis. 

Results 
The interviewees were fellow English teachers, mis

sionaries, foreign students, foreigners married to 

Japanese, and AL Ts. Several times, I also asked Japa

nese colleagues who are fluent in English; however, 

in those cases, the students were too tempted to use 

Japanese and the anticipation, anxiety, and excite

ment of interviewing a native speaker was lost. I was 

also interviewed, but the students didn't find that 

interesting since they already knew me. Therefore, 

whenever possible, it was better to interview people 

that the students did not know. 
Several times the students ran into such mechani

cal difficulties as the video battery pack not being 

charged enough or the tape recorder not working. 

Other times there were problems with the recording; 

an interviewee's face was dark because light was 

corning through a window behind them. There were 

noise distractions, i.e., the TV, the telephone ringing, 

other people talking, so that it was hard to hear the 

interview, or the interview was in an empty room so 

there was an echo which distorted the voices. Some 

students spoke softly so on the tape it was hard to 

hear their voices. It was more difficult than expected 

to make a good recording of the interview. 

Quick Guide 

Key Wo,ds Oral English, Video 

learner Engli~ level: Low/High Intermediate, 

Low/High Advanced 

learner Maturity level: College/University, Adult 

Preporolion Time: 1 hour 

Activity Time: 90 minutes 
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-------------------------My 
Shore 

The students encountered three major problems. 

First, some students did not know how to plan their 

time and therefore inconvenienced interviewees as 

well as fellow classmates. They were strongly en

couraged to contact interviewees during the first 

week of classes, just in case there was a need to 

reschedule. There was only one video camera so the 

students had to coordinate the use of the camera. 

The student editors of the newspaper and some

times the teacher had to put pressure on the stu

dents to prevent them from procrastinating. From 

this experience, however, students learned to be 

held accountable and to work together 

The second problem was each student's list of 

interview questions. Some questions were too vague 

("Tell me about your hometown"), or yes/no ques

tions ("Do you like Kagoshima City?"). The questions 

were revised to get more specific answers, i.e., "How 

is your hometown different from Kagoshima?" or 

"What do you like about Kagoshima?" 
The third problem was how each student re

sponded to the interviewee's answer to each ques

tion. After watching several interview videotapes, it 

No Easy Answers 
by Preston L. Houser 

In an effort to be good, teachers often construct their 

classes around "the correct answer"; they graciously 

provide the correct answers to quizzes, homework, 

in-class assignments, and text questions,whether 

solicited by students or not. In societies which en

courage and reward assertive behavior in students, 

this tack is undoubtedly appropriate. But in Japan, 

where the opposite, overt student passivity, is the 

norm, I wish to argue that freely giving correct an

swers deprives the student of possibly the richest 

cultural gift an EFL instructor can offer students, 

democratic involvement in their own education. 

In my classes I begin with a very simple working 

premise; I will give any student the answer to any 

question at any time (except during quizzes), all they 

need to do is ask. Otherwise, I will keep all the an

swers to myself. For Japanese students this can be a 

terrifying proposition. In a society which continues to 

place sensei (primarily doctors and teachers) in a 

position of unchallenged authority, such behavior on 

my part is often perceived as a queer, if not outright 

hostile act. A question, therefore, which needs to be 

addressed at the outset is this: Do Japanese students 

want, or deserve, the same stimulation and benefits 

that many of their teachers received as students and 

have come to value? I say yes. 
What to do? First, I announce to the class that they 

will be evaluated according to the following criteria 

/ul.v 1996 

was clear that students needed to practice and 

memorize conversation strategies such as those 

provided in Keynote (Rost & McGannon, 1993). 

These exercises were incorporated into the syllabus. 

Still, many students found it hard to respond on the 

spot. The interviewees were very patient and coop

erative, and tried to keep the conversations going. 

Final Comments 
Sharim-Paz defines conversation as "an unplanned 

activity of which the main characteristic is spontane

ity ... Our students demand activities that will en

sure the development of conversational skills" The 

interview project became an avenue through which 

students had to use English, and it helped the stu

dents gain confidence in speaking and understanding 
others (1993, p. 18). 
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(in order of importance): asking 
questions in class, attendance, 
participation, homework, and 

quizzes. Hence, my orientation class is devoted in 

part to question-asking skills. I cheerfully teach an 

aggressive 1-2-3 method: raise your hand, say "Ex

cuse me," and ask your question. This sequence is 

one quick, fluid movement, and must be practiced 

until perfected. The student who gets my attention is 

the one whose question I will entertain. (Most stu

dents quickly get into the spirit of this activity. In the 

rare occurrence when students simply refuse to par

ticipate I begin asking them questions until the ice is 

broken.) Next, I provide a hand-out with most fre

quently asked questions: "What does such and such 

mean?" "How do you spell that?" "Is this correct?" 
"Why?" "What page are we on?" 

I reinforce these question-asking exercises by estab

lishing an important ground rule: There is no such 

thing as a silly question. Nor do I mind if the same 

question is asked many times during the course of 

the period or year. When students learn that they will 

not be ridiculed for asking questions, an atmosphere 

of trust is established in the classroom, which in tum 

paves the way for the practice of other communica

tion skills. For example, follow-up activities to asking 

questions might include the use of the convenient 

response "Pardon me?" (which culturally translates 

as "What did you say?" "Would you speak more 

slowly?"or "Would you repeat that?" and is more 

polite than "Eh?"). Eventually we will be ready to 
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begin a practice crucial to all foreign language learn
ing: inferring meaning (i.e., guessing). Thus we make 
our way through one course of EFL study, be it con

versation, composition, or reading. 
What are the rewards which come from learning to 

ask questions? For the teacher, the main reward is 
lower blood pressure, but for the student the rewards 
are rich and varied: the most immediate is a higher 
grade. During the school year, instead of taking 
attendance, whenever a student asks a question I put 
a mark next to that student's name; this mark informs 
me that a student is present (student silence indicates 

that a student is essentially absent). Simply put, 
students who ask questions throughout the course 
are rewarded with the highest grades. 1 have discov

ered that not only does student response-time 
shorten drastically, but it quickly becomes apparent 

that those students who ask questions are becoming 
better speakers; they also do better on quizzes and 

homework. 
For weaker students Qapanese students are rarely 

tracked) I often strike a deal: come to every class, do 
all your homework, ask three questions every period, 

and I'll pass you. This allows a slower student a 
chance to remain with fellow classmates rather than 
risk failing-usually a result of non-attendance due 

to a lack of self-esteem rather than a lack of foreign 
language skills. At the same time, the student is still 

given the opportunity to reap the benefits of class
room involvement. Another example: when appli
cable, I insist that workbooks be completed, that 
every blank be filled, although not necessarily with 
the correct answer, for that the student must ask. lf a 
student wants to doodle in the answer blanks, that's 
fine with me, although I stress that such an attitude 

toward one's education is idiotic, but this, as noted 
above, is possibly an irrelevant consideration. 

Quick Guide 

Key Words: Oral English, Interaction 

learner English Level· AU 
learner Molurity level: All 

Preparation Time: 1 hour or less 

Achvily Time: 1 doss period 

At the end of my course, those students who have 
doggedly pursued this socially "unnatural" path of 
behavior are not necessarily accomplished English 
speakers, but they have made an important discov
ery; they now have a confidence in themselves 
which they did not possess at the beginning of the 
year, and an attitude which (at least from a Western 
point of view) is conducive to success. Students find 
that questions have prompted many discussions 
throughout the year, have clarified troubling lan
guage points, and have challenged their teacher to 
be a better teacher. Perhaps most importantly, 
students have learned how to contribute substan
tially to their own education, how to be publicly 
skeptical, and how not to accept an easy answer 
simply because it has been uttered by sensei. If 
students, as Booth wrote, "were encouraged to ask 

difficult questions ... and discouraged from accept
ing easy answers, fewer of them would grow up to 
dry-clean the wardrobes of naked emperors" (1990, 

p. 267). 
Any questions? 
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Academic Listening: Research Perspectives. John 
Aowerdew. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994. Pp. v + 

306. Paperback, \14,490. Hardback, \18,400. ISSN 0-521-45551-0. 

This book presents a state-of-the-art collection of 
original research papers in the field of academic 
listening in a second language. The book is written 
for teachers who are interested in English for Aca
demic Purposes (EAP). The book is organized into 
five main sections, together with a concluding chap
ter. As the editor points out, there has been no col
lection of papers on the theme of research into 
second language academic listening because aca
demic listening in a second language has been a 
comparatively neglected area, although a number of 
collections of papers have been published on re
search into academic reading and academic writing 
(p. 1). This book provides a broad range of perspec
tives on academic listening. 

Part One, "Background," consists of a one-chapter 
overview by the editor of research to date about the 
comprehension of lectures in a second language. 
Theoretical conceptions of the lecture comprehension 
process are dealt with under three headings: compre
hension in general, distinctive features of listening 
comprehension, and distinctive features of lecture 
comprehension. The chapter "Comprehension in 
General" describes how the theory of listening com
prehension process is derived mainly from research 
into reading. Linguistic theory relating listening 
(pragmatic, semantic, academic, syntactic, and pho
nological), and "top-down" and "bottom-up" pro
cessing are referred to. 

The distinctive features of listening comprehension 
are grouped under two main headings: real-time 
processing, and phonological and lexico-grammatical 
features. Lecture comprehension has its own distinc
tive features regarding listening in general. On this 
issue, Richards (1989) distinguished between listen
ing skills required for conversation and skills re
quired for academic listening. 

Part Two, "The Second Language Academic Listen
ing Process," contains four chapters which are all 
concerned with different cognitive aspects of aca
demic listening. In the first chapter, Tauroza and 
Allison report on a study in which students had 
difficulty understanding a lecture when its discourse 
structure varied from the type of structure with 
which they were most familiar. The second chapter in 
Part Two, by Dunkel and Davis, is a report on an 
experiment which follows up on well-known previ
ously conducted research by Chaudron and Richards 
(1986) in L2 contexts and by Kintsch and Yarbrough 
(1982) for LI. The third contribution to Part Two on 
the lecture comprehension process by Cha udron, 
Loschky, and Cook examines the listening question 
of whether notes have a positive effect on lecture 
comprehension and recall. The fourth and final chap-
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ter of Part Two by Rost describes a means of gaining 
access to L2 subjects' cognitive processes during 
academic listening. 

One interesting question raised by Part Two con
cerns the research methodology adopted. In each 
study, data on comprehension and recall are elicited 
by means of psychometric tests; however, although 
Chaudron, Loschky, and Cook use the well-tried 
measures of multiple-choice comprehension ques
tions and doze tests, the other three papers all use 
the summary protocol. 

Part Three, "Discourse of Academic Lectures," 
makes a further contribution in the area of discourse 
analysis of lectures, presenting three chapters which 
analyze lecture discourse from different perspectives, 
and which show how the tools of discourse analysis 
can provide insights for pedagogy. In the first chap
ter, Hansen presents a model of lecture discourse 
based on the notion of discourse topic. In the second 
chapter, Dudley-Evans makes the important point 
that lecture discourse structure may differ depending 
on the discipline concerned. In the third chapter, 
Young analyzes lectures using the methodology of 
systemic and functional linguistics. Young suggests a 
relationship between knowledge of macro-structure 
and discourse processing. 

Part Four, "Ethnography of Second Language 
Lectures," offers a broader view of the lecture com
prehension process than do those of the previous two 
sections. In the first chapter, Benson points out that 
he views an ethnographic approach process to lecture 
comprehension as part of a wider "culture of learning 
[in which] structures, contexts, rituals, universals, 
significant symbols, role status markers, patterns of 
behavior, beliefs, values assumptions, attitudes, and 
even the allocation of praise and blame" all have a 
role to play (p. 181). 

In the second chapter, Mason develops the idea of 
lecture listening as part of the wider culture of learn
ing. By using one of the many research tools available 
to the ethnographer, Mason examines learner percep
tions of L2 lecture strategies. In the third chapter, 
King uses two other tools available to the ethnogra
pher: direct observation of lecture listening in a natu
ralistic setting, and analysis of the product of this 
activity in the form of student notes. 

In Part Five, "Pedagogic Applications," the main 
focus is the application of research findings to peda
gogical issues. In the first chapter, Hansen and Jensen 
describe the development of an academic listening 
test designed to screen L2 entrants to a North Ameri
can university and how the test was created based on 
recent academic listening theory. In the second chap
ter, Lynch suggests the training of content lecturers 
who lecture to non-native speakers is important, but 
it is too often neglected by both researchers and 
practitioners. Lynch reviews and synthesizes, from a 
particular perspective, a considerable amount of 
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research that is relevant to the this theme. 
In the concluding section, the author gives a brief 

summary of the research findings of each chapter and 
presents some of the issues which still remain to be 
investigated. This section is very useful for helping 
those interested in researching further the field of L2 
lecture comprehension. 

Reviewed by Koji Hirose 
Yamas/rita Junior Hig/r Sc/roo/ 
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Five-Minute Quizzes for TOEIC: Listening. Tsuneo 

Kimura, Michael W. Johansson, and Tetsuo Kimura. Tokyo: 
Macmillan LanguageHouse, 1994. Pp. 57. ¥890; tape, ¥2575. ISBN 
4-89585-151-6. 

Five-Minute Quizzes for TOEIC: Reading. Tsuneo 
Kimura, Michael W. Johansson, and Tetsuo Kimura. Tokyo: 
Macmillan LanguageHouse. 1995. Pp. vii + 65. ¥890. ISBN 4-
89585-177-X. 

The Test of English for International Communica
tions (TOEIC) is a norm-referenced, standardized test 
first devised by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) 
for use in Japan; it has since come into widespread 
use internationally. In its overall design, it is some
what akin to the more famous TOEFL (also an ETS 
product), but there are important differences. 
Whereas the TOEFL is primarily used to test students 
who are studying English for academic purposes, the 
TOEIC focuses on international English for business. 
As a reflection of the different purpose, TOEIC scor
ing is more useful to students at the lower end of the 
proficiency spectrum than the TOEFL. See Clankie 
(1995) and Gilfert (1995) for a more detailed compari
son and contrast of the TOEIC with other tests. 

Individual students probably are interested in the 
TOElC as a measure of their English ability and as a 
gauge of their progress; moreover, a sufficient score 
might make the difference in h1nng, promotion, or 
overseas placement for employees at an international 
company. Corporate users, institutions, and their 
language programs, with their focus on the "bottom 
lme," are most likely interested in determining the 
cost effecti,·eness of instruction and motivating em
ployees with concrete goals. (See Childs, 1995, for a 
strong case against the use of the TOEIC for some of 
these very purposes.) 

The TOElC's plan balances both listening and read
ing sections; each section contains 100 multiple-choice 
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questions. The listening section consists of four parts, 
each part having a different type of question: picture 
elicitation, question and statement with a response, 
short conversation, and short talk or mini-lecture. The 
reading section is made up of three parts, each also 
with a different type of question: sentence completion, 
error recognition, and reading comprehension. 

As far as I can determine, the Five-Minute Quizzes 
for TOE/C texts accurately reflect the structure of the 
TOEIC and its types of items. Therefore, the use of 
these books in the classroom or as self-study should 
help to produce a certain "test wiseness" in prospec
tive takers of the test. My one reservation is that the 
tape for the listening text seemed overly histrionic 
and a bit too "sing-song." The actual TOEIC test's 
tape might be more realistic; I am unable to tell, as 
previous tests are not made public. 

To field test the books, I made them available on 
loan for self-study to students preparing for the 
TOEIC. Students' judgments ranged from neutral to 
positive. A quick survey of the market in Japan for 
TOEIC preparation materials revealed two trends: (a) 
relatively inexpensive practice exercise and test books 
from large, western ELT presses and (b) more exten
sive TOEIC study kits from Japanese publishers. The 
former were not being mass marketed in Japan and the 
latter proved quite expensive, ranging up to ¥20,000. 
My students were happy to get access to a cheap alter
native and because Quizzes are from Macmillan 
LanguageHouse, a Japanese publisher, this may allevi
ate availal:>ility problems. Japanese students may also 
feel more at home with Quizzes because explanations 
and directions are in Japanese as well as English. 

Besides their usefulness for self-access, a second
ary- or tertiary-level instructor might use one or both 
of the books to supplement a general English course 
or as a component part of a reading or listening 
comprehension course. Having students prepare for 
a test that many are interested in taking someday 
may impart a purpose that many courses often lack. 

Pedagogically, the TOEIC-type questions the books 
contain do not fundamentally deviate from the tasks 
found in mainstream ELT texts-and actually pro
vide a variety lacking in many mass market course 
books! Any objection I might level at the content of 
the TOEIC and books marketed to help study for it I 
might level at much of ELT. For example, recall for 
study purposes is demonstrably not the same thing 
as comprehension during fluent listening or reading. 

Reviewed by C/rarles /annuzi 
Fukui University 
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Takaaki Talking. Anne C. lhata. Bishop Aukland, Durham, 

UK: The Pentland Press ltd., 1995. Pp. vi + 62. £10. ISBN 1 ·B582-
290-1. 

Anne C. lhata is an Englishwoman and a teacher at 
Masashino Women's College in Tokyo. While study
ing for an MA in TESOL with the Columbia Univer
sity (Tokyo) program, she transcribed the infantile 
utterances of her baby son, a child growing up in a 
stable, loving, and bilingual home environment. She 
did this systematically and carefully. Better still, she 
made due allowances for parental foibles and affec
tion, writing "we believe him to be of at least average 
intelligence" (p. 2). 

Guided in her research by TESOL professionals, 
she eventually produced this slim and beautifully
produced book, a valuable, if not unique, record of 
the language development of a child growing up in a 
bilingual home environment. It will be read with 
interest by many parents in the same situation as well 
as by those with an academic interest in early lan
guage development. 

Children, unlike adults, have no preconceptions 
about language and, predictably, Takaaki cheerfully 
and unselfconsciously mixed Japanese and English to 
form appropriate utterances whenever the occasion 
demanded. Thus, at approximately eighteen months, 
he was saying things like Daddy doko?, You baka, ne?, 

and This one kappa. Turtle kochi (p. 21). 
The fact that Takaaki was, and is, living in Japan 

and frequently in the company of his functionally 
monolingual grandparents, as well as the fact his 
mother teaches full-time, has influenced Takaaki's 
language. He is more likely to hear Japanese-rather 
than English-spoken to him on an hour-by-hour 
basis, but his grasp of communicative English seems 
comparable to that of a monolingual British or 
American child of the same age. 

This is not a goo-goo-baby-talk-is-cute book-as 
the very appealing cover photograph might sug
gest-but a careful scientific study. For example, 
Iha ta found that Takaaki's acquisition of function 
words and inflectional morphemes in English was 
mostly in accordance with the order found by Brown 
(1973) and de Villiers and de Villiers (1973) with a 
few minor individual variations, an interesting find
ing in itself. Ideally, Takaaki's linguistic development 
should be recorded for several years to come, but this 
is too much to expect of any normal parent. 

Since this book went to press, Takaaki's compre
hension of English has become as "perfect" as one 
would expect for a child of his age, but his active 
pronunciation lags far behind. Iha ta rightly observes 
that few children of mixed marriages in Japan are 
bilingual in terms of their spoken English production; 
they speak the language well but usually with some 
hesitation, "foreign" pronunciation, and/or nonna
tive-like syntax. She also makes the point that family 
circumstances tend to be controlled by the father, a 
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factor which is obvious when considering bilingual 
families. Children with an English-speaking father 
will tend to leave Japan more frequently and for 
longer periods and thus find themselves in circum
stances in which they are obliged to use English to 
communicate (lhata, personal communication, De
cember 22, 1995). 

A valuable and insightful study, this book deserves 
a place in every college library as well as on many 
home bookshelves. 

Reviewed by William Corr 
Osaka International University 
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Write Away Right Away. David Martin. Saitama, Japan: EFL 
Press, 1995. ¥1,850. Pp. 71. 

The problem with teaching writing, or in teaching 
with writing, is that most people do not particularly 
like writing, even in their native language. Some 
people need to write for business or academic pur
poses, but very few write for pleasure. The advantage 
of teaching writing is that students have time to plan 
their language production. Students can revise, re
search, and experiment in their control of language, 
and the whole process, including the final product, 
gives learners valuable feedback on their language 
use. Writing can be a great confidence booster. 

Write Away Right Away attempts to reap the ben
efits of teaching writing, but also makes a conscious 
effort to reduce the negative side by concentrating on 
interesting and involving writing tasks. I have used 
the text for lower intermediate and intermediate 
classes, and have found it to be accessible and inter
esting for the students, enabling them to produce 
some excellent writing. 

Write Away Right Away takes a process approach to 
writing. It concentrates on general writing rather 
than on ESP or EAP. The text includes such tasks as 
interviewing and writing about the interviewee, 
writing comparisons, story writing, letter writing, 
and writing a class restaurant guide. 

The units have a grammar and vocabulary focus, 
allowing students to develop useful skills for later 
writing. Shorter exercises and examples build a foun
dation for longer compositions. There is a well 
thought-out correction guide which helps with 
checking drafts, and which allows students to correct 
their own work when they rewrite. 

The book is intended to provide a full writing 
course, and therefore, composition work is not the only 
feature. Apart from the main tasks, journal writing and 
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freewriting are also strongly encouraged. Journal 
writing is used for teacher-student communication, 
and therefore answered to, but not corrected. 
Freewriting is used to work on automaticity, to encour
age confidence, and to erode preconceptions about 
writing being "difficult." Each unit is also concluded 
with "fun writing activities" which actually do seem to 
be fun. There are also brief, but very useful teacher's 
notes which not only help classroom practice, but 
explain the rationale behind the activities. 

For my purposes in large, beginner- or interrnediate
classes, this text has proven to be very good indeed. 
My only complaint is that I prefer to give students 
complete texts as examples and as data. Write Away 

Rigltt Away has short examples, but no complete text 
examples. This is a problem easily solved; I write my 
own. I am not a great writer, but then, neither are most 
of my students, and this is enough to give students an 
idea of text structure and possible patterns of language 
use. The students are also usually pleased to have a 
chance to read something 1 have written especially for 
them, instead of always the reverse. 

In short, Write away Right Away is a very well 
thought-out text for teaching writing and teaching 
with writing. It has a good variety of activities, is inter
esting, and most important of all, results in a consider
able amount of good writing from the students. It is a 
very user-friendly book. 

Reviewed by Dominic Cheetham 
Tokyo YMCA College of English 

Assessing Achievement in the Learner Centred 
Classroom. Geoff Brindley. Sydney: Macquarie University, 
National Centre for English language Teaching and Research, 1989. 

Pp. viii+ 183. ¥3, 192. ISBN 0-85837-9600. Available through The 
English Resource (phone: 0427-44-8898). 

When general readers first pick up Assessing Acltieve

ment in the Leamer-Centred Curriculum, they might be a 
bit put off by the introduction because the origins of 
the book are explicitly tied to an adult education pro
gram in Australia. The danger is that readers may get 
the impression that the contents of the book have little 
relevance to anyone or any program outside that cir
cumscribed learning situation. This would be a pity 
because Assessing Ac/1ieveme11t is an excellent mono
graph. Brindley modestly states that his study "set out 
lo document a range of assessment methods in use in 
various other educational contexts and to identify 
those which were of potential utility to the [Australian 
Adult Migrant Education] Program" (p. 1). He could, 
however, legitimately make the claim that what has 
been accomplished here can be of great use to any 
individual or program seeking a clearer understanding 
of the evaluation process. 

What the author has done in Assessing Aclueve
ment, first and foremost, is carefully define terms. 
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He pays special attention to words that are synony
mous (or nearly so) in everyday usage, but whose 
current technical definitions are clearly distinct. 
Assessment and evaluation is one example (pp. 3-4). 
The shared meaning of the words-measurement of 
performance-is further refined to distinguish be
tween the measurement of student performance 
(assessment) and the measurement of educational 
program performance (evaluation). 

In discussing two other terms, proficiency and achieve

ment, Brindley goes beyond present usage to suggest 
new definitional criteria. First, he gives the currently 
accepted distinction between the two terms, with 
proficiency referring to the attainment of general skills 
and achievement being restricted to the acquisition of 
limited and specified curricular objectives (pp. 10-12). 
In contrast to this traditional distinction, Brindley 
contends that it would be more valuable to regard 
achievement as a broader concept than proficiency (pp. 
B-18). He argues that three levels (types) of achieve
ment can be distinguished, differing in their degree of 
proficiency. Level 1 achievement would be the most 
general and refer to overall language competency. 
Measurement in this area could be used appropriately 
for screening or selection of students (assessment) or 
system accountability (evaluation). At the opposite 
pole, Type 3 achievement (most specific) includes such 
things as the attainment of limited course objectives. 
Measurement here would be diagnostic and serve to 
motivate and involve students. 

After the initial definition of terms, the author 
describes recent trends in assessment such as the 
move to the testing of specified skills rather than 
attempts at measuring global abilities (pp. 19-20). 
Brindley goes on from here to argue that all measure
ments of language ability be based on clearly stated 
performance criteria (p. 47). In Chapters 4 and 5, 
Brindley gives many useful examples of this sort of 
assessment. Chapter 7 deals with the implications of 
this approach for educational policy. 

From start to finish, Assessing Achievement is clearly 
written in a straightforward fashion. The initial discus
sion of concepts is clarifying and the many examples of 
assessment instruments are useful. The concluding 
reference list is also valuable, containing almost 200 
items. This book would be a good addition to the 
collection of any language teacher. 

Reviewed by Lowell Brubaker 
Nagasaki Wesleyan Junior College 

Team Up: A Pairwork Activity Book. Richard Carrington. 
Tokyo: Macmillan LanguageHouse, 1994. Pp. 61. ¥1,350. ISBN 4-

89585-136-2. (Teacher's notes and tape available.) 

Team Up is a pairwork activity book. It contains 28 
activities, of which 23 are designed for pairs and the 
others for whole class or small group work. The text 
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is aimed at conversation classes in Japan, particularly 
at the college level, and the contents-although not 
stated in the text-seem to assume learners at an 

elementary to early intermediate level. 
For most activities in the book, there is an A page 

and a B page, and pairs work together looking only at 
their own page to complete the task. Also, there is a list 

of useful language for that particular task on the page. 
The tasks are, for the most part, fluency oriented: find 
someone who . .. , picture differences, information-gap 
exercises, a questionnaire, information sharing, instruc• 
tions, values clarification, and others. There are also 
two trivia quizzes, two pair work crosswords, and a 

number of situation-guided dialogs. 
Besides a table of contents, the text contains an 

index which lists the activities, the classroom organi· 

zation required, and the language focus of each 
activity. The activities are self-contained and can be 

used in any order. 
I have used the book as a main text with college 

conversation classes and a small class of adults that I 

have taught for years. Although very different in many 
ways, both types of class have one thing in common: 
the uneven attendance and infrequent meetings make 

it difficult to follow a systematic course. 
My adult class particularly liked this text, even 

though they had done some of the activities in other 
books. The activities that were most successful were 
those that provided a structure for the interaction but 

plenty of opportunity for personalization or disc~ion 
such as the questionnaires and picture-based activities. 
Less enjoyable were those that required a lot of reading 

relative to opportunities for speaking. As might be 
expected, my university classes seemed to like the _ _ 
game-like activities best (e.g., questionnaires, the tnvia 
quizzes, crosswords), but also enjoyed picture draw

ing, following directions, and information gaps. 
In my year-end questionnaire, most students had 

favorable reactions to the text, which confirmed my 
impression that this kind of book gives the students 
what they want: simple, fun, game-like speaking 
activities. A few mentioned that they would have 
liked to have been taught more, and the adults were 

ready for a text with a listening component. 
In conclusion, many of these activities are usable 

and enjoyable for college and adult students. I recom· 
mend this text as a source of fluency-based matenal 

to supplement a general English course, or for cla~ses 
that are, like the text itself, less a course than a senes 

of independent units. 
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guide, workbook). Spain: Oxford University Press. 
!Buckingham, A., & Stott, T. (1995). J\t your sema, English for th, 

travd and tourist industry {student's, teacher's, tape, workbook). 

Hoog Kong: Oxford University Press. 
!Comfort, J. (1995). Effect iv< presentations (student's, teacher's, tape, 

video). Spam: Oxford University Press. 
'Grant, O., & Mclarty, R. (1995). Busmess bos1cs (student's, teacher's, 

tape, workbook). Hong Kong: Oxford University Press. _ 
•Jones, L, &t Alexander, R. (1996). New international busmt55_ English 

(class tapes, student's, student's tapes, teacher's). Cambndge: 

Cambndge University Press. 
•Molinsky, S., & Bhss, 8. (1994). Doy by day, English for employment 

communicntion (student's, tape). New Jersey: Prentice Hall Regents. 

listening 
Gaunt-Leslunky, J. (1995). J\uth,nllc lislenmg and discusslOfl for 

adoonctd students (student's, teacher's, tapes). New Jersey: Prenbce 

Hall Regents. 
!Gorden, O., Harper, A., & Richards, J.C. (1995). Listen for it, New 

edihon (student's, teacher's, tape). Hong Kong: Oxford Uruvers1ty 

RECENTLY RECEIVED, cont'd on p. 46. 
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YOU GIVE IT. THEY TAKE IT. WE SCORE IT. 

1be Institutional Testing Pr~: 
It's As Easy As One, Two, Three. 

Is the Institutional Testing 
Program (TIP) helpful in plac
ing students in English or F.SL 
courses at appropriate 
levels' In evaluating English 
proficiency at the end of 
study courses' In providing 
practice prior to uking the . 

results are promptly 
reported to the institutions. 
Rush scoring service is also 

aV2ilable. 
The tw«>level program 

includes the Level I TOEFL 
test, with actual questions 
from a previously adminis-

ToEFL•1es1? 
More than L200 major 

institutions think so. Each year, 
1

!!..-----....:._JPII• tered official TOEFL test, 
and the Level 2 Pre-TOEFL 

they use lTP to tesl more than 167,000 
students- at their own sites, on their own 
timetables, and at a reasonable cost. The 
answer sheets are scored at CTEE Japan and the 

r----------------, 
I Please send me infomution about tl\(' lnstitutiom.l I 

I T<>tuig J>rosram and othcrmEFL programs I 

I """' ---------- I 
I Jn .. c.cuuon _____________ I 

1""°""------------ I 
I Detach and matl 10 I 
I ~';{;1i~~!r::~::.ucationaJ Exchange I 

-

Hirakawa-cho Kaisaka Bldg IF 
1·6·8 ll1rak.awa-cho, Chi)'oda-ku 

I ~;~;h!~!~~a;239-l924 
I Fax OB222-192~ 

test, which serves as an excellent 
introduction to the TOEFL experience. 

For more information about lTP and the 
complete family of official TOEFL materials, 
return the coupon today. 

OFFICIAL TOEFL PROGRAMS FROM ~ 
EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE f£ ® 

mt uno,,u_ TISTI"II(. SD.VICE. En 1M £T'S loto, TO£Jl.. Mid 1M TOf.Jl. kJgo llff 

rqr;cnonl 1~, ol F.duailKXW Tt'IIIO(l ~ 199-4 f.duaoonal T~ SnncT 
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Conference Highlights 

Within 100 meters of the 22nd Annual )ALT Interna
tional Conference burns Peace Park's cenotaph flame. 
On August 6th the eyes of the world will be on the 
flame which will bum until all nuclear weapons have 
been destroyed. Beginning November 1st and run
ning through November 4th the eyes of over 2,200 
language teachers will be on the more than 250 pre
sentations and workshops and four world-renowned 

plenary speakers. Braj Kachru of the 
University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign will talk about "Crossing 
Borders with World Englishes: 
Theory in the Classroom." Teruhisa 
Horio of Chuo University w,ll speak 
on "English Education in Japan." 
Julian Edge, sponsored by the British 
Council, will present "Teacher Train
ing and Development." Felix Marti, a 
special invited speaker from 
UNESCO/Linguapax will speak on 
"Language Education for World 
Peace." The Site Committee is making a special effort 
to have all these presentations simultaneously trans

lated into Japanese and English. 
However, the conference is more than just lectures 

and presentations; a lot of fun events are planned too. 
This year the banquet will be held on Sunday mght, 
and will cost ¥5,<XXl. The popular One-Can-Drink Party 
will be held on Saturday. The entertainment for both 
the banquet and party will include belly dancing by 
Hiroshima's own middle eastern dance troupe and 
drummers, with audience participation encouraged. 

Peace is an important issue for people living in 
Hiroshima, and several peace-related events are 
scheduled. Tours of the Peace Memorial Museum, 
Peace Park, and several other landmarks connected 
with the atomic bomb attack of August 6, 1945 will be 
available. Other projects in the planning stage in
clude an open forum on Friday evening on the theme 
of "Peace through Education," a "hunger banquet" 
and visits with /1ibakusha (survivors of the atomic 
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki). 

Food is also a serious topic for people in Hiroshima, 
and guided dinners to many of the fine Japanese and 
ethnic restaurants are being planned for Friday, Satur
day and Sunday evenings. We also plan to continue 
Nagoya's innovative idea of featuring live music in the 
food court and around the conference center. 

For fun and sightseeing, there are a lot of opportu
nities. Miyajima, one of Japan's most famous 
sightseeing spots, is a short trip from the conference 

site. Special one-day tours will be available to 
Miyajima and lwakuni (to see Kintaikyo, one of 
Japan's most picturesque bridges); to Mihara and 
Onomichi, made famous by many Japanese stories 
and movies; to Setoda Island and Innoshima Island, 
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the home of the Murakami Suigun (Murakami Pi
rates) who ruled the waters from the Seto Inland Sea 
to Korea for almost 400 years; and to Kumano, fa
mous for calligraphy brushes, and Saijo, one of 
Japan's three most famous sake brewing towns. 

Of course, there are plenty of museums and attrac
tions in the city itself, all easily accessible on foot or by 
public transportation. I recommend the Children's 
Museum of Science and Culture. It's a ten-minute 
walk from the conference center and admission is free. 

It's a fun place to learn about science, 
and children love it. 

In addition to outstanding presen
tations that will help all of us be
come better teachers, there will be 
fun events, excellent chances for 
sightseeing, and the opportunity to 
learn what we can do to bring about 
a better world. JALT96 is definitely 
the place to be this November. 

By Mark Zeid, JALT96 Publicity 
Coordinator 

Featured Speaker Workshops 

Individualizing the Conference Experience 

The Featured Speaker Workshops have always been a 

highlight of JAL T conferences for me. They offer a 
schedule that I can manage without leafing through a 
hundred-page program, and the chance to socialize 
with others who share my concerns. Let's take a look at 
some of the promising workshops that will be offered 
on the first day of JALT96, Friday, November 1st. 

Morning Sessions (1 0:00 am to 1 :00 pm) 

Who? Denise Alquist and jerry Halvorsen 
What? "Shared Inquiry Brings Reading for Mean-

ing to EFL" 
This workshop will demonstrate how to tap what 
students perceive to be fundamental human issues in 
order to prepare them to read for meaning and think 

critically. 

Who? Adrian Doff 
What? "Real World Topics and the Language 

Classroom" 
Recognizing the effectiveness of using topics related 
to life and interests beyond the classroom, Doff will 
lead participants in an investigation of the nature of 
interest. Is it "intrinsic," or is interest based on the 
way a topic is presented? How important is relevance 
to a student's life? In the latter part of the session, 
participants will consider ways to control for poten
tial problems when topics touch upon sensitive issues 
of personal experience, belief, and feelings. 

CONFERENCE, cont'd on p. 46. 
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so many rave reviews. 
so many requests for a 
lo1Ver-1eve1 Talk a Lot. 

Now by popular demand ... 

... a false-begi"ner course. 

r.-------------------
Please send me a free sample of 7 
Talk a Lot: Starting Out in Sept. 
Name: _________________________________________ _ 

School: - -----------------------------------

Address: School O Home 0 

Tel.: _____________ _ Fax: _______________ _ 

EFL P 
1·10-19 Kita, Okegawa City 

ress, Ltd. Saitama 363 
L Tel/Fax: (048) 772-7724 _J -------------------
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New co-editor for JAL T News 

Harumi Oishi has kindly agreed to translate part of 
the )ALT News column into Japanese. Welcome 
Harumi! 

Two New Internet Mailing Lists 

Recently, through the courtesy of Chubu University, 
)ALT has started two new Internet mailing lists, 
<jaltexbo> and <eflregion>. See the Bulletin Board 
for more on <eflregion>. 

The aim of <jaltexbo> is to facilitate discussion and 
save money on communication costs for )ALT work. 
Although primarily for National Officers and Chap
ter Officers, the list is open to anyone who is inter
ested (as are JAL T officer meetings). For various 
reasons, not all officers have joined this list yet, so 
perhaps your chapter president would appreciate 
help getting online or you could serve as intermedi
ary and get involved in )ALT. Since <jaltexbo> is a 
"closed" list, you must be subscribed by the 
listowner. To join, please contact Dann Gossman, 
<jaltexbo> listowner at <dgossman@gol.com>. 

RECENTLY RECEIVED, cont'd from p. 42. 

Reading 
•Hill, R., & Martin, A. (1996). Modern novels. Hemet Hempstead: 

Prenhce Hall International. 
•Hill, R., & Martin, A. (1995). Modem plays. Heme! Hempstead: 

Prentice Hall International. 

Supplementary Material 
Bowers, B. A., & Godfrey, J. (1996). What in th< ,vorld1: Exploring 

global issues (student's, tape, teacher's resource). Ontario: Prentice 

Hall Regents. 
•Handock, M. (1995). Pronunciation games. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press. 
•Hewitt, I.E. (1996). Edutainment: How to teach langUDge with fun and 

games (photocopiable game book and song tape). Sabiaco: 
Language Direct. 

,.'Hill, R., & Martin, A. (1995). Macmiflian dossier: Uteraturt. Hong 
Kong: Macmillian (Prentire Hall Japan). 

Video 
!Faller, T. (1993). Headway video: Elementary (video, video guide, 

workbook). Malta: Oxford University Press. 
!Faller, T. (1994). Headtuay video: Pre-intermediate (video, video guide, 

workbook). Spain: Oxford University Press. 
!Viney, K., & Viney, P. (1995). Only In Amuica (video, workbook). 

Hong Kong: Oxford University Press. 

Vocabulary 
!Orford advanced learner's dictionary. (1996). Suffolk: Oxford Univer

sity Press. 

Writing 
!Brookes, C., & Withrow, J. (1996). 10 steps: Controlled composi

tion for beginning and intermediate language development. 
USA: Prentice Hall. 

Macdonald, A., & Macdonald, G. (1996). Mastering writing essen

tials. New Jersey: Prentire Hall Regents. 
!Sherman, J. (1994). Feedback: Essential writing skills for intermedi

ate students. Italy: Oxford University Press. 
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TLT apologizes for the delay in the mailing 
of our May issue. We wish to assure our 
readers that future issues will appear at the 
beginning of each month. 

CONFERENCE, cont'd from p. 44. 

Who? David Paul 
What? "Encouraging 'Core' Feelings in the English 

Class" 
The aim of this workshop is to demonstrate how EFL 
courses and activities can be designed to keep on 
track with "core" feelings and experiences such as 
"the desire to have fun," "the language assimilated so 
far," "curiosity," and "familiar learning strategies," to 
name a few. David Paul will introduce practical 
techniques for adapting methods and materials ap
propriate for the wide range of ages, levels, and 
institutions in Japan. 

Afternoon Sessions (2:00 to 5:00 pm) 

Who? Malcolm Coulthard 
What? "From Text Analysis to Teaching Reading 

and Writing" 
This workshop will demonstrate how our own analy
sis of written texts can improve our evaluation of 
student reading and writing skills. In addition, par
ticipants will learn that supplying corrective feed
back can enhance students' awareness of their 
language problems. 

Who? Alan Tonkyn 
What? "Preparing for Real-World Tasks in the 

Classroom" 
Tonkyn will begin by reviewing recent research and 
theory on the preparation of task-based interactions 
in the classroom. Participants will examine some 
typical language tasks to discover what language 
demands they make. Participants will then plan and 
peer-teach interactive lessons in order to test the 
adequacy of their planning decisions. 

So there you have five out of the ten great workshops 
available in Hiroshima on the first day of JAL T%. Be 
sure to look for the other five in the next issue. 

By Jeff Hubbell 
JALT96 Featured Speaker Workshops Liaison 

Th, lAnguag• T<ach<r 20:7 

THREE CRUCIAL WORDS, 
The Definitive Guide to Mastering Articles 

in English 

Good News: 
The English article system <an be 

taught. The step by step approa<h of 

Three Crucial Words gives 

your students a useful and a«urate 

<ommand of English articles. 

Better News: 
Mastering the article system seems to have a spillover eff ed that helps 

students with subject/verb agreement, noun number, use of possessives, use of 

demonstrative pronouns, corred personal pronoun references, proper word order, etc. 

Harcourt Brace Japan, Inc. 
HARCOURT lchibancho Central Bldg. 22-1 lchibancho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102 

~ BRACE Tel: 81-3-323-1-3912 EL T Hotline: 81-3-3328-2527 (Shari Berman) 

Fax: 81-3-3265-7186 F.lx: 81-3-3328-2213 
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<eflregion>: A computer forum 

for EFL teachers around the world 

Chubu University has kindly provided space for a new 
EFL list called EFLREGION. This list will discuss topics 
on a broader scope than JAL T's <jaltcall> list, which is 
focused on Japan. EFLREGION is rw1 by TESOL's EFL 
Interest Section for teachers around the world. The 
purpose of this list is to: l. discuss issues of interest to 
EFL teachers; 2. spur collaborative research and publica
tions in EFL; 3. foster community among TESOL-IS EFL 
members; and 4. educate potential members about 
TESOL-IS EFL. 

To subscribe, send a message to 

<majordomo@clc.hyper.chubu.ac.jp> 

containing the words "subscribe eflregion" (without the 
quotes) in the body of the message. Please read the 
welcome message carefully. To send a message to the 
list, send the message to 

<eflregion@clc.hyper.chubu.ac.jp>. 

Questions should be directed to the listowner David 
McMurray at <fk0l l46@jupiter.cis.fpu.ac.jp> 
or the co-listowner Peter Kasaty of TESOL-IS EFL 
<kasaty@scn.org> 

The <jaltcall> list is going strong and nearing 4000 
messages. To join <jaltcall>, send the command "sub
scribe jaltcall" to the majordomo address above. 

MEETINGS. cont'd from p. 56. 
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Column editor: Daniel Mcintyre, Shuwa Residence 702, 
4-11-7 NishiAzabu, Minato-ku, Tokyo. 106. 
E-mail: daniel@juen.ac.jp; daniel@cc.aoyama.ac.jp 
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~,. Scott H. Rule, Aichi Gakuin University, Nagoya 
E-mail: rule@gol.com 

both levels of conversation. The meth
odology, not w1ique to these books, 
can be applied to existing texts. 

Teaching Japanese 
Thornton 0467-31-2797, evenings; 
Yumiko Kiguchi 0427-23-8795 

Intercom Publishers author Paul 
Shimizu has been teaching for nearly 
20 years, 8 in Japan at Futaba High 
School. 

TOKYO: No Meeting 

Assistance needed from members will
ing to serve as volunteer officers and 
to help organize monthly meetings 
and special presentations. Please help 
our 500+ chapter members share their 
ideas, teaching techniques, and class
room research. Contact Peter Ross 
0423-28-7807 (w)-7774 (w /f). 

TOYOHASHI 

Richard Marshall 0532-47-0111 
Yumiko Kiguchi 0427-92-2891 

WEST TOKYO 

Joseph Dias 0462-55-1104, 
jodias@kiasato-u.ac.jp 
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to International Learners 
Sayuri Takahashi 

Saturday, July 13, 6:30-8:30 p.m.; Kaja 
Kominkan Community Center; info: 
Ayako Sasahara 0236-22-9588 (w)-9587 
(f); Furnia Sugawara 0236-85-2468 (h) 
-84-1660 (w) 

Yamagata Japanese Association in
structor Sayuri Takahashi also teaches 
at ARLY and companies and schools 
in Yamagata Prefecture. 

YAMAGUOII 
Ya yoi Akagi 0836-65-4256 
Eri Takeyama 0836-31-4373 

YOKOHAMA 

Human Language and Languages: 
Origins, Universals, 

Historical Development 
Ron Thornton 

Sunday, July 14, 2:00-4:30 p.m.; Gino 
Bunka Knikan, at Kannai; info: Ron 

How did language originate? What 
do all languages share? How are En
glish and Japanese different and simi
lar? In what sense is Japanese "unique" 
or linguistically "isolated"? This lec
ture and discussion will examine how 
such insights may aid the language 
teacher in presenting new language. 

)ALT Yokohama program chair Ron 
Thornton teaches atOtsuma Women's 
University. 

Th< umgwig< Ttach<r 20:7 

COMING SOON!! 
From Prentice Hall Japan 

' __ ,. 

SuPERK10s 

The Course for Little Ambassadors! 

Prentice Hall Japan 
Nishi-Shinjuku KF Bldg. 602, 8-14-24 Nishi-Shinjuku 

Shinjulcu-ku, Tokyo 160 Tel: 03-3365-9002 Fax: 9009 
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The Bilingualism ts-SIG publishes its 20-page newsletter, 

Bilingual Japan, ~ix times a year. Each ~~ue contains research 

articles, regular columns, a case study, and letters from 

readers descnbmg personal experiences, all or which reflect 

the diversity of studies on bilingualism in Japan. We also 

publish an academic ioumal, The Japan Journal of Multilin

gualism and Multiculturalism, and monographs of longer 

articles originally serialized in the newsletter. 

Computer-Assisted Language Learning-3/l lclllllli!!titc 
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Reviews of our March 1996 two-day international confer

ence on CALL are at our web site <http: 
langue,hyper.chubu.aqp/jalt/call.html>. Print copies are 

available from the coordinator, Ke\'ln Ryan. The submission 

deadline for this year's second is~ue of our newsletter, 

C@l.li11g Japa11, is very soon. Contact Elin Melchior at 

<PXQ0()533@niftyserve.or.Jp>. This year we will publish four 

issues. Help is needed for mailing: a three-hour commitment. 

Contact Kevin. 
College and University Educators - ~1:11*1i. lcl*"'ilill'ltt 
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CUE addresses the specific needs of instructors or foreign 

languages in higher education m Japan and offers a network 

for professional development with a database of members' 

research interests that we circulate among our members. 

Our newsletter cames articles, reports on research projects, 

current practices, trends and policies in higher education. 

We provide English translations or forms and notices com

monly circulated in Japanese colleges, and organize presen

tations for the annual JALT conference as well as for local 

JALT chapter meetings. 
Global Issues in Language Education - :1c-,,n-1"i11~"' 
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The Global Issues N-SIG is open to all JALT members 

interested in promoting global awareness, international 

understanding, and the study of world problems. We will 

co-host the International Institute on Peace Education (IIPE) 

so 

at International Christian University, Tokyo, August 23-30, 

bringing together professional peace educators from around 

the world for presentations dealing with peace, interna

tional understanding, and human rights. Contact Bill Casey, 

1-18-12 Yukarigaoka, Sakura-shi 285 Tel/Fax: 043-489-6208. 

Junior and Senior High School - !'llll<~l::AJETl'\fill"'llitli1 

~<ll<-1?;: -r-ll'. ti:l~*'l'J:ll'l''l'flt:,J,-l::,iJti->liHll-c'. 9/l 1413 

l::ISIJ,i-_1Jffl11Cf>fc-,, llltli!!t1.IT , ■Ii. :,-f< •-l'-1 

-c'. 
The first AnnualJALTJr/Sr High N-SIG-AJETSemmar 

will be held September 14-15 m coniunction with the Inter

national University Kyoto Leaming Center. For more 

information, contact either or the two coordinators. 

Japanese as a Second Language - 'tll71l cl:~> ,i1,1:* 

1'! i,:1:1<1:: lcl;;..l!iltffllf~l:ll~"'Jttli'-c'xl<n,,,:1,:1<;;.,. •-c''l'tamn• 

t,ry-•;, • o7'~t1',"t-t. -r-'<li. '1:llf.,ifc>'),ilcl;;..l!l?-fl 

l::li-ll!lloll:< ",T'1-lllA"'n~;tL,Jt;lo-J -c'-t. (111'1:lllllillft!Ji 

,i,';lllt,Jl• LI!:~:> I :...-r-1'-IC,l!;l. L1'1'*'t•fli111'~1117-l!:~<ill 

~illhH!l"l LIT. lt!!lloli"'B;;..11t?-ll.f l::Jt1Clcl'4'1!iftff I:: lcl•lli'l' 

ff1c ,,,,,: 1t x'->••Hl~-c'..-. l!J•.:'.•bttri!! , •• 

)ALT Omiya Chapter and JSL N-SIG will co-sponsor a 

workshop, "Japanese Language Leaming for Community 

Residents-From the Perspectives or Learners in the Com

munity" at 2:00 pm on July 7, 1996 at Omiya JACK in Omiya 

City, Saitama. Reiko Tomiya of Sophia University will 

facilitate the workshop and Chikashi Furukawa of the 

National Language Research Institute will function as 

commentator. Everybody is mvited to share experiences and 

information in learning the language. 
Learner Development- •1s~11. 'tffl:·,,i:mrt~lliL. ? 

f!A ► 5-r9-ll•~Jl!lr-JICWfl-c'l!oJ: ?!CL. 11'-. fl:l,Ji'.j,lt,i'l,IJI 

dli?f!b!!cilToCl::ICIJlt•,il,oltat,i••, 1'?-.'t'T. =-i-A 

1,,J,- f')'f!,i'l'fJJ 11q•.4IiJ~fj;!!t1.,Pl-t. 11'-. lt!!._'1<:ISM*. 

111:l'l*-JALTl'JJQ:k*'t'"'~,U,i:,--,' < •- 1' (,f'j-,,,,1-t. I•~ 

1,;111,.t. IIU•~M-:,111'1-"'1-ll~ • IIAl::,,lll!!!MU->n•IT. !'llS 

~"'~l'ili. HcJJU:•P7 FvA,i,t,-i,..-.:-v-c'i,.:'.J,'.l:f~t1.IT. 

The Leamer Development N-SIG is a network for lan

guage teachers interested in developing learner autonomy, 

improving students' use or learning strategies, and improv

ing their own learning of another language. We publish a 

quarterly newsletter, l.eammg I.earning, arrange presenta

tions at local JALT chapters, mini-<:onferences and Interna

tional JALT conferences, and maintain strong links with 

other interested organizations and individuals abroad. We 

are also maintaining a WWW home page at http:// 

www.ipcs.shizuoka.ac.jp / -eanaoki/LD /homeE.htmL 

Materials Writers- 'tJtclf:,i=-i-Avl'-:!lll'tll'SRlc~h.!! 

t1.1Lfc. :!112'-tMOVt<IU.l,.IRIC~hi!!tio f,;i:'t'T. IUlli. Ill 

J!lll!'l"'"'" i:- • ~-r-{ ~-l-c'tsi!9'fi!!•'· IJHE. t;llllf,ifttt~ 

ll*-c'l!l1i'i!!t1.1'-tttt~ -■ICll::11>'->il'.IClll!~IIIA,-c',•ITll'. /J; 

a,i'J'»<**-c'li!'lli-t'-> T•.i:-c'T 
This year's first issue of our newsletter was published in 

May and the second issue is due out before the summer 

vacation. Send submissions to the Editor, Amy Staley at 

Chugoku Junior College, 83 Niwase, Okayama-shi 701--01. 

We are also at work editing the proceeds of our previous "My 

Share--Live!" swap-meets into one volume, Our Share, for 

distribution atJALT96. 
Professionalism, Administration, and Leadership in 

Education - "lllll*"'fltl;tli. fl:ff1'"'lll.1£"'1tf!l'll!:lll~-r,iKIJIT 

o1,,11~~IJIT0Cl::-c'T. tJ,i!,iJllt•li. ttlf;l'c:19A"'llut&.t< 

a#. tttt•~G~. ttMllf•. e:w~a. a#•. ~l!tll!~- ttff~ 

Th, language T<ach<r 20:7 

----------------------Of Notional S/<Jnificonce 

tit. ,i:r.~,i1t11<tr·J'l!i;,)~"*lt1ct>tc91;1JJ;,,t,,,-c'. c,i.t :,tttt 

*"'ntr,till!l:llllC .,,,,,:,, ,,.,, ,., l'Jl/l'.ll> ?"'l"lfl',iclll.llT '->lll~IIIUI L 

IT =-i-Avl'-li~-48~hi!!t1.,>•IT. 

The mission of the PALE Affiliate N-SIG is to apprise 

JAL Tor current research and trends m education. Issues of 

concern to PALE include program design and administra

tion; professional ethics, teacher development and evalua

tion; administrative methodology, labor relations; 

comparative education, and the societal expectations and 

demands placed on educators. We provide )ALT with an 

eclectic, professional forum for these socio-political issues. 

PALE publishes four newsletters per year. 

Teaching Children - "ll:ll*li~IC!.\!&ttfflClltit,~M-:,11-,i• 

l~l::L,~~.!!t1.IL~. fl:~-c'~~-:,ffl~~~~fflltfflJlll!,illfft 

*"i'"'h'l<~f'i,if,,li~~IJ\L. *ft"'*" ► ?-•"'lllil'91C-:,l::II) 

IT. =-i-~vl'-li~'4liJ,i!Hi-c'T. IT■li. lllll!m~,i_;: ;,,, 

,1, • Tti-:,r·~"t.'T:. 

The Teaching Children Affiliate N-SIG was formed as a 

focus point for children's education. We try to provide 

members with a forum for networking, professional infor

mation, practical classroom ideas, and notices of upcoming 

events for teachers or children, sponsored by the N-SJG, 

)ALT chapters, or by other children's education groups. We 

publish a quarterly newsletter. Editor: Michelle Nagashima 

(tel fax: 048-874-2996), 
Teacher Education- =-i-Avf-k2f;J¼'t'li. *J:l"'tl:Mtt 

,t -c'"'llllt•;illol~f-J,.-.:-AftLfct,,i~!llllT'-> Vii'.-c'T"' 

~ ~~h,,=i-a1,,J,-l::ft1CUUltLfcT:,~- ►m•ic~~· 

JU~i\!.A.OJL. 1/::t-!--' • :2::.,- 1J-i'"r13i!.,"f~t,,. ll<l.t'=,l,ll,\J: 

'>'tT<·1c-c't,t;l;l!,•l-lT. k~'+"'ll<IIUfl;IJli. 8JII51l-c'T. 11 

/:l,;i'li~J"',,i-,., A· "?-7< -1-c'i!->1:'f;!!,,. C t,<;,i}i(,'tll> 

1c;t;lll••LIT. 
With the autumn newsletter, we're planning to publish a 

network database of our members' Teacher Education inter

ests, so we hope you'll complete the questionnaire that came 

with your June newsletter and send it in to Sean Conley, the 

membership coordinator. Don't delay--send it today! The 

deadline for autumn newsletter copy is August 15th--send 

items directly to Tim Murphey, the newsletter editor. He's 

looking forward to hearing from you soon! 

Video- "t~<lf,i=-i-Avl'- fVidco RisingJ ::!!2'¼1l•Ull Ltc. 

,:,if,,';1-.1**-c'"'~f,tll!if,ijl!J;,ifii';t;l'1-IC <,. "t~<Jll:,i(, ,{ 

TESOL"'x*-c'"'~f,l"llllll!,,jl!/1"' left <,,i,i1411',, ltt!~f;t- - • 

,tm,a. 1ue11c+:I:: L.::. x•~1,:&.s:"'~"""'ll!111~1m1!;0<116a.!! 

n ,PIT. 
Video N-SIG's second issue of ,ts regular newsletter, Video 

Rzsmg, is now avaHable. In addition to all the features men

tioned m the May column, there are also reports from the 

mam 1996 Thai TESOL video presentations, reviews of both 

speaalist videos and publications, a special feature on using 

movies for sentence building, and a proceedings article from 

JALT 96 about Dialogue Journal Writing in use with video. 

N·SIGs in the Making 

Other language Educators - •1 IS~li lfi:!I I: 11 .t-iiitt•• ~ -c'J1t, < a, 

,, .. ~,s., I: Xft.,~DI I:?>! I: €'.lt1< l-.1:; l:T~IS~~..-. c "'tlll'-'il:"' 

llft,:,:,-->·c t:l't. ll,t::d>j..;·7'0'),::ttti•f::,'1:>!J ~ l-71:ittllJL..·c ~Ol>lt 

'*~- 111~•n"'•~-~~~kmLm111•*"'~1:L.::a•m•t1.tt1: 
UI ">T~ 'i_ "t • .:. ::a. - AL- t -1!4-1:.3 iJd)1!fr"'t.""t. Ht~l>11'1HB+•C: l>r.l 

~"'•i-11.l>l!Ul•l•'t'T, 
l1us forming N-SIG seeks to represent teachers and learners of 

as many languages and cultures within JALT as possible, not 

only those or English or Japanese. In tlus age of internationaliza

tion, and in face of the impending restructuring at many Japanese 

luly l996 

universiti~, we aim to help our members develop and sustain 

the orgaruzattonal conditions for their work and research, and to 

act as an information network. We publish three newsletters a 

year and hope to form links with sunilar groups overseas. 

Second Language Literacy- 11=1t■ !J =r,-Y-J;t.,-,-c bU..i11"1Jt< 

ll!;i..1: ~ I: V<PltT. -'.>I~. ~-"I'<:,""-· Wl"lllllttllf • 'l'•llll 

AW<1)~R-~ff~o,itw. --~~ ~ti~<;. fl~~X.,.l't'*~-* 

KM.IX~'bl>"'t.", "18-A-4'>7"0?,(-A,fi■•J.:lj:ll""t'~fl:1,,("€,1,,"'(l'-,-

This forming N-SIG aims to look at literacy in broad terms, • 

from reading theory and practice to ESP and English for Aca

demic Purposes to content-based teaching, discourse analysis, 
translation, and literature-a broad remit, which denies the N

SIG a clearer profile! 
Testing •nd Enlu•tlon -1111#iileillto -· IJ!fiiil!lt. tlll't' 

<1)J6/!!IC•<•<1)l,'.,?/<1)~!,ll1).€,Ell1iL n•IT. "'4ii:i-A 1,,J,-t, 

~fi LUi:.fH~~JALT.,:k9/'t'<1)~llf '1Hill!- LIT. 

This forming N-SIG aims to serve as a forum for all those 

interested in the theoretical principles or, current research in, and 

classroom applications of language evaluation. We intend to 

publish a quarterly newsletter and to provide presenters at local 

meetings and the aMual )ALT Conference. 

JALT's N-SIC Coordinators 
Bilingualism: Peter Gray, Atsubetsu-higa:»tti 1-3-5-1, Atsubetsu-ku 

Sapporo-sh.i, Hokkaido 004, tel/fax: 011-897-9891 (h); tel: on-88i-2n1 

(w); fax: 011·881-9843 (w); e-m.ail: RXP030540ndtysene.oqp 

College and University Educ.ator,: Thom Sunmons, 1303 T.ana.b Bldg., 

2-28-10 Mongaolca, lsogu-ku, !okoh.ama-shi, K.an.agawa-ken 235 

tel/fax 045-845-824.2 (h); e-m.ail: m.al.angOgol.com • 

Com_puter Ass_isted Language Leaming: Ke'lin Ryan, 2-lS-.33-301 

M1yamaeda1ra, Miyamae-ku, Kawasaki-Shi, Kanagawa-ken 216, 

tel:_044.-853-7058 {h); tel: 03-3411-5111 x561 (w); fax: 03-3708-7903 (w); E· 

mad: ryanOswu.aqp 
Clo~al Issues in Lang. Ed: Kip Cates, Tottori University, Koyama, Tottor 1 

City 680, tel/fax: 0857-31-56S0 (w); tel/fax: 0857-28-24.28 (h); 

e-mail kcatesOfed.tottori-u.ac jp 

Japanese a.s a Second Language: Morio Hamada, Garden Heights Machida 

102, 2-10-9 Naka-machi, Machida-shi, Tokyo 194, 
tel/fax: 0427-27-5763 (h); tel: 03-5562-3507 (w); 

e~ma1I: HCA01742Omftyserve.or. 1p 
Junior and Senior High School Teaching: Michael Reber, 148 Nishi

Shinmadu, Matto-shi, Ishikawa-ken 924, tet 0762-74-3144 (h); tel: 0762-

76-111 l(w); fax: 0762-74•1~ (w); Yumiko Kiguchi, Ya.ma.sak.i ffigh 

School. 9-1453·1 Yamuaki-cho, Mach1da-shi, Tokyo 195, 

tel: 0427-23--8795 (h); tel: 0427-92-2891 (w); fax: 0427-94-0440 (w) 

Learner Development: Richard Smith, Tokyo University of foreign 

Studies, 4-51-21 N1Sh1gahara, Kita-ku, Tokyo 114, tel/fax: 0273-26--4376 

(~), tel: 03•5974-3612 (w); e-~ail: VY8067130niftyserve.or.jp 

Na_oko Aoki, Dept of Education, Shizuoka Uni\·ersity 836 Oya 

Shizuoka 422, tel/fax: 054-2n-8882 (h); tel: 054-238--4592 (w); ' 

e-mail: PXl134450niftyserve.oqp 
Mi.terials Writers: Jun Swan, Aoyama 8-122, Nari. 630, teL 0742·26-J.498 

(h}; tel 0742-41-9576 (w: direct line); tel 0742-44·1251 (w: school office) 

fax: 0742-41-0650 (w); e-mail; swanedaibutsu.nar,1,-u ,1,qp 

ProfeHionalism, Administration, and Leadership in Education: 11\Qm 

Simmons (see contact tnfo under College and University Educators) 

Tocher ~ucation: Andrew Barfield, Amakubo 2-1-1-103, Tsukuba-shi 

Ib.ir"_},1-ken 305, tel: 0298-55-7783 (h); fax 0298-53--6616 (w); ' 

e-mail· andyman0sakura.cc.tsukuba.ac. 1p. 

Tuching Children: Aleda Krause, Park Ageo 2-123, 3-1-48 Kashiwaza, 

Ageo-sh,, Sa1tama-ken 362, tel: CM8-n6-0392; fax: CMS-n6-7952 

e-mail: aledattgol.com 
Video: D,1,,..id Wood, 2-12-1 lshizaka, Dazaifu-shi, Fukuoka 818--01, tel: 092-

925-3511 (w); fax: 092-924-4369 (w); e-mail; PXQ00751Oniftysen·e.or.jp 

Bobbie McClain. (From Oct. 95 through April 96) Box 170, 1517 Hwy. 

287 N Cameron, MT 59729 USA, tel: 406~2-n02; Dr. Johanna E. 

~~~:•. =J~~~:~~~ei:=etsiJ;tional Tsing Hua University, 

N-SICs in the Making 
Ling-X (Other Language Educators): Rudolf Reinelt, Faculty of Law and 

Letters, Ehime Un1vers1ty, Bunkyo-cho 3, Matsuyama-shi, Ehlme-ken 

790, tel: (W) 089-927-9359 (direct); fax: 089-927-9211; e-mail: 

re1neltOll.ehime-u ac.1p 
Second Language Literacy: Charles Jannuz1, College of Education, Fukui 

~;~e;.;~~t~~~:r9·1, Fukui-ken 910, tel/fax: 0n&-27-7102 (h); 

Testing and Evaluation: Leo Yofre, Gunma Uni'leriity Faculty of Educa

tion, Aramak1·cho 4-2, Maebastu-sh,, Gunma-ken 371, tel/fax: 0ln-33-

8696 (h); tel: 0272-20-7849 (w); fax: 0272-20-7222 (w); 

e-mail: lyoffeGthunder edu.gunma-u.aqp 
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SRA : The Li brary In A Box 
Self paced 

Self correcting 

Reading development 

in American English 

for all grades 

and ages. 

Each SRA Reading Laboratory Kit contains: 
♦ a series of carefully graded, high interest readers that 

will enhance students cultural literacy 
♦ comprehension practice and answer keys 
♦ language practice integrated with error correction 
+ timed reading selections ideal practice for EFL tests 

Now used in many schools throughout Japan from kindergarten 
through adult with great success. The SRA Reading Laboratories 
provide the motivation your students need to get ahead. 

Get your students started Now! 
....... - ·····---·--··· -------,-······ .. 

,,,IYNARD u PUBLISHING. LTD 

AK Building 2F 
2-13-10 Shimo-Meguro 
Meguro-ku, 
Tokyo 153 
Tel :03-3491-1331 
Fax: 03-3491-2188 

Please send me further information and sample ~ [BJ [Al 
reading material. 

Name: ___________________ _ 

School:, ___________________ _ 

Address: 

Home □ School □ 

Tel: ________ _ Fax:. _________ _ 

-------==========Csui@ffe)@(i' 

edited b!:J bill lee m@(fa@~ 

Bill Lee will be on vacation in August. All chapter announcements and reports for the October issue should 
bee-mailed/faxed to Steve McGuire by August 19th. See page 3 for contact details. 

Nagoya march 

The Five Stages of Leaming 
by Joshua Kurzweil 

Joshua Kurzweil suggested that all learning experi
ences occur in a similar set of stages. When partici
pants thought about their own language learning 
experiences, most participants did report simiJar 
stages, and Joshua proposed the following sequence: 
(a) relating self to information, opening your mind or 
becoming receptive to new information; (b) observation, 
experiencing an input of information; (c) making con
nections, thinking, searching out patterns, trial rule
making based on the observation; (d) experimenting, 
trying to apply the connections formulated, evaluating 
the results; and (e) relating information to self, subse
quent use of what has been learned. Next, the partici
pants considered what they were doing at each stage 
of their own learning experience and what factors 
seemed to affect each stage. Finally, participants re
flected on some of their classes, picking out problem 
lessons that didn't work, and asked themselves, in 
light of the model learning stages, what they did or 
failed to do that contributed to the problem. 

Reported by Gordon Luster 

Nagoya april 

Using Lesson Plans for Research 
by Scott Rule 

To encourage classroom research and professional 
development, Scott Rule presented a five-step cycle 
for examining lesson plans critically and improving 
lessons through classroom experience: (a) Ask why 
parts of the lesson work well or do not work so well. 
(b) Limit the question's scope to define a specific 
research question. (c) Research that question. 
(d) Reflect on what has been learned and how to fine
tune the question for further research. (e) Repeat 
steps (a) through (d). Classroom improvement be
comes a continual cycle, involving planning before, 
note-taking during, and reflection after class. 

Rule first poses some general questions about areas 
for improvement, from which he formulates a list of 
specific questions about the lesson. He writes his les
son plan in black ink, then checks it against his ques
tions, making additions or revisions in red. During 
class, he briefly notes relevant observations in a third 
color. After class, with the question numbers from his 
list, he encodes the changes or additions in still another 
color. He then reflects on patterns: Can he identify 
systematic shortcomings, or rough-cut gems that work 
well but could stand improvement? From the new 

July 1996 

problem areas, he finally writes a new list of questions, 
thus beginning the next research cycle. 

Rule suggested some fruitfuJ issues for question lists: 
better instructions, reducing teacher talk, involving alJ 
students in the class, and enhancing groupwork activi
ties. Participants then analyzed their own problems 
and formulated research questions. 

Rule emphasized that research belongs not to 
professionally trained researchers alone, but to all 
teachers, and through such small-scale research we 
all can reflect productively on our teaching and bring 
about beneficial changes for our students. 

Reported by Gordon Luster 

Omiya april 

Cooperative Peer Development in Context 
by Andy Hoodith and Neil Cowie 

Cooperative Development (CD) enables one teacher 
to work on professional development with the help 
of another. In the key speaker-understander relationship, 
the understanders help speakers develop their own 
ideas through rule-governed interactions. 

Rather than proceed immediately to a detailed 
discussion, Andy Hoodith and Neil Cowie first had 
us divide into speaker-understander pairs to try CD 
for ourselves. We began with reflecting: The 
understanders were to listen to the speakers, then 
simply restate what they heard. The speakers, if all 
went well, would gain a clearer understanding of 
their own thoughts by hearing them reflected exter
nally. A worksheet suggested useful language for 
both roles: for the speakers, topics like, "The sort of 
student I can't stand is ... "; and for the 
understanders, reflecting phrases like, "Just a minute, 
let me see if I've got this right .... " After ten minutes 
of reflecting, we gathered for feedback. Everybody 
remarked how difficult it was for understanders to 
stick to the rules. Their natural tendency was to 
interpret, explain, sympathise, offer advice, or just 
react in some way. Participants variously commented 
that CD resembled certain counselling techniques, 
that the situation seemed artificial, and that partners' 
cultural differences might complicate the interaction. 

Hoodith and Cowie responded by recounting their 
own CD experiences. Once their initial reservations 
were overcome, they related, the artificiality of the 
situation ceased to be a problem. They suggested, 
however, leaving the option open for a partner to 
step out of the role when it may help: "Hang on .... 
Can I just stop being an understander for a minute 
and say something?" Moreover, reflecting is just one 

CHAPTER REPORTS, cont'd on p. 58. 
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Have you tried NELLIE'S yet? 
- competitive prices 

-fastest and friendliest service in Japan 

-wide range of English teaching materials of British 

and American publishers 

call us now 
for your free 

catalogue ! 

Free dial 
0120-071329 

~ellie~ 
DISCOUNT BOOKS 

Tel: 03-3676-174 7 Fax: 03-3676-1815 

-----=========--©.Jix§iffelt@~ 

edited b!d bill lee fMl®®fM@®~ 

Bill Lee will be on vacation in August. All chapter announcements and reports for the October issue should 
bee-mailed/faxed to Steve McGuire by August 19th. See page 3 for contact details. 

AKITA 
Nigel Moore 0188-37-5937 
Dave Ragan 0188-86-3758 

CHIM 
Anxiety, Extroversion, and 

Language Leaming 
Gordon Robson 

Su11day, July 14, 1:30-3:30 p.m.; Se11 City 
Building (C/1iba Station, behind Sago 
Dep't Store) 

A study of 47 Japanese junior col
lege women compared their responses 
on personality and anxiety question
naires with their TOEFL and SPEAK 
scores. Gordon Robson will show how 
the results indicate a link between ex
troversion and oral proficiency and 
the need to avoid or overcome stress 
in language learning. 

Gordon Robson teaches at Showa 
Women's University, and his interests 
include rhetorical transfer, individual 
learner differences, and L2 acquisi
tion (non-members ¥1000). 

UST HOICIWDO Affiliate 
Yup Ushiro 0154-41-6161 
Marion Aaman 015-525-9086 

Barbecue Party: 
Liberty, Equality, Frivolity 

Sunday, /uly 14, 12:00-3:00 p.m. RSVP 
/uly 8; Place to be an11011nced; Fee: Y2000; 
i11fo: Aida Markulin 0776-24-5180; 
Masako K1111im11ra 0776-27-7332 

To celebrate liberte, egalite, et 
fraternite, wear blue, white, and red in 
honor of le tricouleur. The Programme 
Chair will restore Marie Antoinette 
as the grand-mere of French Existen
tialism by showing how to have your 
cake AND let them eat it too. Fine 
Australian wine served with English 
of all varieties, expected to become 
increasingly comprehensible as the 
afternoon wears on. Sorry, no British 
beef 

FUKUOKA 

Introducing Simulation Activities 
to Activate Large Classes 

Yasuo Nalcatani 
Sunday, /uly 14, 2:00 to 5:00 p.111.; Aso 
Foreign Language College (Aso Senmon 
Gakko); Hakala eki minami 2-12-24; 
mfo: BJ/I Pellowe 092-883-3688, 
092-884-3722 (f) 

July 1996 

Simulation activities motivate stu
dents and give them self-confidence. 
After viewing extracts &om a video
taped class and the results of a student 
survey, participants will experience a 
simulation activity firsthand, then dis
cuss it, brainstorm, and design a use
ful lesson to motivate their own 
students (non-members ¥1000). 

Yasuo Nakatani teaches at Nalcarnura 
Galcuen College in Fukuoka. 

Gu1111A 
Leo Yoffe 0272-33-86% 
Hisatake Jimbo 027<Hi2-0376 

H»w!A'ISU 
Tanabata Barbecue Party 

Sunday,/uly 14, 1:00-3:30p.m.; Asakuma 
Restaurant, Beer Garden near the Con
cord Hotel, 1-11 Shikatani-cho 053-473-
0626; Fet: Y3000 (alcoholic beverages 
extra); info and reservations: Tomoko 
Hoshino 053-472-2286 

All members and friends are invited 
to our annual BBQ Party at Asalcuma. 
The party will be held outside if the 
weather is fine. Please make reserva
tions by July 10. 

HIME.II 
Yasutoshi Kaneda 0792-89-0855 
William Balsamo 0792-24A876 

HIROSHIMA 
Teaching Japanese to Adults 

Saboru Okida & Kanetaka Fukami 
Sunday, /uly 7, 1:00-2:00 p.m., sharing 
personal experiences learning and teach
ing /apanese, 2:00-4:00 p.m., main pre
sentation; Hiroshima International Center 
(Hirosluma Crystal Plaza 6f, near ANA 
Hotel.); info: Ian Nakamura 0848-48-2876; 
Carol Rinnert 082-239-1379 

Half in English, half in Japanese, 
this presentation on Japanese as a 
Second Laiiguage will examine some 
teaching issues and demonstrate some 
popular techniques, encouraging au
dience participation. The talk should 
be of interest to EFL teachers and 
learners as well. 

Saboru Okida teaches Japanese in 
Hiroshima University's Institute for 
International Education. 

Kanetaka Fukarni also teaches Japa
nese at Hiroshima University and spe
cializes in the contrastive linguistics 
of Japanese and Korean. 

Hoiawoo 
Ken Hartmarm 011-584-7588 (t/f) 

IIAIWII 
Andy Barfield 0298-55-7783 (h) 
Michiko Kornatsuzakj 0292-54-7203 

IWATI 
Ellen Sadao 0196-83-3083 
Akiko Shimizu 0197-65-3636 

KAGAWA 
Michael Bedlow 0877~94 
Shizuka Maruura 087-34-6801 

KAc.osHIMA 
Keith Lane 0985-85-5931 (w) 
-65-0020 (h) 
Hiroshi Tashima 0992-73-5398 
(h) 73-295 (w) 54-1344 (f) 

l<ANAzAwA 
JALT Summer Barbecue Party 

Sunday /uly 14, 1:()0; On the banks of the 
Saigawa in front of the fidokaikan, 
Hoshima-machi near Kamikiku Bridge; 
Fee: ¥1500 members, ¥2000 non-mem
bers; info & reservatwns: Neil Hargreaves 
0762-80-3448 

JALT is moving outdoors! We in
vite members and friends to get to
gether with food and drink. 
Vegetables, meat, soft drinks, and beer 
will be provided, but people are en
couraged to bring more food and 
drink (plus guitars, balls, frisbees, 
etc.). If it rains bring an umbrella. 
Please try to register in advance. 

KITAKYUSHU Affiliate 
Malcolm Swanson 093-452-3554 

KOBE 
How to Develop Learners' 

Communicative Skills Effectively 
with Creative Writing 

Yukio Hirayanagi 
Sunday, /uly 14, 1:30-4:30 p.m.; Kobe 
YMCA Language Center 4f 078-241-
7205; info: Nihei Nagaki 078-593-7998, 
-9957 (f) 

Japanese learners' journals show they 
do not completely internalize gram
mar which is taught deductively, over
emphasizing accuracy. To learn 
inductively, emphasizing fluency, 
leamers must realize that they carmot 
be fluent writers or speakers unless 
they are prepared to make errors in 
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syntax, diction, coherence, or unity and 
learn from them (non-members ¥1000). 

KOCHI 
Lawrie Hunter 0888-44-8838, -fs354 (f) 
Yoshiko Fujisaki 0888-44-8215, -8354 (f) 

KuMAMOTO (Forming Chapter) 
Annie Marquez 096-326-8074 

KYOTO 
Harold Melville 0749-24-0287 or 
075-741-1491, -1492 (f) 

MATSUYAMA 
English Orama with 

Young People in Japan 
Gavin Barlock 

Sunday, July 14, 2:30-4:30 p.m.; 
Shinonome High School Kinenkan 4f; info: 
Adrienne Nonami 089-977-7709 (tlf) 

1. How stage drama can enrich both 
English language study and education 
in general. 2. Waystoadapttheplaysof 
Shakespeare (and others) for Japanese 
students (non-members ¥1000). 

Gavin Bantock has worked in Japan 
since 1969 as a teacher, playwright, 
theater director, poet, and translator. 

NAGANO 
Edward Mills 0262-85-5387 

NAGASAKI 
Motoshi Shinozaki 0957-25-0214 
Susann Birch 0958-48-5533 

NAGOYA 
Games and Songs 

for Teaching Children 
Miyuki lkeyama & Yoshimi Nagano 
Sunday, July 14, 1:00-4:00 p.m. (Note: 
2nd not 4th Sunday); Mikokoro Center 3f, 
3-6-43 Maronouc/1i, Nakaku (5 minutes 
from Hisaya Odori Station exit 2); info: 
Linda Donan 052-872-5836; Misako 
Tanimoto 052-841-9788 

Yoshimi Nagano will introduce 
many songs that help students learn to 
speak English and love English. 
Miyuki lkeyama specializes in con
verting competitive games into coop
erative games. The presentation is in 
English but questions and discussion 
in Japanese are welcome. 

Yoshimi Nagano owns and teaches 
at Highbridge Academy. 

Educated in the United States, 
Miyuki Ikeyama teaches at her own 
English juku. 

NARA 
Sachiko Shimomura 0742-46-4724 
Jill Robbins 0745-45-1732 
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NIIGATA 
The Internet from Basics to 

Projects, and Resources 
for Language Teaching 

Thom Parkison 
Saturday, July 13, 2:00-5:00 p.m.; Niigata 
University of International and Informa
tion Studies; ( Kokusai /oho Daigaku) 46-
1 Sakata, Katahata, Niigata 950-22, 
025-239-3111; info: Wilma Wilcox 0254-
43-2592, Donna Fujimoto 0257-79-1818; 
For map by fax call: 025-291-7895. After 
the recording enter your fax number, then 
# twice. 

For everyone from the novice to the 
veteran-the many possibilities for 
using the Internet in language classes: 
a short introduction on connecting to 
the Internet, then a hands-on demon
stration of electronic mail, the World 
Wide Web, and more. Parkison will 
discuss his experiences with the 
Internet and its second language re
sources it offers teachers (non-mem
bers ¥1000). 

Thom Parkison teaches at Niigata 
University of International and Infor
mation Studies, Niigata University, 
Nagaoka University of Technology, 
Keiwa College and Niigata Women's 
Junior College. 

OKAYAMA 
Medhankar Ravi 0876-24-2979 (t/f) 

OKINAWA 

Ray Welch 098-964-6911 (t/f) 
102466.237@compuserve.com 

0MIYA 
Lisa Sanders 0422-37-4354 

OsAKA: Japanese through TPR 
Mary Sisk Noguchi 

Sunday, July 7, 2:00-4:30; Beneten-cho 
YMCA; info: Kimiko Nakamura 06-376-
3741; Jack Yo/my 06-771-5757 

The author of Iki-Iki Nihongo: Live 
Action Japanese will introduce her book 
and focus on practicing Japanese gram
matical patterns through Total Physi
cal Response (TPR) activities. 
Small-group activities will foster much
needed dialogue between )SL teachers 
and adult learners about learners' real 
needs (non-members ¥1000). 

Mary Sisk Noguchi teaches at Meijo 
University Junior College. 

SENDAI 
Teaching English to Children in 
Japan-Issues and Possibilities 

Kensaku Yoshida 

Bunka Center, Kenshu-shitsu (Research 
Room) 2; info: Lnrne Spry 022-291-6738; 
Kazuko Honma 022-717-4177 

Kensaku Yoshida will address the 
theoretical issues of introducing En
glish into elementary schools and dem
onstrate some ideas for teaching 
English to young children through mu
sic and songs (non-members ¥1000). 

The fom1er NHK-TV English Con
versation I and current WOWOW 
TOEFL Test program host, Kensaku 
Yoshida teaches English at Sophia 
University. He worked with children 
for three years while at the University 
of Michigan. 

SHIZUOKA 
Glenn Sanders 054-264-5211 
Tim Newfields 0543-48-6613 

5uWA 

Mary Aruga 0266-27-389 

TOCHIGI 
The Internet and CALL: 
Basics and Applications 

Kazunori Nozawa 
Sunday, July 21, 1 :30-4:30 p.m.; 
Utsunomiya Higashi Community Center 
028-638-5782; info: Nick Miller 0289-62-
7339; Michiko Yamawaki 028-624-1465 

Electronic communications are ob
viously the wave of the future, but 
many language teachers find the con
cepts intimidating. In a low-key, non
threatening place, participants can 
learn about the Internet and Computer 
Assisted Language Learning (CALL). 
All participants will become familiar 
with the lexicon of cyberspace and 
CALL and learn about basic peda
gogical applications. 

Kazunori Nozawa teaches applied 
linguistics at the Toyohashi Univer
sity of Technology Language Center 
and coordinates the CALL library 
there. 

TOKUSHIMA 
Activating Large Classes 

Paul Shimizu 
Sunday, July 4, 1:30-3:30 PM; No fee, 
location undecided.; info: Linda Wilkins 
0886-86-6033 

Two specific texts will be introduced 
at the workshop: one for the beginner 
or false beginner who needs confi
dence-building material that is simple, 
challenging and interesting; the other 
a topic-based launch-pad for conver
sation. Participants will take part in 

Sunday, July 14, 2:00-5:00 p.m.; Seinen MEETINGS, cont'd on p. 48. 
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International Thomson Publishing 
M. Incorporating Lrnding \nwrkan EL r l'uhli,h~rs 

• lfri11/e & llei11/e and~ 

The "For Today" Series 
This stimulating reading series from Heinle & Heinle provides learners with a variety of 

interesting, thematically grouped topics and a wide range of pre-reading and vocabulary acquisition 

skills_ A wonderful addition for the reading classroom! Call us for more information today! 

High Beginning: 

lnsii:hts for Today 

High interest reading 

passages for low-level 

reading students! 

Intermediate: 

Issues for Today 
(2nd Edition!) 

New dictionary 

activities section! 

High Intermediate: 

Concepts for Today 
Includes a library 

mastery and research 

skills section! 

Low Advanced: 

Topics for Today 
Including original, 

unabridged magazine 

and news articles! 

Themes for Today 
The final component of the "For Today" Series 

Advanced learning theory in a beginner level reading text! 

Reserve an advance copy "today"! 

INSPECTION COPY /INFORMATION REQUEST 

I would like to know more about the ''for Today" Series. Please send me information/sample inspection copies: 

Themes D Insights D Issues D Concepts D Topics D 
Name: ___________ Instirn1ion name: _____________ # of studenis· 

Address: (School /Home*) _____________________________ _ 

Please mail or fax to: 
International Thomson Publishing 
Hirakawa-cho Kyowa Bldg 3F 
2-2-1 Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo !02 
Tel: (03) 3221-6073 Fax: (03) 3237-1459 

Work Tel: ______________ _ 

Home Tel: ______________ _ 

Fax: 
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22nd Conference of Zenkoku Eigo 
Kyoiku Gakkai 
Date: August 1-2, 1996 
Place: Tohoku Gakuin University, 

Izumi Campus 
Contact: Hayasaka Kenkyushitsu 

Miyagi Kyoiku Daigaku, Eigoka 
Aoba Aramakiaza 
Aoba-ku, Sendai-shi 980 

Tel/Fax: 022-214-3489 

AILA 11th World Congress of Applied 
Linguistics 
Date: August 4-9, 1996 
Place: Jyvaskyla, Finland 
Theme: Applied Linguistics Across 

Disciplines 
Contact: AILA 96 Secretariat 

Ms. Taru-Maija Heilala 
Jyvaskyla Congresses 
P.O. Box35 
FlN-40351 Jyvaskyla, Finland 

Fax: +35841603621 
E-mail: heilala@jyu.fi 

Joint IA TEFL Special Interest Group/ 
British Council Symposium 
Date: September 26-28, 1996 
Place: VieMa, Austria 
Theme: EL T Links 
Contact: IA TEFL 

Tel: 
Fax: 
E-mail: 

3 Kingsdown Chambers 
Kingsdown Park 
Whitstable, Kent, CTS 2DJ, UK 
+44-0-1227-276528 
+44-0-1227-274415 
10007,1327@Compuserve.com 

13th Conference on English Teaching in 
R.0.C. 
Date: 
Place: 

Theme: 
Contact: 

Tel: 
Fax: 
E-mail: 

October 5, 1996 
National Tsmg Hua University, 
Hsinchu, Taiwan 
Building Our Future Together 
13th TEFL Conference 
Department Of Foreign Lan
guages and Literature 
National Tsing Hua University 
Hsinchu 30043, Taiwan ROC 
886-35-715131, Ext. 4390 
886-35-718977 
13TEFL@FL.nthu.edu.tw 

Society of Pakistan English Language 
Teachers (SPELT) 
12th International Conferences 1996 
Dates: October 17-19, 1996 (Karachi) 

October 24-26, 1996 (Islamabad) 
Contact: Mohsin Tejaru 

SPELT F-25.D, Block-9, Oilton 
Karachi 75600, Pakistan 

Fax: 92-91-532604 
E-mail: Mohsin@spelt.khi.sdnpk.undp.org 
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Second Language Research Forum 
(SLRF) '96 
Date: October 25-28, 1996 
Place: University of Arizona, Tucson, 

Arizona, USA 
Theme: Crossing Disciplinary 

Boundaries 
Contact: SLRF '96 

c/o Second Language Acquisi
tion and Teaching (SLAT) 
Modem Languages 347 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, AZ 85721 USA 

E-mail: SLRF@ccit.arizona.edu 

Nordic Network for lntercultural Com
munication: 3rd Annual Symposium 
Date: November 20-23, 1996 
Place: Aalborg University, Denmark 
Theme: lntercultural Communication 

and National Identity 
Contact: Center for Languages and 

lntercultural Studies 
Aalborg University 
Havrevangen 1 
DK-9000 Aalborg, Denmark 

Fax: +45-9816-6566 
E-mail: ruc@hum.auc.dk 

Moscow State University, Centre of 
Russian and Cross-Cultural Studies: 
Third International Conference 
Date: November 28-30, 1966 
Place: Moscow, Russia 
Theme: Russia and the West: the Dia

logue of Cultures 
Contact: AMa Pavlovskaya or Elena 

Galotchkina 
The Centre of Russian and 
Cross-Cultural Studies 

Tel: +7-095-939-2070/5082 
Fax: +7-095-939-2070/0373 

+7-095-932-8867 
E-mail: Colorado@Glas.Apc.Org. 
(Contact by fax or e-mail recommended) 

Teaching Foreign Languages at the 
Gateway to the 20th Century 
Date: December 9-13, 1996 
Place: University of Habana, Cuba 
Themes: Teacher education, 

ELT methods/materials, CALL 
Deadline for Proposals: October 15, 1996 
Contact: Rube Redfield 
Fax: 0798-54-1476 
E-mail: Rube39@aol.com 

The Third International Conference on 
World Englishes 
Date: December 19-21, 1996 
Place: East-West Center in Honolulu, 

Hawaii 
Contact: (Accommodations, etc.) 

Sara Rabie, Assistant to Larry E. 
Smith 
Education and Culture 
East-West Center 
1777 East West Road 
Honolulu, HI 96848 

Fax: 808 944-7790 

The 8th Conference on Second Language 
Research in Japan 
Date: January 18, 1997 
Place: International University of Japa, 

Tokyo Offices 
Hiroo, Minato-ku, Tokyo 

Abstracts:3 copies, up to 300 words 
(English) orlOOO characters 
Oapanese; attach summary in 
English) 

Deadline: September IS, 1996 
Contact: Mitsuko Nakajima 
Tel: 0257-79-1498 
Fax: 0257-79-1187 
E-mail: conferen@iuj.ac.jp 

CHAPTER REPORTS, cont'd from p.53. 

of nine abilities to be enhanced 

through CD, they added; to gain 

full benefit we would need to 
complete the entire cycle of expla
nation, discovery, and action. 

After a short break we divided 

again, but this time into groups of 

three, adding the role of observer to 

take notes and subsequently com

ment on the quality of the speaker

understander interaction. 
This mixture of activities and 

discussion provided us with an 
excellent sense of what CD in

volves. For those who wanted to 

go further, the presenters recom

mended Julian Edge's Cooperative 
Development (1992, Longman). 
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(EHIME-KEN) Matsuyama University in Matsuyama City 

announces a position for an EFL instructor starting April 1, 

1997. Qualifications & Requirements: Native speaker of 
English with an M.A. in TEFL/TESL/TESOL; knowledge 

of Japan and/or experience in teaching Japanese students 
helpful. Duties: Teach six classes per week. Salary & 

Benefits: Two-year, non-renewable contract includes 

salary of approximately ¥4,300,000 per year; airfare to and 

from Matsuyama; partial payment of health insurance; 

¥630,000 for research funds; other benefits. Application 
Materials: Resume, transcripts, and copy of diploma (these 

will not be returned to applicants). Deadline: September 

20, 1996. Contact: Yukio Takeichi, Registrar, Matsuyama 
University, 4-2 Bunkyo-cho, Matsuyama 790, Japan. 

(IWATE-KEN) Mizusawa School of English in Mizusawa
shi announces an opening for a full-time English teacher 
starting August 27, 1996. Qualifications & Requirements: 

Must be a native English speaker with a college degree and 

@xmfl@[1/ff©~@[J 

(TOKYO) The Foreign Languages Department of the 
Musashi Institute of Technology announces two full-time 

Lecturer positions. Qualifications & Requirements: Japa

nese national proficient in English, especially conversation, 

or native speaker of English fluent in spoken and written 

Japanese. Applicants should have a minimum of fivs years 

teaching experience in a university setting. Preference will 

be given to applicants with a strong literature or CALL 

background. Duties: Teach English conversation, listening/ 
comprehension, composition, etc., 7 classes (4 days) a week. 

Salary & Benefits: Salary based on the general university 

scale, social insurance benefits, etc. Application Materials: 

Send resume (English and Japanese "rirekisho"), list of 
publications and copies of two or three major publications. 

Deadline: August 31, 1996. Contact: Isamu Ichikawa, For

eign Languages Department, Musashi Institute of Technol

ogy, 1-28-1 Tamazutsumi, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 158. Tel: 
03-3703-3111, ext. 2328. Fax: 03-5707-2167. 

at least two years experience teaching English to Japanese (TOKYO-TO) Geos Communications International an-

children and young students. Must have conversational nounces a part-time corporate instructor position. Qualifi-

Japanese ability. Duties: Class preparation, teaching cations & Requirements: Native-speaker competency, 

English to all ages, testing, and helping with the school in teaching experience, working visa, and university degree. 

general. Salary and Benefits: One-year renewable contract; Duties: teaching business English on-site corporate les-

¥270,000 per month; no key money is required when sons. Salary & Benefits: ¥4,000/hour or ¥100,000 per 

renting apartment provided by the school. Application month retainer (up to 3 classes a week). Application 

Materials: Resume with photo and three letters of recom- Materials: Resume, copy of working visa and university 

mendation. Deadline: On-going until filled. Contact: Mr. degree. Deadline: On-going. Contact: Linda Downs, Shin 

~asakazu Mine, Mizusawa School of English, 1-2-3 Osaki Kangyo Bldg. 4F, 6-4 Osaki 1 chome, Shinagawa-ku 

Tainichidori, Mizusawa-shi, Iwate-ken. Fax: 0197-25-8860. Tokyo 141. Tel: 03-5434-0220. 

.~,~~ . 
(OSAKA-FU) Baika Women's College in Ibaraki ~•~,,, (TOKYO-TO) G. Harns announces an unusual business 

City announces two full-time positions for \~~ opportunity to take over an English juku established in 

Assistant or Associate Professor (Kos/ti or "\•;:;, 1982 in Denenchofu (students, house, know-how and 

/okyoju). Qualifications & Requirements: ~~ more; from early 1997). Qualifications & Requirements: 

~-A. (Ph.D. preferred) in English, American ~~ Native speaker and Japanese spouse preferred. Applica-

Literature, or Culture, Linguistics, EFL, or ~~ lion Materials: For details send profile (brief resume), 

ESL, resedrch and te~chmg. exp:nence are =----Z phone number and best time to to receive phone calls. 

desirable; age 30-50; interview in September by ~ ~ Deadline: On-going until filled. Contact: G. Harris, 3-14-5 

ap_pointment. Duties: Teach 90-minute classes: ::r Denenchofu, Ohta-ku, Tokyo 145. Fax: 03-3722-0404. 

skill-based English or lecture in English on one ,.r 
of the above topic areas; research committee ~: 

responsibilities; participate in student activities. \ 

Salary and Benefits: Details available on request. 

Application Materials: C. V. with recent photograph, list of 

publications, one copy each of three publications, and 

three references with names and addresses. Deadline: July 

21, 1996. Contact: Prof. Manji Kobayashi, Chairman, De

partment of English and American Literature, Baika 
Women's College, 2-19-5 Shukunosho, lbaraki-shi, Osaka
fu, 567 Tel: 0726-43-6221. Fax: 0726-41-5244. 

(OSAKA-FU) Geos Communications International an

nounces a part-time corporate instructor position. Qualifi

cations & Requirements: Native-speaker competency, 

teaching experience, working visa, and university degree. 
Duties: teaching business English lessons on-site at corpo
rate locations. Salary & Benefits: ¥4,000/hour or ¥100,000 

per month retainer (up to 3 classes a week). Application 
Materials: Resume, copy of working visa, and university 

degree. Deadline: On-going. Contact: Linda Downs, Shin 

Osaki Kangyo Bldg. 4F, 6-4 Osaki 1 chome, Shinagawa-ku 
Tokyo 141. Tel: 03-5434-0220. 

Jul¥ 1996 

(KUWAIT) Kuwait University Language Center in Kuwait 

City announces a full-time language instructor position for 

the spring and fall semesters. Qualifications & Require

ments: M.A. in TEFL/TESL or Applied Linguistics; at least 

two years teaching experience in EFL/ESL; strong prefer

ence given to applicants with experience in test develop
ment, curriculum design, materials writing, CALL and/or 

ESP. Duties: Teach 15 contact hours weekly plus 3 hours of 

student counseling; engage in test and curriculum devel

opment. Salary & Benefits: KO 345-458 per month, based 

on years of experience; furnished accommodations; 8-week 

summer holiday; 2-week mid-year break; annual round

trip air tickets to country of permanent residence; opportu

nities to teach extra programs for extra remuneration. 

Application Materials: Cover letter; resume; 3 letters of 
reference; and a 3-minute audio cassette indicating why 

you want to teach at KULC. Deadline: On-going. Contact: 

Dr. Yahia Ahmad, Director, Kuwait University Language 
Center, P.O. Box 2575, Safat 13026, Kuwait. Tel: 965-484-

3658. Fax: 965-484-3824. You may also contact Or. Bader 

Mohammad Hasan AI-Kandary, P.O. Box 2575 Sa fat, 13026 

Safat, Kuwait. Tel: 484-3743. Fax: 484-1741. 
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Membership Information 

JALT 1s a professional organuation dedicated to the improvement of language teaming and teaching in japan, a vehicle for the 

exchange of ne\'\' ideas and techniqu~ and a means of keeping abreast of new developments tn a rapidly changing field. JALT, 

formed in 1976, has an international membership of over 4,000. There are currently 38 )ALT chapters throughout Japan (listed below). 

It is the Japan affiliate of International TESOL (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages) and a branch of IATEFL 

(International A~sociation of Teachers of English as a Foreign Language). 

Publications - JALT publi~hes Thr Languagr Trachrr, a monthly magazine of articles and announcements on professional 

concerns, ,rnd the semi-annual /ALT /011rnal. 

Meetings and Conferences - The JALT International Conference on Language Tuching/Luming attracts some 2,000 partici

panb annually. The program consists of over 300 papers, workshops, colloquia and poster sessKms, a publishers' exhibition of some 

1,()(X)m2, an employment center, and social events. Local chapter meetings are held on a monthly or bi-monthly basis in each JALT 

chapter, and National Special Interest Groups, N·SICS, disseminate information on areas of special interest. JALT also sponsors 

special events, such as conferences on Testing and other themes. 

Chapters - Akita, Chiba, Fukui, Fukuoka, Fukushima, Gunma, Hamamatsu, HimeJi, Hiroshima, Hokkaido, Ibaraki, Kagawa, 

Kagoshima, Kanazawa, Kobe, Kyoto, Matsuyama, Morioka, Nagano, Nagasaki, Nagoya, Nara, Niigata, Okayama, Okinawa, 

Omiya, Osaka, Sendai, Shizuoka, Suwa, Tochlgi, Tokushima, Tokyo, Toyohashi, West Tokyo, Yamagata, Yamaguchi, Yokohama, 

Kita Kyushu (affihate), Kochi (affiliate). 

N-SIGs - Bilingualism, College and University Educators, Computer Assisted Language Leaming, Global Issues in Language 

Education, Japanese as a Second Language, Leamer Development, Matenals Writers, Teacher Education, Jr./Sr. High School, 

Video. JALT members can JOIO as many ~-SIGs as they wish for a fee of Yl,000 per N-SJG. 

Awards for Research Grants and Development - Awarded annually. Applications must be made to the JALT President by 

September 3. Awards are announced at the annual conference. 

Membership- Regular Membership (V7,000) includes membership m the nearest chapter. Student Memberships (Y4,000) are 

available to full-time, undergraduate students with proper identification. Joint Memberships (¥12,000), available to two 

individuals sharing the same mailing address, receJVe only one copy of each JALT publication Group Memberships (¥4,500/ 

person) are available to five or more people employed by the same institution. One copy of each publication is provided for every 

five members or fraction thereof. Applications may be made at any JALT meeting, by using the postal money transfer form (yubm 

Junkne) found in every issue of The Umguage Teacher, or by sending a check or money order in yen (on a Japanese bank), in dollars 

(on a U.S. bank), or on pounds (on a U. K bank) to the Central Office. Joint and Croup Members must apply, renew, and pay 

membership fees together with the other members or their group. 

CENTRAL OFFICE: 
Urban Edge Building, 5th Floor, 1-37-9 Taito, Tait<>-ku, Tokyo l 10 

Tel.03-3837-1630; fax. 03-3837-1631 
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With a proven lineup of multimedia courseware 

led by Dynamic English, DynEd programs are : l: 
stimulating, trouble free and, most importantly, 

educationally sound. Of course, seeing is 

believing, which is why you might want to 

request our free DynEd Demo Disc CD-ROM., 

✓ Specifically designed for Japan 

✓ Courses that match your 
students' needs 

✓ Easy to use and integrate into 
existing programs 

✓ Local and reliable support 

✓ Proven in Japan with students 
just like yours. 

Please send a free CD-ROM 
to.. Name: 

School: 

Address: Home D School □ 

151 Tokyo, Shibuya-ku, Sendagaya 2-32-2 

tel: (03) 34 78-2448 fax: (03) 34 78-2598 

email: japan@dyned.com 




